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WATCH REPAIRING FOR THE
AMATEUR : MAKING A POTTERY
KILN : SOLDERING SIMPLIFIED :

REWINDING SMALL ARMATURES :

AN ELECTRIC MIXER FOR THE
KITCHEN : SPECIAL SECTION FOR

JUNIORS : ETC. ETC.
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How are you
off for Springs?

No. 1024.

No. 1013. No.753.

No. 760. 3 doz. Assorted Light Com-
pression Springs 1" to 4" long, 22 to 18
S.W.G., I" to i" diam. 6/6. No. 98A. 3

doz. Assorted to 4" long, i" to I" diam.
I9G to 15G, 5/6. No. 757. Extra Light,
Compression, 1 gross Assorted, 1" to I, ir to 2" long, 27 to 20 S.W.G. 15/-
No. 388. gross Assorted Small Expansion Springs, " to It", 18G to 21G
9/6. No. 758. Fine Expansion Springs. I gross Assorted 1" to r, r to 2" long,
27 to 20 S.W.G. 15/-. No. 466. gross Assorted Small Expansion Springs g"
to 14" long, 3/32" to 3/16" diam., 2IG to 24G, 6/6. No. 1013. 1 gross Small
Coil Compression Springs, 4" to I I" long, 3/32" to 7/16" diam., 24G to I9G,
6/.. No. 753. 3 doz. Assorted Light Expansions r to 4" diam., 2" to 6" long.
22 to 18 S.W.G., 10/6. No. 1024. 20 Compression Springs 12" long, i" to !i"
diam., 24G to 18G, suitable for cutting into shorter lengths ; and 30 Expan-
sions lr to 12" long, 5/32" to t" diam., 22G to I6G, 24/-.

TERRY'S BOXES OF ASSORTED SPRINGS are
just the job for your experimental department -
a wonderful assortment of Compression and
Expansion Springs ... all sorts of lengths, gauges,
diameters. The nine boxes we show are just a
few from our range. Why not let us send you a
full list - free?

TERRY'S
ASSORTED SPRINGS
The prices quoted are subject to the
usual trade discount.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD.
REDDITCH, WORCS.

SPRING MAKERS FOR 100 YEA RS

These Boxes of Springs
can also be obtained at:

LONDON
27 Holborn Viaduct

MANCHESTER
279 Deansgate
BIRMINGHAM

210 Corporation Street

HI 170Is'

How to stick anything to anything
Use quick -setting, easy -to -apply Pliobond.

the new thermoplastic adhesive that sticks
anything to anything permanently.

Whatever material you're using - wood.
metal, plastic, fabric, rubber, leather, glass,
paper, plaster or ceramics - Pliobond will join
them to one another and to themselves.

And the resulting permanent yet flexible
bonds are highly resistant to water, oils, greases
and chemicals. Bond strength improves with age.

Supplied ready to use in tubes, bottles (with
a handy brush in the lid) and tins, Pliobond is
obtainable from ironmongers and garages. Use
Pliobond for every sticking job.

Battery Cap

. Rubber to solder

Clutch

. . . Fabric to metal

p

Draught Exclusion

. Rubber to metal

A GOODYEAR PRODUCT OBTAINABLE FROM GARAGES AND IRONMONGERS
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Don't let the size deceive you ! The amazing
Emco-Unimat is not a toy-it's a precision,
portable power -tool, capable of a number of

standard workshop practices on a miniature scale. The basic tool will
buff, turn, polish, drill, grind and mill with remarkable accuracy, whilst
additional equipment extends these applications. Working to very fine
limits, and variably speeded from 300 to 9,000 r.p.m., the Emco-Unimat
is the perfect equipment for model makers and amateur craftsmen.

HAND DRILL MILLING MACHINE TABLE DRILL
PRESS TOOL GRINDING MACHINE

Specification
Centre Height, li". Takes . between
centres, 6i". Hollow spindle admits
I". Drill Chuck Cap, 1". Chuck to
Drill Table (max.), 41".

Additional Equipment
Jig Saw. SC Lathe. Chuck.
Circular Saw. Drilling Vice.
Milling Table and Clan:Ms.
Flexible Shaft.

CASH PRICE

£27-17-6
EXTENDED CREDIT AVAILABLE

See the versatile EMCO-UNIMAT at your local
tool dealer, or write for fully descriptive
literature to:

J. & H. SMITH LTD.
16, HARRISON STREET

LEEDS, I. TEL. 21561
jhs, 910

POCKET
MAGNET

POT
MAGNET

POPULAR RANGE OF

PERMANENT MAGNETS
wide range of types
for all applications

 MAJOR MAGNETS One of the most
powerful magnets ever produced. For
Research. Educational and Industrial uses.

 POWER MAGNETS. Alcomax magnets
in three sires. Use where extra performance
is required.

 BAR MAGNETS.. in pairs. For general
purposes. 2' and Y sizes available.

 POCKET MAGNETS ...Useful to every
engineer for hundreds of uses In workshop
or home.

 MINOR MAGNETS Ideal for the model
engineer. Compact yet powerful,

 POT MAGNETS in three sires. Power..
ful Alcomax assemblies for holding and lifting.
Mild steel pot can be machined

 BUTTON MAGNETS. Far magnetic in.
dicators. doorcatches and as magnetic coll.
!Mrs

MINOR MAGNET

BAR MAGNETS

BUTTON MAGNET

POWER
MAGNET

Made by James Neill & Company (Sheffield) Limited
and obtainable from your usual tool distributor

THE "zyTo ,, TEN INCH PRECISION
NEW SAWBENCH I

1with many valuable refinements, new design table
gives greater productivity-more capacity.

a AM INN am ;

Illustrated
Leaflet Free
on Request.

Mia WI .M1 ltl 1.1 SE I MU rINI SECI Nia MIZI

Special features include
NEW SIZE TABLE

21" x 18"
Takes Saws up to 10" diameter.
giving 3" depth of cut. Im-
proved Saw Guard and Riving
Knife allows for any width of
material.

NEW Quick Acting Quadrant securely
locks the Canting Table at any angle.
NEW Micro -adjustment to Rip and
Crosscut Fence.
NEW Rack and Pinion Feed to Rise
and Fall Table. Extra heavy ball bearing
spindle.
Adjustable vee-belt drive, balk -in dust
chute.

BENCH MODEL
Without Motor US Os. Od.

Or LS Os. Od. Deposit. Balance over
Eight Monthly Payments of C2 I6s. 3d.
Complete with I h.p. motor Or Pede;nt
Stand.
PRICE, 3 PHASE
Or L10 Os. Od Deposit. LAO 15s Od.
Balance over Eight Monthly Payments
of C5 I Is. I Id.

OUR ONLY LONDON ADDRESS :

S.TYZACK &SON LTD
341-345 OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.I

TEL : SHOreditch 8301 (Ten Lines)
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TH DEPOSIT SECURES

OR ANY OTHER

MACHINE TOOLS

Super 7B ...

Cash
Frice

E99. 5.0
Deposit

LI9.17.0

8 Monthly
Payments

Ell. 4.8

SPECIAL OFFERSuper 7
ML7

E78.10.0
E51.17.6

E15.14.0
L10.17.6

E8.16.9
L5.16.9

ML 7B E73. 0.0 L14.14.0 E8. 4.1 Thrcughout August Only
Gearbox for existing

Myford Lathes
Abene Swedish

Vernier Height

E23.13.0 E5. 0.0 L2.12.6 With any of the above machines we
will supply for only L1.0.0 an ALL

STEEL .001 -tin. MICROMETER.

Gauges. In
Mahogany Box... E18.15.0 L5. 0.0 E1.17.10

Rentweld A/C Arc
Welder... E47. 0.0 E9. 8.0 E5. 5.11 Cash

Price Deposit

SIMPLY STATE :
MAKE, MODEL & CASH PRICE to

RENTWELD
94, CAMDEN ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I

GULliver 6006

Fobco Bench Drill
with l2in. Jacobs

-Imo '

Monthly
Payment

Chuck ... ...
Fobco .12in. Bench

L30. 3.9 L6. 3.9 E3. 7. 6

Drill with Single-
phase Motor ... /39. 1.6 L7.16.6 E4.17.10

Startrite Bantam
Drill Ain. Jacobs
Chuck Single-
phase Motor ... £31.18.0 E6. 8.0 L3.11. 9

8u/A/14yoomse#Y
BATLEY

CONCRETE GARAGES and WORKSHOPS
You invest when you purchase a BATLEY Concrete Building. Built to our
well-known design and incorporating reinforced concrete units, they
are easy to assemble and will last a lifetime. They are cheaper than
brickwork, but have all the advantages of a permanent construction and
also incorporate the unique BATLEY interlocking moulded asbestos roof
with built-in ridge. Undoubtedly, for the discriminating purchaser,
BATLEY is best.

CONCRETE
GARAGES
Extensive range in-
cluding Lean-to and
Multiple designs,

From £51/101 -
or 10/3 weekly

WORKSHOP OR

GARDEN SHED
Available in many
sizes, window
and door positions

interchangeable.

From £41/5/ -
or 8j3 weekly  HINGED OR UP & OVER' MAIN DOORS

GUARANTEE AND FREE FIRE INSURANCE

 FREE DELIVERY IN ENGLAND & WALES

Send for FREE illustrated brochure to :-

ERNEST BATLEY LIMITED,
142, Colledge Road, Holbrooks, Coventry

Telephone : 89245/6

Do- it yorwcoettwitit

HANDISPRAY
OUTFIT

;dies: or :

HOME HANDYMAN
CAR OWNER

AMATEUR
DECORATOR

FARMER
SMALLHOLDER
NURSERYMAN

V irious applications include :

SPRAY PAINTING
CREOSOTING

TYRE INFLATION
DISTEMPERING

INSECTICIDE
SPRAYING

Easily carried -weighs 451b.

PRICE : £40-5-0 including gun & hose

Flire Purchase Terms : E20-7-6 deposit
plus 12 monthly payments of E1-18-6

Write for Leaflet CB. 112
B.E.N. PATENTS LTD. (Division of Broom & Wade Ltd.)

P.O. 3ox No. 10, Dept. X, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS. Tel.: High Wycombe 1360

cc 554
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31," x 19" Capacity-I4 Spindle Speeds 25-2,150 rpm-Built-in Clutch-Quick
Change Oilbath Gearbox-Wet or Dry Machine.

You can see the SUPER 7B on this fine INDUSTRIAL CABINET STAND and many other Myford
Products at the :-

" MODEL ENGINEER" EXHIBITION (Stand No. 6)
NEW HORTICULTURAL HALL, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1-Avg. 22nd to Sept. 1st, 1956

Our Staff will welcome you and will be only too pleased to assist with any of your Technical problems.

Whiffilrel ENGINEERING COMPANY LTD  BEESTON  NOTTINGHAM
Telephone: Beeston 25-4222/3/4 Telegrams: Myford, Beeston, Notts.
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Maximum production depends on high
technical skill such as that acquired
by I.C.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE
TRAINED MEN ARE URGENTLY
NEEDED NOW-BUT THERE IS

NO WORTH -WHILE PLACE FOR

THE UNTRAINED

Ambitious men everywhere have
succeeded through I.C.S. Home -Study
Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in
any one of the subjects listed in the
coupon knows it thoroughly, com-
pletely, practically. And he knows
how to apply it in his everyday work.

Students intending to sit for examinations in
Mechanical Engineering, Architecture, Quantities,
Civil Engineering, and others, should enrol NOW
for preparatory Courses.
Using a specially prepared Study Programme, the
student studies in his spare time at his own pace
and, with time for revision, sits with full confidence
of success.

Courses are also available for General Certifi-
cates of Education and most other Technical,
Professional, Commercial and Civil Service
Examinations.
(I.C.S. Examination Students are coached until
successful.)

Moderate fees include ALL Books required.

REDUCED TERMS TO H.M. FORCES.

If you need technical training, our advice con-
cerning your work and your career is yours for
the asking-without obligation. Let us send our
special free booklet on the subject in which you
are specially interested.

The successful man DOES to -day what
thefai I ure 1NTE N DS doingto-morrow.
Write to us TO -DAY.

Dept. 16913,

I.C.S., 71 KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

Accountancy
Air Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler Engineering
Book -Keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry & Joinery
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering

Electric Power, Light-
ing, Transmission
Traction

Electronics
Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Gardening
Heating and

Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Journalism
Machine Design
Machine -Tool Work
Maintenance Eng,
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical

Engineering
Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanics

Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Engineering
Police Entrance
Plumbing
Production

Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Television Technology
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodwork Drawing
And many other sub-

jects

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 169B, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Please send me free booklet on

Name Occupation
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
AUSTRALIA : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. EGYPT 40, Sharia Abdel Kkatek Sarwat
Pasha, Cairo. EIRE : 3, North Earl Street, Dublin. INDIA : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha
Mehta Rd., Fort Bombay. NEW ZEALAND: 182. Wakefield Street, Wellington.
N. IRELAND : 26, Howard Street, Belfast. SOUTH AFRICA : Dept. L., 45, Shortmarket
Street, Cape Town.
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OMARO SLIDE RULES
MODEL W.2. Electrical Arc Welding

Side 1, as illustrated.
Scales giving quantities of
welding rods used and
current consumption
according to size, type and
total length of welds.
Side 2: Particulars relating
to fillet and butt -welds.

7/- post free.

MODEL M.2. Arcs, Chords, Heights, Segments and Sectors

Lb
iiii

"A\ .

:

.

I )
'S

I 'g

i

IIIIM

MIMI

MODEL 5.6. Tensile Strength of -Bolts

(B.S.W., B.S.F. &- B.A.
sizes), also principal dimen-
sions of 'bolts and nuts, as
well as of socket screws.

5/3 post free.

of circles with radius (r -1)
and the angles at the centre
of the circle from 0' to 360'.
2,642 values. Standard
Qual. (glazed).

6'3 each, post free.

L...-
81141ldittiniRli,.14..1A_______.... .... .. , t-1,.---

to
at

......_

N.9

List of other Models on application.

Kosine Ltd., 104, High Holborn, London, W.C.I
Telephone : HOLborn 1301

T.V. TUBES. £5 6 months' guarantee. I2in. Mallard. As
supplied for the last 4 years. 15/6 ins carr.

Cash with order. I4in. RECTANGULAR, 65/10:-. I7in. RECTANGULAR
47 10/0.

4

T.V.12in.CHASSIS.97/6.
Complete chassis by famous
manufacturer. R.F. E.H.T.
Unit included. Drawing FREE.
Easily fitted to Table or Console
model, owing to this chassis
being in three separate units
(Power, Sound and Vision.
Timebase) inter - connected.
THIS CHASSIS IS LESS VALVES
AND TUBE, but see our
catalogue for cheap valves.

- Our E5 Tube fits this Chassis
List of valves by request.

- Carr. 5/- London. 10/ -
Provinces. Channels 1-5.

SPEAKER SALE. 8/9 each to
clear. 8in. P.M. std. 3-5 ohms.

or with matching O.P. trans. 10/9. Post I/9.
V.H.F. 1124 RECEIVER. 7/6 less valves, ex-W.D., good condition ; 6 -channel
switching. Receives T.V. sound, police, fire and amateurs ; 30/5 mt/s to 40 me/s.
I.F. 7 me/s. Post 2/6. Drawings and conversion data free with each set.
V.H.F. 1125 SET. 7/9. This little set is a V.H.F. receiver, requires some modifica-
tion to put it into service. Complete with valves. Post 2/3.
R.F.24 UNIT. 10;6. New and packed. Tuning 20-30 me/s. Including 3 valves. Post 2/...
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS. 29/9. Including 8in. speaker. S VALVE S/HET.
3 w/band. A.G. mains, complete but less valves. All used, tested, and
guaranteed. Carr. 4/6. Drawings 2/6 or free with order.
T.V. CHASSIS TO CLEAR. (Famous manufacturer.)
POWER PACK AND AMP. 29/9. 5 K.V. E.H.T. 325 v., 250 m.a. Smoothed
H.T. heaters. 6 v. 5 amp., 4 v. 5 amp., 4 v. 5 amp. Carr. 4/6.
TIME BASES. 10/6. Containing scanning coil, focus unit, line trans., 10 controls,
etc. Drawing free with unit. Carr. 2/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 5/9. 350-0-350 v. Heaters, 6 v. and 5 v. Post 2/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 3/9. 350-0-350 v. 12 v. 4 v. heaters. Primary 100-
250 v. Make ideal auto trans. Post 2/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 5/9. 350-0-350 v. 4 v., 4 v., heaters. Primary 200-
250 v. Post 2/-. All mains trans. 80 m.a.
O.P. TRANS. 1/3, Standard 3-5 ohms. Guaranteed. Post 9d,

Scamp only for catalogue.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. CWO or COD.REMEMBER

SATURDAY DUKE & CO.,
OPEN ALL DAY 621 ROMFORD ROAD, LONDON, E.12.

Tele; GRA 6677, (Or your Parent's Signature if under 21)

BIG PROFIT MAKER
FOR MECHAM' MD 6',4R4CES

NEWNES

POST-WAR CARS
Commercial Vehicles

(Petrol and Diesel)

Agricultural Tractors

THIS authoritative and comprehensive work gives you in
convenient, compact form all the essential repair information

and data for the most popular post-war cars, commercial vehicles
and agricultural tractors. It shows you the best way to tackle
every repair job, and contains the crystallised experience of more
than 30 experts, including the service managers of famous makes.
It will save you time and money to have at your elbow, for immediate
consultation, all the repair guidance you need for the very large
number of different models you are expected to know inside
and out ! For mechanic, foreman or shop manager NEWNES
AUTOMOBILE REPAIR is a piece of essential equipment.

Here is what you receive:
4 Volumes strongly bound in

rich blue grained cloth.

SERVICE DATA SHEETS
for over 1,000 post-war and
pre-war models.

2,084 Pages of practical and
up-to-date information

designed to save garage time
and money.

1,471 Drawings and illustra-
tions.

600 Photos of actual opera-
tions, components and

equipment.

88 Annotated wiring dia-
grams of popular makes.

FREE 2 Years' Technical
Advisory Service.

THESE IMPORTANT SERVICES
ARE ALSO INCLUDED -

You receive Special Case con-
taining 24 Unique Service
Charts and Data Sheets on :-
Trouble Tracing, Carburettor
Tuning, Brake Layouts, Gas
Turbine Cars, Piston and Ring
Fitting, etc.
Recent makes of cars -Hillman
Californian, Triumph TR2,
Volkswagen, Plymouth, Lincoln,
Hudson, Jensen, Dodge.
Chrysler, etc.

And To Keep You ALWAYS
UP-TO-DATE

FREE POSTAL SERVICE
OF DATA SHEETS OF NEW
MODELS. SENT TO YOU AT
CONVENIENT INTERVALS FOR

2 YEARS

POST THIS FREE EXAMINATION COUPON NOW
THERE IS NO OBLIGATION TO PURCHASE

To: George Newnes, Ltd., 66-69, Gt. Queen St., London, W.C.2.
Please send me Newnes AUTOMOBILE REPAIR without obligation to purchase.
I will either return the work within eight days or I will send the first payment of
7s. 6d. eight days after delivery, and 15s. Od. monthly thereafter, until the sum
of E9 17s. 6d. has been paid. Cash price within eight days is E9 10s. Od.

Name (This offer does not
apply to Eire.)

Address Place X where it applies

Occupation

Your Signature
AR.1G

HouseOWNER

Householder

Living with Parents

Lodging Address
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THE " CRISPIAN " BATTERY PORTABLE
A 4 -valve truly portable battery set with very many
good features as follows :-

Ferrite rod aerials.
Low consumption valves.
Superhet circuit with A.V.C.
Ready built and aligned chassis if required.
Beautiful two-tone cabinet Covered with I.C.I.

Beanie and Tygan.
Guaranteed results on long and medium waves

anywhere.
All parts, including speaker and cabinet, are avail-
able separately or if all ordered together the price is
£715 0. post and insurance 3:6 extra, complete,
ready built chassis 30 - extra. Instruction booklet
free with parts or available separately price 1:6.

l4in. T.V. CABINET
I4in. T.V, cabinet
of the latest styl-
ing made for oneof our most

famous firms
-beautifully
veneered andpolished-
limited quan-

tity -19,6 each.
Carriage and packing 3/6 extra.

THE STATESMAN
This is on offer at approx. half cost

to make.
An impressive.
costly looking
cabinet origin-
ally designed
for T.V. but
simple modifi-
cation makes
the cabinet
suitable f o r
radio -gram
amplifier, tape
recorder o r
reflex speaker-size 231n.
w ide. 22in.deep and
3731n. high.
Limited quan-
tity at £8/15/0
each, carriage

"THE ESTRONIC "
Band III Convertor

To -da y's best
value in Band III
onverters suit-able for your

T.V. o r
money re-funded.
Complete
ready tooperate.
5911 non

mains or 85/ -
mains, post and
insurance 36.

AMAZING LITTLE MAINS T.R.F.
uses a 4 -valve circuit with high -efficiency
coils-covers long and medium wave
bandp and fits into the neat white or
brown bakelite cabinet-limited quantity
only. All the parts, including cabinet,
valves, in fact everything, 24.10.0 plus
3:6 post. Constructional data free with the
parts, or available separately 1/6.

BLANK CHASSIS
18 S.W.G. Aluminium

7N33 ... 3/9 14 x10,.3
9ix 43 <21 5-
10 8 23 ... 5/8
10"53 x 23 .. 5/-
12, 9, 23 .. 7/-
14, 9 23 7/6

16,1.0x3
161,12 x3
19i x9 x23
33x10x3

... 8/3

... 8/8
... 8/3

10/ -

CONNECTING WIRE

P.V.C. covered in 100ft. coils -219 a
coil or four coils different colours 10/-.
post free.

MULTI -METER KIT
Parts suitable for
making a multi -
meter to measure
volts. milliamps
and ohms. Kit
containing all theessential items
including moving -coil meter.
resistors, rang e
selector, calibra-
ted scale, etc.. etc., is only 15,', plus 1: -
Post and packing.

RECORD PLAYER E4 10;0

3 -Speed Gramophone Motor
Latest rim drive 3 -speed motor with metal
turntable and rubber mat. Small mod.
makes speed easily variable for special
effects and dance work.
1111.Fi Pick-up
Using famous Cosmocord Ili -C turn -over
crystal. Separate sapphire for each speed.
Neat bakelite case with pressure adlust-
ment.
Special Snip Offer This Month
The two units as illustrated 24.10 0 or
made up on board as illustrated £5 10'0,
plus 5,'- post and insurance.

OFFICE TELEPHONES
New G.P.O. telephone
sets with internal
bell and push button
switch
easily Con-
nected to-
gether to
form office
intercom.Price
22110/0
each. Post
etc. 2/6.

OFFICE INTERCOM
This is a 2 -station " master " unit com-
prising an A.C. mains operated push-pull
amplifier with built-in P.M. speaker
which acts as microphone or loudspeaker
depending on whether switch is set to
" talk " or listen." Complete in
polished cabinet ready to work, Price
only 24/19/6, Plus 3/6 carriage and in-
surance. Sub stations 19/6 each.

MAINS TRANSFORMER SNIP

11/6
Post 2/ -

Fully shrouded -
standard 200-250 v.
primary. 280-0-280
at 80 m,a, 6.3 v. at
3 amp., 5 v. at
2 amp.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD
Post orders should be addressed to Dept. 1, Sutton Road, Eastbourne.

Personal shoppers, however, please ,:all at:
42.46, Windmill Hill, 152-3, Fleet Street, 129, Stroud Omen Ed., 249, High Rd.. Hilburn

Ruislip. Middx. E.C.4. i Finsbury Park. 9.4. Phone NIA1.1a, Cale
Pleope: RUISLIP ::.760 Phone FLEet 28= Phone: A Roheay 1049 4921
Nei doy,, Wednesday. Half  day, Saturday. ; Halt .lay. Thurula,y. Half day, Thursday.

CLAMP YOUR WORK OMAN/CAW

ekoWer shows how to

A SLASH VEms.

AMp
miffs
ASSEM8tY

At`ivtal'e,
toNtItPottii

OWE R JAC KS
LIMITED

VALUTA RD... ACTON  LONDON St)
In. Semmes me ?ee31eevo 4m eras., ant lONDON

1060

Simple Inexpensive
Instantaneous

for

MILLING DRILLING

WELDING GLUEING
and every Clamping Problem

.111,11ON Plt.0.4/ eV

1,000 H.S. Inserted Blades Expanding Reamers, 21/32"-23/32-. 16'-
1716. r-27132". 17B : 27,32-45.16'. 1816 : V-31/32". 18/6 : 15i16,1 1/16-, 21111- 31'32'-
17" 224 : 1 1;16'4 31.6', 27;6: 1 3/16'4 11132', 3216 each.

200 Slotting Cutters 21' dia. 3" thick, l' hole. 5/- each.
500 Sets Hex. Die Nuts. Sizes I'. 5116", 7116' and Whit., B.S.F., American Car

thread or 26 brass thread. These sets are in a neat case. Present-day value over 30 -
per set. to clear 15'- per set any thread. Two sets 28/8, four sets 55/-. Also and

in Whit. and B.S.P. only, 5/- each : I' 6,'- each, 10/- per pair.
1,000 H.S. Morse. Taper Shank End Mills. No. 1 shank 5/-. 5116' 5;6, I' tit-.

6/6. also No. 2 shank 9,16' 10/-, I" 111-. 3' 121, 12/, 15/-. Also straight shank
H.S. 5' 3/-, 5,16' 3'6. I" 4/-, 3' 5I-, I" 716, 10/-, 1." 12/8 each.

700 Circular Split Dies, 21' dia. cutting 9/16', i", 11/16', 1', 1' B.S.F. thread
complete with die stock, 42/- per set; actual value over 26. Also f", 1'. 6"' 1" Whit.
and 1- and gas thread, complete with die stock, 42/- per set. Any size dies, 7,6
each, die stock, 10:- each.

1.000 H.S. Jobber Twist Drills, 5132' 104.: 3/16' 1/2 : 7132' 1;10 : 15,64' 21-
9/32' 219 ; also 25;64', 27;64', 29/64', 31/64", 121- for four, 3/6 each.

Special Clearance, H.S. taper pin reamers, sizes 4, 5, G, 7, 8. 9, 21 the lot, worth £8.
1.000 H.S. long straight shank twist drills 3,'64' to 7/64' dia.'4'-6' long, 3 ass. 5,'- :

approx. 7,32' and 1' dia.. 6" and 7' long, 5/- the two ; 9/64' dia. 11' long, 9' flute length,
3/6 each : 2' dia. 10' long. 8' El. 416 each ; 1964' dia. 9' long. 7' f.l. 4,6 each.

500 High Speed Side and Face Cutters, 2.9" dia., 1' hole, 3', 3' thick, 10/- each :
3' dia., 94. 1' thick. 15:- each ; 33' dia., 5/16". i", I" thick. 17/6 each ; 4' dia.:. 1'
thick. 251- each. All 1" hole.

This is a H.S. Milling Cutter Bargain. All 1' bore, 3,39' dia.. 1--r thick, including
side and face cutters, plan and angle cutters. A most useful lot for any tool room,
6 ass. for 50/-. The present maker's price of the cheapest cutter in this selection is
40/-. You must get this lot, remember you get same on approval against cash.

All items brand new. 21 orders post paid, except overseas.
2.000 Small H.S. Twist Drills, approx. 1/32,3/32% 4/- doz. approx. ;'1;16'-3" 7,6

per doz. approx. ; 9:32"-15;32', six for 10/-.
3,000 Circular Split Dies 1" dia. cutting 1% 5/16", I', 7/16'. Whit., B.S.F., also

brass thread, 26 thread all sizes and American N.F. 12/- Per set of 5 sizes, 2 sets 22;6.
4 sets42/6. Taps to suit 11/- per set, either taper or second or plug. 1' die -stocks

1,000 H.S. Slitting Saws, :23' dia., 1' hole. .019'. .027% .029' thick. Actual value
10:- each, clear 31 each.

1,000 Hand Reamers, 5;16% 316 each.
1,000 High Speed Parting Off Tool Blades, Eclipse brand ; 11/16' x 3/32- x 5' long,

5/- each ; 13/16".1116' x 6" long, 51- each ; 15;16' x 3/32' x 6' long, 6/4 each.
7.000 Pratt & Whitney, circular split dies, superior quality precision ground

cutting edges, 13'16' dia., suitable for machine or hand use. Sizes : 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A.,
8,6 per set. 13/16' die -stock, 3,8 each.

6.000 Ball Races, bore, P o.d.. 9' thick, 4/- pair ; 3' bore, o.d., 7/32' thick.
4,'- pair ; 6 mm. bore. 19 mm. 0.4., 6 mm. thick, 41- pair ; 9 mm. bore, 26 mm. o.d.,
8 mm. thick, 4/- pair ; bore, o.d.. 7132" thick. 51- pair.

2,000 Files. 4' to 6' flats, half -round. rounds, squares, warding, assorted cuts, good
general lot, 10:8 doz.; three doz. 26.6.

2,000 Straight Shank End Mills, size 532', 316". 7:32', 5'16', list price 30/ -
set, handy bargains. 15/- set, also 7/16', 3' ditto 121 set, all in makers' wrappings.

500 11.14. 90' Countersinks, body dia., teeth cut to point. An essential tool for
any workshop using cis screws. Gift 5,- each.

J. BURKE
192 Baslow Road, Totley, Sheffield

in,pection Only at Rear 36 Fitzwilliam St., Sheffield.
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DO YOU PROCESS GLASS ?

443

will make a better job of it.

We designed them from our own experience of what's needed -

and they are used in any number of factories producing chemical

and industrial glassware.

For .full details write to:

STONE -CHANCE LIMITED, * 28, St. James's Square, London, S.W.I. Telephone: Trojalgar 1954

* The same people who make the "Flamemaster".

ED
THE FINEST ENGINES
FOR YOUR MODELS

E.D. I c.c. " BEE "
"THE ENGINE WITH A STING"!

BRITAIN'S MOST POPULAR DIESEL
Over 300,000 sold. Gives an astonishingly high
efficiency and power for weight ratio.

Price
including P. Tax E2.16.1
Water cooled model L3.17.10

E.D. .46 c.c. "BABY"
The smallest of the range-
THE LITTLE ENGINE WITH

A BIG PERFORMANCE !
lust the engine to encourage the newcomer

to this highly instructive hobby of
modelling.

Price
including P. Tax £2.15.1 1

Seven models available ranging from 0.46 c.c. to 5 c.c. Every one designed,
manufactured and tested to the highest degree of accuracy and reliability
to ensure the greatest possible speed and performance for your models.
New illustrated list giving full details of E.D. ENGINES, RADIO CONTROL
UNITS, SPARE PARTS, ACCESSORIES, etc., free on request.
Order from your Model Shop.

LELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD
6037-603. ISLAND FARM RD, WEST MOLESEY.I SURREY) ENGLAND,

WODEN
Azacw

CRAMPS

WOODWORKERS

TOOLS
ACCEPTED BY DISCRIMINATING

WHO DEMAND THE BEST

Steel Sash cramp No 104, also steel " T "
Bar cramps.

also Veneering cramps and Flooring cramps.

VICES

Woodworkers
Vice No. 189

PLANES
Rabbet and
Fillister No.
78.

and smooth plane>, Jointer planes and
Woodworkers Metal Bench planes.

WE INVITE YOU TO WRITE

and many other types of Engin-
eers and Fitters vices. Pipe vices
and Vice Stands.

Please send 52 -page catarogue of Woden Tools.

Name

Address

County P.IPL3

STEEL NUT & JOSEPH HAMPTON LTD
WODEN WORKS WEDNESBURY STAFFS.
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THE "FLUXITE QUINS " AT WORK

" This gadget's the Angler's Delight
And a triumph for FLUID FLUXITE

Whenever you wish
To spy out the fish

All you do is to focus it right."

and its famous equal
THE

SOLDERING PASTE

GinipWri

Th standard sizes of FLUXITE FLUID ore :--

4 fluid ozs. 8 fluid czs.
20 fluid ozs. & I gallon cois.

FLUXITE LTD BERMONDSEY ST  LONDON SE 

TELEPHONE : HOP 2632

EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED
GM.27

August, 1956

HUGHES 12 -VOLT SHUNT MOTORS,
taking I.25 -amps., and up to 2 -amps on load,
speed 5,000 r.p.m., external reversing termina-
tions, size 3`/in. long, I ;in. dia., weight 20 oz.,
oil impregnated bearings, 1 in. dia. shaft, a superior
and powerful motor, original cost over C7,
ideal for boats and other models, stirrers, car
heater blowers, small power tools, etc., eic.,
new unused, 10/, post 1/4 ; 2 for 20/-, post paid, ditto fitted reduction gears with
final drives of 160 or 320 r.p.m. (state which required), 12/6, post 1/6

; 2 for 25/.,
post paid.

NAVIGATORS CHART BOARDS, se!ected 7 -piece
polished wood size I7in. x I7in. x ;in., fitted brass parallel
motion drawing arm hinged to board edge slide with lock
screw, free arm end fitted protractor scale marked in degrees,
also ruled transparent perspex straight edge size 10in. x Sin.
x Kin., each with locking device, board back has felt or rubber
feet, with pencil holder, an ideal draughtsman's board, new and
boxed, value 70/, our price 25/-, post 2/6 ; 2 for SO/-, post
paid.

" BAMBI " GARDEN SPRAYERS, made by Fisons
Pest Control, Ltd., consists of the special glass container
holding 4 pints, marked in 1 pints, filler cap is a 1 or I oz.
measure"; adjustable webbing to sling on shoulder or back,
so that both hands are free. 40in. flexible tubing to the
polished brass syringe, with nozzle that gives a finely
atomized spray. Scrap those messy old-fashioned sprayers
ntw in general use, that require buckets, hoses, etc.,
invest in a " Bambi ", value to -day 45/-, our price new
and boxed 20/-, post 3/- ; 2 for 40/-, post paid.

" K " TYPE CYLINDER LOCKS, deadlocking and
thiefproof, has 7 concentric tumblers, instead of the
usual 5 in line, interchangeable with ordinary cylinder
locks, latchbolt reversible to suit right or left-hand

doors, no need to specify, finish black crackle and bronze.
Complete with 2 keys and all fittings, instruction booklet,
new, boxed, list price 18/9, our price 5/., post 1/4 ; 2 for
10/, post paid.

Send s.a.e. for current bargain lists.
Tel. HAR. 1308

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO., Moorpool Circle, B'hom,11

Wolf Cub
£5.17.6

or Si- deposit and 6
m'tIdy mints. of 20:8.

This wonderful Electric
Drill is also the power unit

for ALL Cub equipment. Drilling
capacity : Mild Steel, 1/4' ; Hard

Wood 1 2' with 210 watts input on full
load. Complete with 1;4" three -jaw chuck
and Allen key and 5ft. of cable. ,TV Sup-
pressed. State Voltage. ALSO Home
Workshop Outfit' (drill, saw, lathe. sand-
ing and polishing kit), 217.19.0 or 40/ -
deposit and 8 monthly payments of 44/-.
Send for illus. Brochure of Wolf Cub equip.

CH I LTON ELECTRIC
HOME HAIR

CLIPPER rAli*
Keep short hair - styles
smartly trimmed your-
self with the Chilton.
Gives the professional
comb -and -scissors action
Slip comb off and use to
tidy neck hahs. Useful
for children's hair, also
for men too busy to visit
barber. Plugs Into lamp -
holder. Complete with
plug. A.C. only 210,250v.
£4.14.6 cash or 216 de-
posit and 6 monthly pay-
ments of 17/-. 12 months'
guarantee. ALSO hand
Clippers 16'-.

2/6
DEPOSIT

1/2" Square Drive SOCKET
& ATTACHMENT
SET 488

hi finest -grade DEPOSITChrome -
Vanadium steel, heat -treated and heavily plated.
Complete in sprayed metal box, with 6 Whit-
worth Sockets 3/16" to 1/2" and 10 American
Sockets 7116" to 7/8" Screwdriver Bit, Draglink
Adjuster, Reversible Ratchet, 1/2" Square
Driver, 5' Extension Piece, 10" Extension
Piece Universal Joint, 12" Tommy Bar, Sliding

T " piece. Speed Brace. Deposit 25/- and 6
monthly Payments of 28/6. or for Cash 27.12.3.
Sent on payment of deposit. List Free.

FOR YOUR
ELECTRIC DRILL )
SET OF 5 WOOD BITS
High-speed, all steel,
In neat blue plastic
wallet. Comprises 1/4",
51.6", 3,8", 716" and
1'2" bits, 1'4" 15i_
shanks.
SET OF 4 CARBIDE
TIPPED MASONRY
DRILLS For brick.
tile, etc. Up to 3,0011
r.p.m. Nos. 8, 10, 12 & 14. Or offered

!2separately: No. 8 8/6. No. 10 8/9. 0/6
No. 12 8:9. No. 14 9 9 All Post Free.

25/ -

TOOL CABINET
Keeps tools
safe and tidy

In strong 18 gauge steel. This Tool
Cabinet has four graduated drawers.
spring lock and two keys, carrying
handle. Finished olive green. Over-
all size 161' x 8' x 101'. -Safe, strong,
good value at 60/-, or 9/- down and
4 monthly payments of 14,.

YOURS for 14 days FREE

PH I LI SHANE
Try this wonderful
PHILISHAVE Electric
Shaver FREE for 14
days. Send only 5/-
d e p o s i t (returnable).
Two rotary -action, 6 -
bladed cutters genuinely
shave, don't just snip at
the hairs. For 1101250 volts
AC/DC. Cash 27.14.2 less
deposit. Or 51- plus 8 pay-
ments of 20/6. 12 months'
guarantee. Illus. Brochure of
this and other Sharers free.

Send for hst of other Bargains.

BARGAIN DISTRIBUTORS
(DEPT. 16) 5, SILVER STREET, LUTON
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It's no longer a " circus act " when tackling those awkward
jobs in home or workshop-use a Mole Wrench. This versatile
tool-it serves as super pliers, clamp, vice, etc.-has a grip
exceeding one ton, locks on and leaves both hands free to work.
Compact and simple to use, the Mole Wrench is a " first-rate
third hand " to handyman and engineer alike. From leading
ironmongers, Cycle and Motor Cycle Accessory Dealers.

7in., 12/6 ; 10in., 15,-.

SELF -GRIP WRENCH
M. MOLE & SON LTD., CHARLOTTE STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 3.

11.011

Model Engineer
Exhibition AUG 22-SEPT 1

NEW HORTICULTURAL HALL -SW1

Every kind of land, sea and air model, all
incredibly detailed and accurate, can be seen
at this fascinating Exhibition, as well as many
kinds of amateur craftsmanship. Model makers
from all over Europe, including the Soviet
Union, will be competing 'Tor the numerous
awards offered by the Organisers and Friends
of the Exhibition. The Model Engineer Students'
Cup attracts many fine exhibits from boys under
18 and you will.see some wonderful entries for
the Mike of Edinburgh Trophy. Then, of
course, there are the Club Stands, the Trade
Stands with -the latest trade products, and the
Special Attractions.

The Exhibition will be open from 11 a.m.
to 9 p.m. (Sunday excepted). Admission 3s.
Children Is. 6d.

SPECIAL
ATTRACTIONS
Demonstrations by craftsmen
of the skills needed in model
making. Miniature coal -burning
locos on the live steam track.
Radio -controlled vessels on the
marine tank. A racing car
track with miniature pet rot-
cngined racers. Two intricate
model railway layouts. A full
size model of locomotive cab '

with all the usual controls. A
/team -driven fairground round
about.

HOW TO GET THERE : Buses : 10, 11, 24, 29, 39, 46, 76, 134 to Armr & Nary
Stores. 2, 2a, 36, 36a, 57, 69, 169, 181, 185 to Rochester Row. 10, 46 to I lorseferry
Road. Underground to St. James's Park.
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INTERESTING BARGAINS SA0T4S=71,14ODN

ASTRO COMPASS MK II STAINLESS STEEL CONTAINERS
- -Supplied in good condition

416.4 in sturdy box with instruc-
-...~.,..-' bons for use in Astro Navi-
/ Ell ) nation and star identification
ilk... -also instructions for con-
'i -..., version to Dumpy. Level,

ii

L7,...,. 25 -.post free.-

Ex M.O.S., 20 Gauge
18/8. stainless steel.
Complete with outer --=-1L .,
lid as illus. plus inner I
anti -splash lid, both
lids locked secure by

.1414.1.; RUDE STAR FINDER &
.01, I IDENTIFIER

Ex. R.A.F. Navigators'
equipment. ;Consists of Star

depressing handle.- .1(
Size 161n. x 1/1n. x
Ilin. Cap. 6 gal., 67/6,
carr. paid.

base and 7 templates covering lats. 0-70
N. and S. Makes star finding and
identification relatively easy. - With
maker's instructions in leatherette

ELASTIC SHOCK CORD
Cotton covered, 1" diam., li- per yd.
I" diam.. 1/8 Per yd. Postage 6d. per order.

Wallet. 81- p. & p. 9d. GROUNDSHEETS
PRESSURE GAUGES

Boost ... 6- +24 p.s.i.
Air... 0- 80 p.s.i.

Familiar ex. -service cape type, all in
good condition, 7/8 each, p. & p. 1/6, or
3 for 21./.. post free....

- Air... ... 0-1,000 p.s.i. A

Hydraulic 0-1,000 p.s.i. 1.

Air... ... 0-2,000 p.s.i. B

s ,6/each post free.

DIAL THERMOMETERS 
_.... 100/300 degrees Fah --" ;..,. renheit. Brand new.
4 ...\ clearly marked 4"

GOVERNOR UNITS
Precision m a d e
mechanism, designedi, ,ii,.\ _ for Aircraft, with

.l.... --Y ,`1 ' many other mech-
1-4- anical adaptations.

4in. brand

dial, sensitive metal
1: a clad element pro-

jects, 8' from back,
...,, suitable for dipping

into liquids, or 'affix -
Mg to ovens and

tanks. Exceptional value 35/-, p. & p. 2/6.
overall,

new, 3/0 post free. REV. COUNTERS
- TOOL ROLLS
Approx. 151n. x Bin. 4,4000
with 6 dies. and
pocket. Stock-
soiled clearanca 400°Irprice 3 for or
8/- doz., post free.

4. Brand new, calibrated 1000/
5000 r.p.m. 3" dial operates
4 : 1 ratio, 20/- post free.
Makers' price about £7.10.0.
Flexible drives to fit pat-
terns A, B, C, D, E as

,r," .?

NEW NYLON PARACHUTE advertised below.

CORD
Approx. 1" diam., the thicker cord used
for the giant cluster parachutes. very
strong and durable supplied in any con-
tinuous length up to 280 yds. ; Bd. per
yd.. D. &-D. 8d. any order.

NYLON BRAID
2/4" wide, soft, easy to handle, and ideal
where lightness plus strength is required.
32 yds. breaking strain 1,900 lbs.. 32/-
post free.
64 yds. breaking strain 1,360 lbs.. 501-

WEBBING post free.
Brand new,  double
thickhess paraChute
webbing 1 i " wide.

134.1t. long, hook one end, loop the other,
7/8. P. & p..1.3.

..." ..,
,/........,....

FLEXIBLE

TRIPODS
Light (51b.) wood tripods 38" legs, brass
top, which can be adapted to take any
instrument or camera or can be easily.
converted into a useful ARTIST'S EASEL.
ex. govt. and complete with handy carry-
ing sling, 15/-. P. & p. 2/6. .

or '10
DRIVES

're-,
L... .... L._

Patt. Length Cable Outer Iris e
A 9' .43" 2/8

.25" .43" 7/8

.

eile .0F- -
Tough transparent
TUBULAR film. Sold

C 30" .43' 1241
.43" 15;-

E 72"
8

G 240 .14

.4.T 20/-
92" .45' 221

.33' 30:'-
H

Patt. H .is heavy duty drive with base
plate and bearings.
P. & P. 1."6 per drive extra :3 or more post
free. Post free with rev. counter." by the yard in these

--"Ary widths and any length\ "` you wish. 2" 4.1.. 4'
. Ed., 6' 9d. 12" 1,-. 13'

1/8, 24" 2./.., 36" -
. .1se /I 48" 41-. Prices per yd.,/.1 ./ please addp. P

1 of 6odi:der. 6' - .

°opens upa

MOTOR CYCLE COVERS
. - - -111031BER WHEEL COVERS.

will give complete protection, tea -cosy
fashion, to 250, 150 machines and scooters,
tc Made to the usual high standard of

all R.A.F. equipment. Will remain cora-
pletely waterproof for years. 17/8. P. & P.
2/6.

efil statedm
tubular makes

96" sheet.

*Iiiikei
Effectively
sealed into bags
by the heat of a
match.There areinnumerable
applications i nindustry and
home for pro-
tection against

dust and damp with POLYTHENE of which

GENERATOR/MOTOR

ask
is,' ",.
,f414

t,;, -:".,c

. Y
:lb"'

types of portable
new in well -made
carr. 7/6.

12 volts 750 watts.
Can be used as

or motorgen
.app: 1 h.p without

modification. Weight
261b. ; body 9" x 5"
dia. ; splined 0" drive
shaft. Many uses,
lighting sets, battery
chargers and all

power supply. Brand
wooden case, 75/ -

Mothproof Bags are something we all
need. SAMPLE FREE. S.A.E. please. NEW AIRCRAFT FUEL TANKS

Length 66" ; depth 14' : width 24". Weight
.

ALUMINIUM
BOTTLES

12 pint with precision
screw cap. Swiss made,

1

I
I II

601b. Capacity 80 gallons. 2 apertures
1t" diam.
Brand new bullet-proof self-sealing rub-
ber tanks, made of 1" sponge rubber
probably cost over £100 each ; a real
opportunity for the bargain hunter with
ideas, at 25/- each, carriage 10/,

used previously for
Vitamin A, make excel-
lent water carriers, require
washing out. 10/8 each,
p. & p. 1/6. or 3 for Me
p. & p. 2/G.

I 1 TRANSPARENT PLASTIC SHEET
Clear as glass, flexible, does not crack,
non-flam., suitable for side screens,
horticultural cloches, display work,
notice boards, and many other purposes
where erfect clarit ia reuired. Easil
stitchedp

y,
unaffected by sunq light, permitsy

of Ultra Violet rays.
TERRY CLIPS ,

.
.

Handy assortment of six

r

Fires lin., iin., lin., 1/in.

dozen retail value 20 -, 7 6
P. & p. 1,2,

passage
Sheet size : 50in. x 261n.
Thickness .010 ... ... per sheet 8/6
Thickness .020 ... ... per sheet 18t.-
Thickness .030 .. ... per sheet 211-

P. & P. i per order.. /3

Samples free S.A.E. please.
This is an entirely new British Product
which has many advantages over tradi-
tional materials.

MYERS & FOULKES PHONE
LEY 1013

DEPT. PM. 187/ 188 THE ARCHES, GROVE GREEN ROAD, Ell.
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

cliff TO AMBITION
IFKILL ENGINEERS

Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities" ?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

Get). Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
sMp-Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
in-Production Eng.-
Jig & Tool Design-Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
agement - Mining - Re-
frigeration-Metallurgy.

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Motor Maintenance &
Repairs - High Speed
Diesel-Garage Mngment.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - Installations
Draughtsmanship-Supply
-Maintenance - Design
-Electrical Traction -
Mining Electrical Eng.-
Power Station Equipment.
etc.

CIVIL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Civil Eng.-Sanitary
Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete-Geology.

RADIO
ENGINEERING

Gen. Radio Eng.-Rothe
Servicing. Maintenance &
Repairs-Sound Film Pro-
jection - Telegraphy -
Telephony - Television -
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation-Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying - Clerk of Works
- Carpentry and Joinery
-Quantities - Valuations

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE 'TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.P.E., B.Sc., A.M.Br;t.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.San.I., F.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS,
COMMON PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.8.
Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

* HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.

* HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a " key -man " . .

quickly and easily.

* HOW to benefit from our free
Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of the chances you
are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age.
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than LI5 a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

POST NOW !
To B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

Only 2d.
stamp is

needed if
posted to an

unsealed envelope.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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1T
The "Cyclist-dncrHome Movies"dre temporarily incorporated AUGUST 14561956

Editor: F. J. CAMM 1

FAIR CO:\ LMEN T

Eleetro-Gravities
IN our issue dated February, 1942, we

published an article from the'late
Mr. W. D. Verschoyle on the

electro-gravitic theory, and I believe
we were the first journal in this country to
deal with it. The notion seemed fan-
tastic, but later experiments in connection
with the force of gravity seemed to
suggest that Mr. Verschoyle's theory
is likely to have practical effect, and to
upset many of the established concepts
concerning gravity.

My friend Swinfen Bramley-Moore,
in a booklet entitled " The Apple in
the Orchard," expounds his new theory
concerning the law of gravity, and his
views disagree with Newton and Einstein.
He has gone a long way to prove that his
new theory concerning the laws of gravity
and planetary motion are correct.

Now what is the electro-gravitic theory?
It relates to a form of lift in connection
with aircraft which is not concerned
with air reaction as is an aerofoil.
Electro-gravitic lift is independent of the
air. Whether we use aerofoil, vertical
propellers or rotating cylinders the
effort in each case aims at overcoming
the downward pull of gravity. Each of
these methods of overcoming gravita-
tional pull gives an indirect solution of
the problem, but it does not deal with
direct action on gravity itself.

Electro-gravitic lift is obtained from
direct action on gravity through a newly
discovered method of applying electrical
energy, and this is derived from experi-
ments which Faraday initiated nearly a
century ago, and which sought a con-
nection between electricity and gravity.
Both Einstein and Bramley - Moore
have proved this to be so. Once this
connection is known, with unlimited
electrical power available, a wide field of
practical utility is opened up in which
its applicability to aviation, is of prime
importance, particularly in connection
with interplanatory travel.

In the new theory gravity becomes the
principal force, and the gravity field
existing between the earth and any
external mass of matter, such as an aero-
plane, becomes the point of attack. Some
new kind of ray had to be found capable
of affecting this field, and this was dis-
covered in what are known as the " Y "
rays. These rays have extraordinary

characteristics, but they are fairly easily
generated, and it is only a matter of
time before they can be generated
with sufficient intensity to deal with
the gravity field existing between the
earth and an aeroplane weighing, say,
loo tons.

It opens up the possibility of great
advances in aeronautical practice both
for peace and war purposes.

Employing electro-gravitic principles
the aeroplane of the future will have no
wings, rotating cylinders or vertical
propellers, and something like 4o per
cent. of resistance to motion will thus be
eliminated. Such a 'plane would need no
initial high ground velocity to get into the
air. It will rise up vertically from or alight
anywhere on the earth's surface and
proceed to its destination at speeds very
much greater than any yet known. This
idea is not a fantasy. As long ago as
1936, Verschoyle demonstrated a model
aeroplane operated electro-gravitically,
and a film of it in flight was shown in the
principal London cinemas. Can it be
that some of the unidentified flying
objects seen in the sky are propelled by
this means ? All of the reports of such
objects state that they were proceeding
at very high velocity.

According to a contemporary, electro-
gravities has reached the stage where
profound implications for the human
race begin to emerge. Perhaps the
most startling and immediate implica-
tions of all involve aircraft, guided
missiles, atmospheric and free space
flight of all kinds. The concept of weight-
lessness in conventional materials which
are normally heavy is difficult, but some
theories which have been borne out in the
laboratory prove that they can be made
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weightless and, in fact, can be given a
negative weight.

In experiments materials have been
cut in weight by 3o per cent. and have
become energised at the same time. We
are informed that disc aerofoils 2ft. in
diameter and constructed to simulate
an electrical condenser, charged with 5o
kilovolts and an energy input of 5o watts,
have achieved a speed of 17ft. per sec.
and larger discs have been similarly
successful. It seems likely that there is a
relationship between electricity and
gravity similar to the relationship between
magnetism and electricity.

Apart from transport other possibilities
are opened up. The construction of
bridges and buildings would be cheapened
and simplified by the weightlessness
which electro-gravitics supplies. The
transmission of power in cars, trains and
boats would undergo a radical change.
It is known that the National Physical
Laboratory is investigating the problem
of overcoming gravity, and further experi-
ments are being conducted in France,
America and Russia. Could it be that the
builders of Stonehenge, the Pyramids
and the Sphinx had discovered some
such method ? For it is still a matter of
conjecture as to how the large weights of
material used in these were lifted, in
days where there were no cranes or
gantries.

Can it also be that some country has
produced circular planes such as flying
saucers propelled by electro-gravity ?
If so that would account for the mystery,
at present unsolved, of flying saucers.

Whilst I am dealing with the subject
of transport, it is interesting to report
that the first International Flying Saucer
Sighting Day was held on June 3oth,
but it did not produce any spectacular
results. A further I.F.S.S.D. is to be
held on September 8th, when observers
from all over the world will be on the
watch. Something should emerge from
this world-wide probe into the mysteries
of unidentified flying objects, although
one or two of the more youthful, but
none the less enthusiastic, members of
the F.S. movement are quite certain,
according to newspaper reports, that they
have the answer to the problem ! It
seems a pity that they have not disclosed
their theories when talking to the press.

F. J. C.
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!ELECTRIC
MIXER

ate

IN this mixer only one beater paddle is
used, for although it might be slightly
less efficient than its double paddle

equivalent it is easier to construct. If one
desires a double beater, then use an old
commercial paddle system in conjunction with
the gearbox mentioned.

A mixer consists of three main parts : the'
motor, gearbox and paddle system.

The Gearbox
The gearbox is 4in. x Sin. x 2in. and has six

gear ratios of 3o to I, 1871 to I, 75o to I, 6}
to 1, 25 to I and 4 to I. It can be obtained
from Lux Electric, Ltd., 153, Tankerville
Drive, Leigh -on -Sea, Essex, at los., post free.
From Fig. t the gearbox can be seen as
purchased, and Fig. 2 shows it when stripped
ready to use as a mixer gearbox. The diameters
of the spindles are 3/16th. and 5,'32in., choice

Fig. 2.-The paddle as fitted to the modified
gearbox.

depending on what speed is required for the
final drive.

To determine the final speed, connect up
the motor to the gearbox as purchased, and
from the speed of rotation decide which spindle
speed is the most suitable. To enable you to
get a better idea of the speed, put a piece of
sticky paper flag fashion on the spindle ends ;
this gives an excellent guide. The speed
chosen here was 3o tot reduction for the
6,000 r.p.m. motor u:ed.

A Simple Single -Paddle
Unit Utilising an Ex -govern-
ment Gearbox and Motor

By M. KATERS

Fig. 4 (Right).-Details of
the paddle. 5/.320a shift.

Fig. 1.-Orighwil
gearbox as obtained
.11.0111 the suppliers.

August, 1956

After deciding the gear ratio required, the
unnecessary fitments and the base are re-
moved. The fibre washer should be kept
intact to be used as a seal when the gearbox is
..crewed on to the case. The grease packing
should be taken out and the spindle split -pin
removed from the shaft required. The shaft
is now placed alongside the paddle pillar and
used as a marker for the / 16in. diameter
split -pin hole which has to be drilled through
the pillar. The gearbox is now re -assembled,
using the paddle shaft in place of the original
gearbox one. The result is as shown in Fig. 2.
The grease is now replaced, as it not only
serves as a lubricant but cuts down gearbox
noise. The other spindles can either be cut
short or removed.

The Paddle
The paddle is made of silver

steel rod and the shaft can be of
any length up to rain., the maxi-
mum length of the rod. The
gearbox shaft was 5/32in. in

- diameter and, therefore, the
silver steel was of the same size. The
actual paddle sections were made out of
kin. diameter silver steel and hard soldered
to the main shaft, as shown in Fig. 4.

It is rather difficult to solder the four
paddle sections to the shaft at two points
only, but this can be overcome by holding

them in place by means of thick cardboard.
One piece of cardboard should be placed
away from the end being soldered and the
other in the centre. When the sections are
soldered into positiotIMIle cardboard can be
tern away.

'Concluded on page 462.)

Fig. 3.-The motor shown with the worm drive in place.
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A Simple Method for the Amateur

By " COMMUTATOR "

SPACE does not allow too deep a penetra-
tion into the theory of armature winding
and many books have been written on

the subject. The object is to explain as
simply as possible to the home electrician a
method of rewinding small armatures which
have become faulty or are completely burnt out.

One or two pieces of equipment will be
necessary as the work proceeds all of which

are easily made and these will be dealt with as
they are required. No special hand tools are
necessary, the ones usually found in any
handyman's workshop should be sufficient
to carry out the work involved. The use of a
small lathe would be an advantage, although
this is not absolutely necessary, as this part
of the work can be carried out by any small
engineering firm.

Commence by making two wooden stands
as shown in Figs.. i and 2, the size being
governed by the size of the armature to be
wound. One of these stands will be used
throughout the winding process and the other
should be placed on one side for use later.

Points to Note
It is assumed that the armature to be

wound has been removed from the machine,
the ball races and fan withdrawn from the
shaft and the armature placed on one of the
stands. At this stage it is necessary to make
notes (which will be referred to later) of the
following points : 1. Number of slots ; 2.
Number of commutator bars ; 3. The number
of slots the last coil spans (see B, Fig. 3).
It is important that these notes, together with
others which will be made later, are not
mislaid, otherwise it will be useless to proceed.

In order to understand what is being done,
imagine the armature has 12 slots and 24
commutator bars and a coil span of 6 slots.
Each bar on a commutator represents one coil
and it follows, therefore, that there are two
coils in each slot. The only other information
required to add to the notes are the turns per
coil and the gauge of wire used. It is important
that details of the slot insulation are noted. -

Removing the Old Winding
First take off the binding behind the

commutator, unsolder and lift all the leads
that are connected to the commutator bars,
remove the fibre wedges and cut off the end
windings with a junior hacksaw, being careful
not to damage the insulated end pieces or
the shaft in the process. With a punch
ground to suit the slots gently remove the
remainder of the winding and slot insulation,
trying, if possible, to remove them in one

Fig. I

(L e f t).-
The stand
used for
rewind-

ing.

Fig. 2
(Right).-
Stand No.
2 rigged
up for

testing.

Note: All coils are wound in the same direction
End of second coil and start of first coil
in slot 2 to 7. Make knot on this loop

Start of
first coil

End of first
coil and start
of second coil.
Leave this loop plain

the last
two coils,/
shaft_I
end

/2

First two coils
commutator end

(A)

N. Pole

Pole, ,
(s)

Fig. 3 (A).-Commencing the rewinding.
(B) Selecting the last coil on the old armature.

.clot
insulation

piece and so avoid damage to the stampings
and commutator.

Now that the armature has been stripped

of its windings and insulation it is cleaned and
any sharp places removed with a smooth file.

Take the last coil (see B in Fig. 3) and
carefully, over a piece of white paper, separate
the wires into little heaps of so. The reason
for this is that there is less chance of making a
mistake when counting large numbers of
turns or pieces of wire. Multiply the number
of heaps by so to obtain the number of turns
and divide by two (being the number of coils
per slot) to obtain the number of turns per coil.

In a small flame burn off the insulation on
one of the wires (do not use an abrasive)
and with the aid of a wire gauge or micrometer
obtain the gauge of wire used on the original
winding. It is important that the same gauge
of wire and insulation should be repeated in
the new winding otherwise many difficulties
will arise due to insufficient winding space.

Testing the Commutator
Having all the details of the original wind-

ing the next step is to test the commutator
for possible faults, most armature breakdowns
being caused by faulty commutators. Wind
two or three turns of wire round the commuta-
tor and test through a lamp to the shaft (see
A in Fig. 4) also test for shorts between bars
(B in Fig. 4); any signs of shorts must be
removed with a sharp pointed tool. If after
this treatment the fault still persists the
safest and best method is to fit a new commu-
tator. Faults can rarely be removed from the
moulded bakelite variety once the insulation
has broken down. Cut and fit a sufficient
number of slot insulations, in this case 12 will
be needed, and allow them to protrude about
fin. above the slot, also reinsulate the shaft
if necessary with empire tape, should this have
been damaged whilst removing the old winding.
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Ring of shorting bars

230V

(A)

Test lamp

(a)

Fig. 4 (A).-Test of insulation to metal parts.
(B) Test of insulation between bars.

Rewinding
With the reel of wire mounted so that it

can revolve freely and the armature mounted
on the stand, with the commutator facing the
winder, fit insulation to slots Nos. t and 6
(A in Fig. 3), place a knot on the end of the
wire to mark the starting end, wind on the
required number of turns in a clockwise
direction, for one coil only, make a loop long
enough to connect to the commutator and
continue winding in the same slot, the same
number of turns as was wound for the first
coil.

'The first two coils have now been wound
(A in Fig. 3) on the imaginary armature
being described, there are still 22 coils
to wind, therefore make another loop,
tie a knot on the end to denote the starting
end as before, but this time, however, the
winding will be in slots 2 and 7. Wind in
your first coil, make a loop, wind in your
second coil, make a loop, tie a knot on this
loop, and start winding in slots 3 and 8 and so
on until the whole 24 coils have been wound.
The winding should be carried out from
start to finish without a break, and the finishing
end should be twisted to the starting end
temporarily.

In each slot there should be two loops,
making 24 in all, 12 with a knot on each
denoting the first coils and 12 plain
loops denoting the second coil. Where there
are three times as many bars on the commu-
tator as slots it is obvious there will be three
coils per slot, or three loops to connect to the
commutator bars.

At this stage it would be advisable to test
the winding for continuity and also test
to make certain the windings are not in con-
tact with any metal parts.

If everything is in order cut off the slot
insulation just above the stampings, turn
over and under and fit the fibre wedges which
were removed when stripping the armature.
It is very easy to damage windings when
doing this, so take every care in this operation.

Between the end winding and the commu-
tator build up a ring of cotton tape on which
to bind the connections from the coils to the
commutator. Bend back all the leads out of
the way before commencing, and wind the
tape tightly round the shaft, finishing just
below the commutator ; a touch of Chatter -
ton's compound will stop the tape from
unwinding.

The next step is the connecting of the
leads from the various coils to the correct
commutator bars. These connections are
governed by the position of the brushes
when these are fixed, as in most machines.
Nowadays not all machines have the same
fixed position, however.

Place the wound armature between the
field magnet poles (B in Fig. 3) with the last

coil in the position shown and temporarily
fix in this position. With a thin scriber, mark
the two bars seen through the brush holder;
it is to these two bars that the last two coils
are connected see (Fig. 5). The rest follow on
in sequence until all the 24 coils have been
connected. The result will be a correctly
connected armature to run in either direction.

Finish off the armature by binding the
delicate leads with cotton thread ; a layer
of cotton tape under the binding will protect
them. The winding of the armature is now
complete.

Testing
Fit to stand No. 2 two pieces of copper strip

as shown in Fig. 2. Connect up as shown in
Fig. 6, place the armature in the stand with
the commutator between the strips, switch
on the battery and with the aid of a o -t
milliamp meter take a reading between two
bars, turn the resistance until about half -
scale deflection is obtained, then test each

Start of
first coil
and end
of last

coil

North Pole

South Pole ',

Last
two
coils

Centre line
of brushes

Key to
connections

Coil Nol --
Coil No 2

Note Brushes shown inside commutator for
convenience

Fig. 5.-The bars to which the last two coils are
connected.

pair of bars all the way round the commutator.
The readings should be the same or very

nearly the same for each pair of bars. A sharp
downward kick of the needle indicates a
reversed coil. If this should happen, unsolder
the leads belonging to that particular coil
change them over, and resolder. If the
armature has been wound without a break
as described this fault should not arise. No
reading on the meter indicates a shorted coil,
faulty soldered joints will show a high or
low reading. Any faults must be investigated
and repaired before proceeding further.

4
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Commutator
of armature
under test

Copper
contacts

Milliammeter

Adjust variable resistance to
obtain reading on meter

NN4s,

3 volt battery

S e"---71111+
5000

V.R.

Fig. 6.-Circuit for bar to bar test of armature.

Baking
When everything is found to be in order

the armature must be placed in an oven to
dry out any moisture. This should take
about an hour, after which immerse whilst
hot in insulating varnish until all air bubbles
have ceased to come to the surface. Remove
the armature and allow all surplus varnish to
drain off. Rest the armature in the stand
and place in the oven to bake at a temperature
of 18o deg. F. for about six hours. When
cool the winding will be very hard. Clean
off varnish from shafts and take a light cut
across the commutator in the lathe, polish
with glasspaper, and clean out all copper
chippings and foreign matter from segments.
Test the winding to the shaft through a lamp
as previously described, and if in order the
armature is ready to be placed into service.

A few words about ovens. Ovens with naked
flames are not suitable, and should not be
used for this work. The fumes given off
during the baking process are highly in-
flammable.

Air drying varnishes are available and can
be used with success if the makers' instructions
are followed
Insulating Varnish :

The Stirling Varnish Co., Frazer Road,
Trafford Park, Manchester.
Leatheriod Slot Insulation :

Presspaha Ltd., Wells Street, Bradford.
Commutators :

Watcliff Co. Ltd., Commutator Works,
Lombard Road, Morden Road, Wimbledon,
S .W. 19.
Instrument Wire :

The London Elect. Wire Co. and Smiths,
Ltd., Leyton, London, E. to.

The above firms supply to the trade, and
may not supply individuals. Most readers,
however, will know of local suppliers.
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A Unit for Bending lin. to 3116in. Copper Tube

By G. W. LOUGHEAD

TUBE bending to the uninitiated is always
something of a problem and it is well
worth while making a tool for the job.

Formers of various sizes can be made up as
required to suit the diameter of the tube to be
bent and a guide will be required for each
former. This particular machine was con-
structed for forming up a coil for a domestic
refrigerator evaporator and will bend tin. O.D.
copper tube on a radius of it it 6in. The tool
in use is shown in Fig. 3, the component parts
in Fig. 2 and the completed machine in Fig. 1.

Construction
Fig. 4 shows details of the

machine, which is constructed
throughout of mild steel. The
base is a piece of M/S plate
4in. square with a centre pivot
pin turned from tin. dia. M/S

rod screwed or riveted to the plate in
the centre ; a in. dia. pin is also fitted to
the base 9/16in. out of centre,
its purpose being to prevent the
former from rotating on
the pivot pin. The
former is simply
a M/S pulley
turned to the
dimensions given

and it is important that
the tube to be bent should
be a neat fit in the groove. Finish the bottom
of the groove with a {in. tool, ground to the
radius of the tube.

The Guide
This is a piece of tin. square M/S 3M.

long, with a groove half the diameter of the
tube in one side. The groove
can be planed in the lathe by
holding the section in a four -
jaw chuck with the back
end supported by the
back centre. Lock
the lathe mandrel
by means of the
back gear, place
the tool which you
used to finish the
bottom of the
groove in the
former on its side
in the tool post
and traverse the
saddle by hand,
taking light cuts.

Fig. i.-The machine
in use. Fig. 4 (right).-
Side elevation and plan
view showing construc-

tional details.

Fig. 2.-The com-
ponent parts.

Fig. 3 (right).-The
completed bending

machine.

J/4

rn

4'

Guide 3/6,x3/8
Radius to suit tube

5
46

Hand/e lee"
long
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The fork end piece can be bent up out
of tin. by lin. M/S or a local garage would
perhaps weld it. The handle can be screwed
or welded into the fork end piece. The
purpose of the roller in the fork is to press
the guide hard against the tube in the former
and so prevent the tube from flattening.
The roller should just rotate with the tube

and guide in position in the former. An
angle iron stop is fitted to the base to prevent
the tube from turning.

Using the Bender
Screw the machine to the bench top, place

the tube in position in the former, fit the guide
in position between the tube and the roller

in the fork. The bend is made by pulling
the fork end piece around the former by means
of its handle. Do not attempt to help the
tube round with your free hand, but let the
guide do the work and perfect bends will result.
The machine will bend tin. to 3/16in. copper
tube with suitable formers and will produce
clean full bore bends without filling.

FOR the benefit
of those who
have never

seen one of these
toys the principle is that by the arrange-
ment of a series of mirrors inside a
triangular tube, it becomes possible to
insert some common objects and view
them as very beautiful patterns through
the eyepiece. Small pieces of silver paper,
coloured plastic or half a dozen beads are
the favourite items to place in this device,
and the innumerable patterns, which are
different every time the kaleidoscope is
shaken, provide a great deal of amusement.

The Design
The dimensions are not in any way import-

ant, but the tube is made to a size which
makes it convenient to handle ; thus those
included on the drawings will serve as a guide.

The body or tube is a long tapering box
which the constructor can seal or provide with
a small access door through which at intervals
other pieces of material having different
colours can be introduced. This design
illustrates the latter type as the cross-sectional
elevation at A shows.

The simplest form of kaleidoscope has
two mirrors placed at an angle of about 6o

Spy hole counter-
sunk on outside

Thin nail

0
G lass

Adhesive tape
as alternative
fixing for glass

L
I/4

a
A Simple and Intriguing Gadget Producing
an Endless Variety of Beautiful Patterns

Mirror

By TUBAL CAINE

A lin. diameter hole is drilled in the small
end and deeply countersunk as shown at A
and B, and light is admitted by the rectangle
of glass at the front end. About six tiny tacks
will hold the latter, or alternatively some
adhesive coloured paper produces the same
result; both these methods are shown at C.
However, if the glass is recessed into the frame-
work it cannot move about and so make it
more difficult to hold in position.

The angularly placed end face is covered
with a dark material rather than a paint
because this appears the best surface when
viewed through the spy hole. A dark red,
dark green or black velvet is ideal and the
small square needed is not usually difficult to
find about the average household.

Undoubtedly most intending constructors
are tempted to use any type of mirror glass
they have around the house, but unfortunately
this is generally far too heavy, and a glass
approximately 3/32in. thick is the best.

Narrow grooves are cut for a distance
along the top edges to make an anchorage
for the cover (D and E). It is advisable to
have a cover of the type shown at F rather
than completely to box in the pieces being
viewed, because then a reader can change
the items at intervals.

How the box is fitted together depends
Bridge to Window

hold window

2"

in grooves \MirrorCover Fits! Rebate side to

Dark coloured
velvet

suit glass

77

cover,pleteGroove

A.-Cross-sectional elevation ; B-end view ; C-methods of fixing the glass ; D-
method of fixing cover ; E-top view ; F-the tinplate cover.

degrees to each other, but as three mirrors
do not unduly complicate matters and give
patterns of greater beauty, this design has
been adopted.

Make the sides from thin plywood about
-Ain. thick. As this toy will probably find its
way into the hands of a child, there is no
need for a fine finish, and painting a bright
colour is preferable to a plain wood polished
finish.

to a large extent on the skill of the individual
constructing it, but after glueing each side
and end in position, a few patternmaker's nails
spaced at intervals make a more robust job.
These nails are much thinner than the average
shoe brad, and they seldom split the wood
even though driven in close to the edges.

The cover is merely a piece of thin alumin-
ium or sheet tin bent to a " U " section by
gently tapping the sides while the plate is

clamped in a vice, but carry out this job
carefully otherwise it tends to make the
kaleidoscope look unsightly.

A lining of felt or some similar material
glued securely to the wood makes a good
backing for the glass-this also being stuck with
a good proprietary adhesive. Make each
glass " fit " properly : care in cutting is
essential as any small broken edges are seen
in the patterns and these spoil the effect.
Make sure each piece butts against its neigh-
bour, so eliminating any gaps between them.

Objects for Viewing
Anyone who is unfamiliar with the kaleido-

scope will experiment literally for hours
with different coloured pieces of paper,
beads, flowers and even coins seeking fresh
patterns, but a few notes on what to use
will, no doubt, be useful.

Silver paper in various colours is an obvious
choice, and one piece cut to the shape of a
square-with about }in. sides, another a lin.
circle, a third half-moon shaped and say
three stars all perhaps slightly varying in size,
are soon cut with the aid of soissors.

A shake and the paper assumes a fresh
position-the pattern, of course, immediately
changes and you can never again exactly
reproduce it once the body is shaken. If the
pieces are changed for others of a different
colour, an entirely different appearance is
obtained.

The coloured plastic screw tops of tooth
paste tubes of three or four varying diameters
and colours if viewed through a kaleidoscope
are turned from a plain cap to a coloured
pattern. A few beads with two or three sequins
make another combination ; while the petals
ee small flowers are usually vivid in colour
and appear much deeper when seen as part of
a multi -coloured pattern.

Chocolate boxes, besides providing the
above -mentioned silver paper, may have
various thin coloured plastic wrappings, and
these too can be cut into squares or simply
rolled into tiny balls.

Extra Mirrors
For those who would still further compli-

cate the patterns and the construction, a five,
six or seven sided body is possible, but
naturally more difficult to construct. Glass
cutting is not easy-the fact that the sides taper
suggests that a cardboard template would assist
matters, or perhaps a stiff paper outline which
the maker can glue on to the glass prior
to cutting is preferred. The corners must
match correctly as the writer mentioned
earlier, and extra care at this stage is
well worth while because it achieves superior
results. Again an increase in the dimensions
of this body is not necessary despite the
increase in the number of sides-it only
makes the device more awkward to handle.
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Notes on Budding and Wiring for the

Home Potter
BASICALLY the kiln consists of a

common brick outer shell-approx. a
2ft. 6in. cube-with an inner lining of

firebrick, the two being separated by a lin.-
thick lining of a poor heat conducting material.
Thus 3in. of firebrick and at least .41in. of
common brick form every wall of the kiln.

The Base
It was considered necessary to place the

kiln itself on a base of convenient height, and
this consisted of three short lengths of wall
5 bricks high. On the top of these were
laid two 3ft. by 2ft. paving slabs tin. thick.
The front slab projects forward loin. from
the walls. This is useful as a shelf when
loading the kiln, etc. These details may be
seen in the front and side elevations in Fig. 2.

Cement mortar for building consisted of
four parts building sand to one of cement.
It is well mixed when dry, and water added

3/"
II IL_ II 11, II II II II_ II
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f

Front elevation

First course

L

Flan

base

Fig. 1.-A view
of the completed

kiln.

until the whole is a jelly -like mass which
retains the impressions of the mixing spade.

Kiln Construction
On the base structure the kiln itself was

built after the base had been allowed to dry
and harden.
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Side elevation
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Section (e/ements removed

Fig. 2.-Front, side and plan elevations and a
sectional view with the elements removed.

First the dimensions of the kiln base area
were marked in chalk on the slabs, and,
working to this guide, the base of the kiln
proper was laid. The common bricks were
set on their gin. by Sin. faces directly on the
slabs, no mortar being used between brick
and slab. (Mortar was, of course, used to
bond the bricks to one another.) This was to
allow for any expansion of the kiln during
heating. After 3o bricks had been laid (i.e.,
three rows of so) the rear row half -bricks
were cut with a heavy and a 4in.
wide cold chisel (known as a " bolster ").
These were then laid so that their cut edges
were facing inwards to complete the base.

Throughout all the building of the kiln
itself whenever mortar was used the joints
were kept as thin as possible. The mortar
was made up of so parts building sand, two
of building lime and one of cement.

Having completed the base, the first course
of bricks was laid normally and carried right
round the kiln. Working to this, using spirit
level and home-made builders' plumb line,
the second course was laid, starting with a
half -brick (see front and side elevations,
Fig. 2).

In this shallow brick " tray " so formed
small pieces of firebrick about as large as
-.',in. pebbles were placed, and on these rested
the firebrick base of the inner lining. Thus a
tin. space would have existed between the
fire and common brick, but this was filled
with a heat -resisting powder obtained from
a pottery works. This powder was quickly
used, and I later resorted to ordinary building
sand, which I considered would provide in
effect a honeycomb of air trapped between
the grains, thus acting as a poor heat con-
ductor. At full firing temperature the outside
of the kiln may, in fact, be touched by hand,
and at the rear is almost cold.

The firebrick base consists of two Ain. by
gin. by Sin. slabs pressed firmly together with
a smear of fireclay mixed with water. No
mortar was used for the kiln lining. The
joints ideally would be non-existent, but were
in fact made with fireclay and kept of negli-
gible thickness.

The kiln lining is set Sin. back from the
front of the common brick shell. Thus a
recess is available for building in the " door "
when the kiln is fired. It was considered that
a permanent door was unnecessary and
would involve undue complication.

Building of the outer shell and lining then
continued according to the plans given in
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Fig. 2. The sectional diagram (through the
length of the kiln when viewed from the side)
shows the method of laying the firebricks.
Bricks marked " X " in the sectional drawing
are common bricks used as packing and are
in no way jointed to or part of the essential
kiln structure. It is important to chisel away
the corners of the appropriate side -wall
firebricks before they are laid. This gap
provides the exit for the element wires.
(see shaded triangle on sectional drawing).

When the structure was finally completed
the gap between lining and shell (shown
shaded in the front elevation drawing) was
sealed with pieces of firebrick and fireclay.

It is important to allow the side walls of
the kiln to set hard before laying the bricks
of the " roof."

( )

Kiln wall

wire, /8in. thick and approx. 3ft. 6in. long,
were bent (as in the front elevation in Fig. 2)
and sprung into position against the flanges of
the holders.

Connecting Boxes
Two pieces of heat and electrical resistant

material were made into a base din. square
and fitted with screw terminals. They were
then drilled to take bolts and to enable the
fireclay tubes to project through them (see
Fig. 3).

These plates were held to the sides of the
kiln by means of long bolts. The bolts had
been bent to an " L " shape and sunk into the
mortar. Box covers were built up of thin
sheet metal and made to fit over the plates.
They were in turn secured by the long bolts.

only one shown)

kit vent (drill two)

Heating Apparatus
Heat is provided by two elements on the

sides of the kiln.
Approximately 'oat. of Brightray C.I8

s.w.g. wire of resistance 0.8385 ohms per yard
was obtained from H. Wiggin & Co., Ltd.,
Birmingham, and this was wound by an
electrical firm to a coil of lin. internal diameter.
A special element wire is necessary to with-
stand the high working temperature involved.

The coiled wire was then divided so that
the current consumption of each part equalled
about 15 amps (the length used depends on
mains voltage) and the coils pulled approx.
!.in. open. Eight flat element holders of the
normal electric fire type (9in. by 31in. by tin.)
were used to hold the wire, which was care-
fully secured in place by odd pieces of the
element wire. Four holders were used for
each side. At the ends of the coils
sufficient wire was pulled out to enable it to
lead out of the kiln.

Fixing the Elements in the Kiln
Holes were chiselled through the outer

shell on each side of the kiln to coincide with
the spaces left in the lining, use being made of
the mortar joints. Through each hole two
straight fireclay tubes were led so that their
outer ends protruded one inch. The tubes were
then secured in position with fireclay and mor-
tar. The elements were then placed in the kiln
and the wires led out through the fireclay tubes,
care being taken to see that the wires did not
touch each other behind the elements. As
the holders were in no way fixed to one
another or to the kiln two pieces of nickel

Element wire (only one shown)

-V/6 L shaped bolts (two)

I I

II
Terminals (two)

Wire to second terminal (shown
unconnected)

Earth wire

Fig. 3.-Details of
the connecting box.

Wires from fuse box

The top of each cover was vented by drilling
two lin. diameter holes. The covers were
fitted with cable guides and earthing con-
nections.

Electrical Circuit
The wiring circuit is shown in Fig. 4.

Each heating element was fused and
switched by a separate fusebox of not less
than 15 amp. rating.

25o volt C.M.A. 3 -core rubber -covered
cable was used to feed the fuseboxes, and
individual cables used from these to the
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kiln itself. No cable was allowed to touch the
kiln structure.

Current Consumption
The current used by each element approx.

equals 15 amps. Thus, with a mains voltage

Earth wire
IL
F

TT

Earth wire

Kiln

Fig. 4.-Circuit diagram.
of 25o volts, using the formula watts = volts
x amps., we find that the total load of
the kiln with both elements in use is 71 kW.,
i.e., T 7) units of electricity are being used
each hour.

Operating the Kiln
After loading the kiln, the door is built

up with firebricks, using clay as mortar.
Common bricks may also be loosely piled
in front of the door to prevent heat losses.
An inspection hole is left through which the
interior may be viewed, and this is closed
with a piece of firebrick after the kiln has been
switched on for about an hour.

Performances will, of course, vary with
voltage, etc., but approx. 95o deg. C. should
be obtained after about eight hours. To
obtain higher temperature in the same period
of time it will be necessary to shorten the length
of the element wires. If this is done current
used will be increased and higher rating fuse -
boxes must be fitted.

Building Materials
The following are approximate quantities.

Electrical apparatus is not included.

Base Structure
6o common bricks.
2 concrete paving slabs, 3ft. by 2ft. by tin.

Kiln (not including door)
220 common bricks.
52 firebricks.
6 firebrick slabs, f8in. by gin. by Sin.

cwt. fireclay.
cwt. cement.
cwt. building lime.

5 cwt. building sand.
(This article is reproduced by kind permission

of " Educational Development.")
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Fitting New Balance Staffs
ONE of the commonest breakages en-

countered in the repair of watches is
the balance staff. This usually occurs

when a watch is dropped and the resulting
damage may be that both pivots are broken
off and the jewel and end stones cracked.
The most satisfactory method of repairing is to
fit a new staff, although in the trade there are
repairers who undertake pivoting. With a
high-class watch a new staff should be insisted
upon, as in pivoting the balance staff, which is /
usually quite hard, has to be softened or
blued whilst it is still in the balance. The staff
is never removed if pivoting is to be done.
This will destroy the compensating qualities
of the balance.

The first thing, therefore, is to order a new
balance staff from the material dealers, and
for this purpose the make and size of the watch
should be given. It is much better, of course,
to remove the broken staff and send it with the
balance as a pattern. The material dealers
will then select one which is not " sloppy."

To remove the old staff it must be chucked
from the roller end, after the roller has been
removed by means of a special roller removing
tool (taking care not to damage the impulse
pin) and the riveting turned away with a
graver held on the tee rest. It may then be
lightly punched out over a stake, which is a
block of metal with various sizes of holes in it.
This tool, however, is not always suitable,
especially if the arm of the balance is not 
level with the bottom of the rim of the balance,
and so a special small press is available with a
set of various sized punches for the purpose.'
It is shown in Fig. 25.

Having obtained the new staff, hold it in the
tweezers and try it in the hole to make sure
that it is a good drive fit.

In the case of interchangeable staffs they
are supplied in a finished state, but even so
occasionally they need to be corrected for
height and the pivots sometimes need easing
to suit the jewel hole. The new staff is riveted
to the balance as shown in Fig. 25. The roller
is next driven on as shown in Fig. 26, taking

WATCH REPAIRING
Ae Atatetve By F. J. CAMM

The Third Article Of a Series on the Repair and
Adjustment of Wrist and Pocket Watches

care to see that the impulse pin is in a position
at right angles to the arm of the balance.

The next step is to test the balance for
roundness and poise, and this is done in the

Fig. 23.-
Pressing a
jewel into thebottom

plate.

Fig. 24.-Choosing a new balance staff. It should be applied to the
hole in the arm of the balance to test whether it is a good press fit.

Fig. 25.-Riveting the staff
into the balance by means of
a punch held in a special tool
to ensure that the staff is

upright.

poising calipers. If the
balance is out of round it
can be corrected by careful
application of the tweezers,
and if it is out of poise by
adjustment of the loading
screws, or by placing under
the heads of some of the
screws tiny washers sold
for the purpose. It is much
better, however, to effect
this adjustment by means

of the screws and only to use timing washers
for bringing the watch to time later on.

Presuming that the balance is round and in
poise the hair spring may be pressed on,
observing that the stud which attaches it to
the balance cock is in the centre of the arm,
in other words at right angles to the impulse
pin. Next fasten the stud and give the watch a
trial run, not forgetting to oil the jewel holes
and the impulse faces of the pallets before
assembly. Set the second hand to coincide
with another watch known to be going to time
and half -wind the watch. After three or four
hours observe the error. If the watch is
gaining tiny loading washers can be placed
under the heads of the two screws, one on
each end of the balance staff. Do not place
washers under the screws at the free ends
of the balance rim, as this will affect
compensation.

If on the other hand the watch is losing,
the screws must be screwed in, if there is
room for this, and presuming the hair spring
to be of Breguet form, screwing each screw in
precisely the same amount according to how
much the watch is losing. Make the adjust-
ment half turn at a time.

With a flat hair spring it is much easier to
bring the watch to time by unpinning the
hair spring at the stud and slackening out a
little of the outer coil if the watch is gaining,
or pulling it up a little if the watch is losing.
In either of these two adjustments the watch
will be thrown out of beat. That is to say it will
tick unevenly. It is brought back into beat in
the following way. The hair spring is released
from the balance cock and the collet is turned
round on -the staff by placing a thin screw-
driver in the slot in the collet (all collets are
split), and turning the collet until the stud is
again opposite the arm. You will, of course,
have seen that the outer coil is passed between
the two brass pins on the end of the regulator.
Observe that the hair spring expands and
contracts concentrically and that the body of
the spring is quite flat. If not adjust it whilst

Fig. 26.-Above : Testing the balance for
roundness after the staff has been riveted in.
Below : The roller must be driven on to the
staff tight against the balance -arm, as shown in

the right-hand sketch.
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Fig. 27.-The balance is next tested for poise
on the tool shown, or in a pair of poising calipers.
The poise is corrected by adjusting the screws.
When in poise the balance should not tend to

turn.

in the movement by judicious use of a fine -
pointed pair of steel tweezers.

In some of the cheaper watches it does not
pay to fit a new balance staff because balances
complete with roller, hair spring and stud are
available from material dealers. Send the

Fig. 3o.-Fixing the hair spring to the collet.
The inner coil is pinned to the collet and the end

cut off with the cutters.

Fig. 32.-A special tool for vibrating the balance
and adjusting its -length so that it vibrates five
times to a second in the case of an 18,000 train
watch. When the correct point has been found,
a quarter -turn should be added to allow for the
distance between the regulator pins and the stud,

with the regulator in the central position.
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old balance, of course, and state the
make and size of the watch when
ordering.

Replacing a Hair Spring
The correct time -keeping of a watch

depends upon the balance being perfectly
poised and upon the length of the hair
spring. A watch cannot possibly keep
time if it is out of poise, because this
will give rise to position errors, and
equally it cannot keep time if the hair
spring is distorted or out of true. If the
hair spring is left alone there is no
reason why it should ever go out of true,
but there are people who, if their watch
stops, think that they can persuade it
to go by wriggling a pin on the hair spring
and balance. The hair spring must be left
entirely alone. A great amount of trouble has

Fig. 28.--A flat hair
spring. If the hair
spring is to be of
Breguet form, the
outer coil has to be
lifted up and shaped
by means of die -

nosed tweezers.

been given to bringing the watch to time by
means of the hair spring, and the slightest bend

or distortion will throw it out. There is
no reason why a hair spring should
break and it will therefore be found
in almost every case that hair spring
trouble is due to unskilled inter-
ference.

However, it is not for the repairer
to question this matter. If the
old hair spring can be made usable
again it is best to use it. For this
purpose, if it is not badly out of
true, remove the stud from the bal-
ance cock and then carefully prise
the collet off the balance staff and
place the hair spring on a suitable
broach. Place a piece of paper

over the broach, but under the hair spring,
and then hold the broach in the vice.
Examine the hair spring through an eye
glass and decide where the distortion
is taking place and with two pairs of
tweezers try to bring it back into form I'tg
by holding the coil with one pair of
tweezers at the point where the bend takes
place and very gently bending the hair spring
with the second pair of tweezers.

Sometimes when the hair spring has been
removed the coils may become entangled by
one coil slipping under another. The hair
spring should in this case be removed from the
stud, held on the broach as before and a
broach passed between the two inner coils
and gently guided round to the outside.

In the case of a broken hair spring a new
one must be selected which is of the right
diameter and strength and here again if the
make and calibre of the movement is noted
and sent to the material dealers the correct
hair spring will be forthcoming. If this,
however, is unobtainable because the model is
a discontinued one or too old for stock to be
carried, a new one must be selected in the
following way.

First select one which is about half the
diameter of the balance, press a piece of bees
wax on to the top pivot of the balance and
press it on to the centre coil of the hair spring.
Then hold the outer coil in a pair of tweezers,
allow the bottom pivot to rest on a piece of
glass and spin the balance, counting every
alternate vibration against the second hand of
a pocket watch going to time. Adjust the
gripping point of the tweezers until the count
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Fig. 29.-Selecting a hair spring. It should be approx-
imately half the diameter of the balance, and should be
laid over the balance cock to ensure that the outer coil

aligns with the regulator pins.

is 38 double vibrations (76 in all) in 15
seconds. The point where the tweezers are
will represent the point where the two
regulator pins will grip the coil and a further
quarter turn must be allowed for the distance
between that and the stud.

It is important to point out that not only
must the diameter of the hair spring be
right, but also its thickness according to the
thickness of the movement. There are two
forms of hair spring, high and low. The
former is used in movements of normal
thickness, the latter in flat or thin movements.
The diameter of the hair spring should always
be checked on the balance cock.

Having selected the spring the centre should
be broken down to suit the collet and the end
formed so that it passes through the hole in
the collet. Next file a brass pin on the end of a
piece of wire so that it is a nice fit and tightly
locks the hair spring to the collet ; but before

3L-Trueing the balance spring so that it is
concentric with the balance.

doing -this, after trying it in the hole, almost
cut through the pin at the appropriate point
so that when pushed home it may be broken
off. Make sure that the collet is concentric
with the hair spring and correct by bending
with the tweezers. A special counting tool on
which the balance may be vibrated is available
and it is shown in Fig. 32.

(To be continued)

Fig. 33.-
Forming the

_
overcoil.
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Harnessing the Energy of the

Tides to Produce Electric Power

By R. N. HADDEN, D.L.C., B.Sc.

TO -DAY more than ever before the
prosperity of a nation depends on the
abundant supply of cheap electric

power. It is, therefore, essential that all
sources of energy should be utilised to the full.
Unfortunately, many countries in Europe
have already developed all their hydro -electric
sites, while coal is becoming increasingly
Scarce and expensive. It is not surprising,
therefore, that engineers should look to other
methods of generating electricity, the most
obvious way of doing this being to harness the
energy of the tides.

This idea of using tidal energy is by no
means new, as a scheme for a tidal power
station had been suggested for the Severn

SEVERN
3

rrt5-RANCE1-1
PETITCOD/AC

PASSAMAOUODDY

SAN JOSE

cJL^?

Fig. 1.-Map showing some of the outstanding sites for tidal_
power stations on the Atlantic coast. The five sites between them

could develop over two million h.p.

Estuary even before the turn of the century. A
recent survey shows that it would be possible
to develop over 500,000 h.p. from this one
project alone. However, French engineers
must take the credit of being the first in the
world to combine theory and practice and
actually start the construction of a tidal power
station. This station is being built on the
estuary of the river Rance, near St. Malo.
It has been calculated that it will be able to
supply France with nearly 300,000 h.p.
when working at full output. Other suitable
sites are shown in Fig. i.

Before describing the Rance scheme it is
as well to study some of the underlying
requirements of a tidal power station and
some of the possible cycles of operation. The
first essential is that it should be situated in a
location where the rise and fall of the tide is

high. Over Soft. is considered
satisfactory. The second re-
quirement is that it should be
possible to create a large
reservoir or basin with the
minimum amount of civil
engineering work.

The simplest type of
tidal power station is one
which works on the single
cycle system, which is
shown at A in Fig. 2. In
this system a dam or bar-
rage is built acrn.,s the
mouth of a narrow bay or
estuary to form a basin.
The barrage not only con-
trols the level of the water
in the basin, but also serves
to contain the power house
and sluice gates. The cycle
works as follows. At low
tide the turbines are shut
down and the sluice gates
are opened, letting the ris-
ing tid' the basin. At

high tide, when the basin is full, the sluice gates
are shut, thus holding the water in the basin at
a constant level. As the tide starts to fall a
difference of level is created between the water
in the basin and the sea. When the difference
of level is great enough the turbines are started
up, the water flowing from the high level in

SLUICE GATES

111 TURBINES

Fig. 2.-Four possible
arrangements of basins
used in the production of

tidal power.
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the basin, through the turbines, and into the
lower level of the sea. The water flowing
through the -turbines causes power to be
generated. This phase is continued until
low tide, when the water levels in the basin
and sea are again equal.

Fig. 3 shows a section through that part of
the barrage which contains the turbines and
generators. Water flows in from the basin
through the spiral casing (A) down past the
turbine runner (B), and out of the draught
tube (C). The turbine runner is shaped
like a ship's propeller, and it is the water

Plan through runner

Fig. 3.-Section and plan of turbines and
generators.

flowing past it that causes it to rotate and so
produce power. The turbine runner is directly
coupled to the generator (D). The function
of the spiral case is to distribute water evenly
round the circumference of the turbine runner.
The photograph, Fig. 4, is a sectional model
of a Kaplan turbine such as would be used in a
tidal power station. (Photograph by courtesy
of the English Electric Co., Ltd.)

It will be seen that the single cycle system
produces power for about only to hours every
day., However, this is not such a big disadvan-
tage as would appear at first sight, as will be
explained later.

Another way of working tidal power stations
is to combine two single cycle systems, as
shown at B in Fig. 2. In this system basin (A)
produces power on the falling tide, while
basin (B) produces power on the rising tide,
so that nearly continuous operation is possible.
This is a satisfactory arrangement, and it
has the added advantage that the two stations
can share some of the electrical equipment
such as transformers, switch gear, trans-
mission lines, etc. There is, however, the
difficulty of finding sites close enough together
to be able to operate the system in a satisfactory
manner.

A cycle which gives nearly the same effect
as the one just described is shown at C in
Fig. 2. In this system only one basin is
required, but it is necessary to have two
barrages. The two barrages contain two
sluice gates each, while the power house is
contained in the short connecting barrage.
When the tide is rising sluices t and 4 are
opened, allowing water from the sea to flow
into the basin via the turbines and so produce
power. At high tide, when the water level in
the sea and basin are equal, sluices t and 4
are shut and 2 and 3 are opened. As the
tide falls water flows out from the basin,
through the turbines and into the sea, again
producing power. It will be seen that by this
method water always flows in the same
direction through the turbines. With this
system of operation it is possible to produce
power for 18 to 20 hours each day, though
the maximum power produced is rather less

than that obtained in the single cycle system.
This is because there are losses of energy as
the water flows on its winding course through
the sluices.

The only cycle which can produce con-
tinuous power is that shown at D. This
consists of two basins (A) and (B), each with
a separate barrage and sluice gate. The divi-
ding barrage between the basins contains the
turbines and generators. The water level
in (A) is never allowed to fall below two-thirds
full and in (B) to rise above one-third full.
This is achieved by opening the sluices in
(A) only at high tide and in (B) at low tide.
Thus there is always a difference of water
level between the two basins, and- it is this
difference that is used to drive the turbines.
Thus it is possible to generate continuous
power.

The above four systems give the most
convenient methods of developing tidal
power, though the actual cycles would be
slightly more complicated than as described
due to the use of pumped storage. This,
however, does not alter the basic principles
involved.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the
simplest tidal power station is that which
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works on the single cycle system, and it is for
this reason that it has been chosen for the
Rance project. The disadvantage that its
output will not be continuous will be overcome
by running it in parallel with a hydro -electric
station. When the tidal station is working
the hydro -electric station will be shut down,
thus storing water in its reservoir. When the
tidal station is idle the hydro -electric station
will be in operation, using water that has been
stored. In this way full use is made of all
the available tidal and hydro -electric energy.

In conclusion it may be asked where does
the energy of the tides come from. The
answer to this is that both the moon and sun
attract the surface of the sea, causing it to
" hump up." As the relative positions of the
sun, moon and earth change so does
the position of the ",hump," so causing the
tides. Now, if some of the energy of the tides
is extracted by a power station it is in fact
the same as extracting some of the energy
from the movements of the sun, moon and
earth, which in turn causes them to slow up.
It has in fact been calculated that if the energy
of the tides were to be utilised to the full the
earth would lose one whole day every 2,000
years !

Fig. 4.-A sectional model of a Kaplan turbine such as would be used in a tidal power station.
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UNIOUIE

THIS game might be loosely defined as a
cross between solo whist and " What's
My Line " and although simple word -

building is the basis of play, tactical bluff and
a " poker face " play a bigger part than
knowledge of the dictionary. The game lends
itself to nominal stake play when this is
favoured.

The board, shown in Fig. t, is designed
with a view to being rather more substantial
and presentable than the customary printed
cardboard type which soon becomes grubby
and dog-eared.

MATERIALS AND SUPPLIERS
roin. Tufnol disc from K. R. Whiston, New Mills,

Stockport.
Set of Plastic dial letters at 2s. 6d., from Messrs.

Orrell's, Stationers, 6, Prospect Hill, Douglas,
I.O.M.

Enamel colours.
The following are needed when a number of
replicas are to be cast

Plastic Compound Px at Is. 6d. per lb. from Quality
Plastics, Shenfield, Brentwood, Essex.

lib. Mould Compound at 6s. 6d. from Technical
Products, St. Gile, Close, Dagenham.

Aluminium sheet scraps.
Heat -resistant adhesive.

Construction
The circular base may be a disc of plastic

(such as Formica), hardboard or plywood.
K. R. Whiston of New Mills, Stockport,
supplies a toM. Tufnol disc, fin. thick, with
a smooth black finish, which is very suitable.
Five ',in. thick packing pieces which are
marked " A " in Fig. 2 are fixed by screws or
cement to the underside of the base, leaving
openings for players' score cards. The rules
of the game will show that there is a need for

Fig. t.-Key to letter arrangement. Letters are
arranged in complementary pairs of opposites to

provide the bidder with alternatives.

MINN 0141 E

Making a Compact
Table Game Whicht,
Might be Called++

+ " What's My Word?" +
++++++++++++++++++++

Fig. 2.---Unders'de view showing five packing
pieces (A).

Scored to accentuate
squares g;

Drilled 1/2-diam. ))..A ,

0

Fig. 3 (Above).-A
quarter segment

(four off).

Fig: 4 (Right).-The
double -ended pointer.

piece, i.e., centre panel, double -ended
pointer, one numbered segment, and
one playing piece. II single rubber
mould should be run round these

parts, grouped fairly closely together on a
metal tray and framed, as shown in Fig. 7.
One pound of mould rubber should be ample
and if this is cut into small pieces it is easily
melted in an old aluminium saucepan over a
gentle heat. Pour in at one side of the
frame so that the liquid rubber may flow
around and over the patterns like a tide,
covering to about fin. above the maximum
pattern depth. Warm the tray of patterns first.

Any number of casts can now be made in
this mould, using a cold -setting plastic
compound of the type mentioned in the list
of materials. This compound is ready for use
and sets sufficiently hard for removal in about
3o minutes, although it does not attain full
strength and readiness for painting until
after about 48 hours.

In pattern making the raised rim beading
is positioned on the quarter -segment pattern
(built up in layers cemented by Durofix if
only a light gauge strip is available). This
gives a complete rim when the four quarters
are assembled on the base. The numbers
1-6 could be fashioned in the pattern metal,
but suitable printed numbers from an old
calendar would be almost as effective and
much easier, these being glued into the
recesses after assembly. The pattern for the
playing pieces is easily built up from small
discs as in Fig. 6. The set of 24 moulded
plastic letters can be obtained for half-a-crown,
ready for sticking on, so there is little point
in making these, Printed letter tabs would
look something of a poor relation in this
instance.

Readers will have their own ideas as to a
suitable colour scheme for the finished board,
but cream -coloured mountings on a dark
base are most effective. The pointer might be
in cream and red, the letters (supplied in
cream colour) might be faced with red while
the four playing pieces might have a different
colour to each.

When arranging the letters on the board,
the key to their sequence and their relatiVe
numbered squares, shown in Fig. t, should be
closely followed as this is an integral part of
the design.

Rules of the Game
Each player takes it in turn to make a bid-

i.e., he attempts to dial, letter by letter, any
Raised bead stuckII- dictionary word of five or more letters, while

on the other players, acting together, try to

Drill to clear pivot nipple

,

yry

the " bidder " to keep his card from prying
glances during his bid."

The numbered quarter segments forming
the surround, the pointer and the centre
panel may be made in plastic, wood or metal,
and details and dimensions are given in Figs.

and, 4 53 .

When a number of replicas are contem-
plated, by far the best method is to make a
pattern in soft aluminium of each separate

I f
4

prevent him completing his word by "cover-
ing " with their playing pieces those letters
that they guess he will need. Players' pieces
move on the numbered squares, each of
which squares " covers " a letter, and while
a square is occupie2i its letter is barred to the
bidder. One playing piece is the bidder's ;
the other three pieces are used by the opposi-
tion even though there be only one player
opposing the bidder.
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Mod screw (Alo //) shortened word if he can do so without changing any
as pointer letters already dialled and recorded. For

ni/V/a example, he might start to dial BLACK
I and find himself cornered at the third -letter.

" B-L- " could easily be continued,
however, to read " BLITHE " or " BLOWN."
And he may change again if he can, and it

Drilled to should be necessary. He must produce his
take playing record card at the end of his bid and any
pieces cheating can always be brought to light !

41 0 Needless to say, a canny bidder wi 1' chose a
word that permits of changes en route.

Two types of bid are open to the bidder.
No. i Bid : In this, a word of five or more
letters is called for and the bidder must
declare his first letter just prior to dialling his
second (after the opposition has moved).
If successful he collects the score of points
against all letters after his fourth.

Bid No. 2 : Again a word of five or more
letters is called for and the bidder must
declare, in turn, his first three letters, as above.

O

Scored,
decorative

on/y

5"

Fig. 5.-Centre panel approx. 3/16in. thick.

The first player to bid places his piece on
any square on his side of the board and,
having chosen a word (which he does not
divulge) and the type of bid he is attempting
(which he does declare), turns the pointer so
that one of its ends indicates his first letter,
which he records on his score -card. The
opposition has to guess as to which of the
two indicated letters is the chosen one, and
then they move their pieces to cover and
bar the bidder's probable second letter.
(They cover, of course, three " probables.")
The bidder then dials and records his second
letter in the same manner, while the opposition
guesses again and moves to head him off.
Against odds of 3 to r, the bidder will fre-
quently find that his way is barred at about
the third letter of his word. In this
eventuality he is permitted to change his

Fig. 6.-Playing
(four off).

piece

Fig. 7. - Patterns
stuck to metal tray
and framed for mould
making, using mould
rubber mentioned in

list of materials.

If successful in this bid he scores the points
of all letters in his word.

When a bidder is cornered and cannot
continue his word, his bid fails and each,
member of the opposition collects the score
against his last letter recorded. These
points will count as extras at the end of a
game or rubber.

A bidder needs to remember that his own
playing piece is always barring a letter and
needs to be moved to free that letter. This
move, therefore, had better be made well in
advance if it is not to betray its real
significance ! Various other factors in this
category, too, will become clear after one or
two games. As mentioned earlier, " bluff "
and the " poker face " play a part in successful
bidding, as does also the choice of a word
that will permit of changes en route.

The letter arrangement is expressly designed
to assist the bidder by providing pairs of
" possibles " throughout. Without some such

Pierce tray under pointer eye
to allow air to escape

arrangement, bidding would very often be
extremely hard going. The scoring numbers,
too, are laid out to a system.

Players will decide beforehand as to the
number of rounds constituting a game or
" rubber."

A Simple Method of Winding Wire Springs
THE fabrication of a spiral wire spring is

easily accomplished with simple tools,
viz.: bench vice with lead or wood facings,
a tap wrench and a suitable mandrel.

Place the mandrel horizontal in the vice
leaving sufficient overhang at the r.h.s.
to be held by the tap wrench. When the vice
is tightened an impression of the mandrel is
made in the vice jaws. The vice is then

Fig. 1. -Method of forming a spring.

opened sufficiently to pass the wire up from
beneath and between the mandrel and one of
the jaws. When the wire is correctly posi-
tioned, leaving a convenient free length, the
vice is again tightened to leave the impression

By G. W. GIBSON

of the wire. The free end of the wire is then
laid along the mandrel and passed through
the wrench which is then tightened on the
mandrel ; a few extra turns of wire round the

Fig. 2.-
Formula for o
calculating pitch

of spring.

wrench is a help as the wrench
has to pull the wire through the
vice. As the mandrel is rotated
by the wrench the wire is drawn
through its impression in the
lead or wooden jaws, forming a
spring, see Fig. I.

The pitch of the spring is
determined by the angle between
the mandrel and the wire's
impressions, see Fig. 2.
T =Number of turns per inch.
D =Diameter of mandrel.
d =Diameter of wire.

tan 0 -
2T(D + a)

The jaw opposite the one bearing the wire's
impression should be displaced to the left
sufficiently to clear the turns as they are
wound.

Very long springs may be wound by this

method, the limit being the length of the
mandrel. Left and right hand may be wound
with equal facility.

Lead jaws are better if small diameter wire
is being used, but wood is preferable with
larger wire and a saw -cut is sometimes

T w Number of turns
per inch

= Dia of mandrel

d Dm of' wire

ton 0
2T(0' d)

necessary to keep the wire at the correct
angle relative to the mandrel.

If large diameter springs are being wound
then a steel bar may be substituted for the
wrench.

WATCHES :
ADJUSTMENT AND REPAIR

By F. J. Carom
6th Edition

A book dealing with modern methods of repair,
adjustment and timing and including information
on the adjustment of a watch for passing the Kew

" A " Test.

6/-, By Post 6/6

From George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House.
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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THE home -built aqualung described in
the January, 1955, issue of PRACTICAL.
MECHANICS was altogether too success-

ful. Soon after the article was published
supplies of the
oxygen regulator
ran out, and
against all expec-
tations no further
supply sources
came to light.
(The average Brit-
ish bomber during
the war carried
about eight of
these regulators,
so their disappear-
ance is a mystery.)

Fig. 1.-Parts for the rubber
diaphragm to replace the
existing metal diaphragm

in the reducing valve.
Fig. 2.-Rubber diaphragm
and rlin. diameter 20 -
thou. -thick stainless -steel

strengthening washer.

In addition to, preventing enthusiasts from
starting construction, the shortage has stopped
home -builders from buying duplicate regu 
lators to provide spares for worn-out or
damaged parts.

For instance, the metal diaphragm has
proved to age with use and finally sometimes
to fracture, although this happens so gradually
as not to be dangerous. The purpose of this
article is to suggest an alternative non -aging
type of diaphragm, and also an alternative
type of demand valve which cuts out the
need for any reducing valve at all.

Rubber Diaphragm Reducing Valve
As it would have to withstand pressures of

up to 150 p.s.i., this had to be strongly
110 supported back and front, and the unsup-

ported area had to be as small as possible,
consistent with sufficient movement of the
diaphragm centre. The best design was
found to be that using the parts shown in
Fig. 1.

The existing metal diaphragm and its
brass strengthening ring were taken out of
the valve, and also the fine rubber sealing
washer. The central brass stud was unsoldered
from the diaphragm. The flats were then
turned off a brass o B.A. nut, and the central
hole in the saucer -shaped brass strengthening
washer was enlarged to receive it. After the
nut had been brazed into place the brass stud
from the diaphragm was threaded similarly,
o B.A.

The rubber diaphragm itself was punched
from *in. good quality rubber sheet, using
a punch made from a short length of steel
pipe of suitable size turned down to give a

Some Alterations to the Reducing and Demand Valves

By E. T. FEARON

circular knife-edge of i j in. diameter. After
the rubber diaphragm had been cut in this
way, a central hole was punched in it, using
a cork borer of 16 -in. diameter.

The support for the other side of the
diaphragm was cut from a sheet of 20 -thou.
stainless steel. The diameter was made
exactly that of the brass saucer -shaped piece :
x4in. A sin. hole was drilled in its centre.

The parts were then ready for assembly.
The stainless -steel wash-
er was first put over the
central brass stud, then
the rubber, and then
the saucer -shaped brass
washer, but this time
flat side towards the dia-
phragm. This brass
washer has to be screwed

Fig. 3. -
The diaphragm replaced in the valve body,
showing the reverse side, strengthened by

the existing brass backing plate.

2 1-146.

1\
4116"

" 1,11111111111[111I1111111111,111111MIffillil

on to the thread on the central stud fairly
tightly. The appearance of the whole dia-
phragm is shown from one side in Fig. 2,
and from the other in Fig. 3, after being
replaced in the reducing -valve body.

After it had been placed loosely in the
position shown in Fig. 3, the steel jet -closing
screw was replaced and screwed home until
it tightened the whole assembly. This held the
diaphragm in its correct position ready for
the reducing -valve top plate to be screwed
down. Before this was attempted, however,
the edges of the rubber still showing were
dusted with talc.

When the top plate had been screwed
down firmly the jet -closing screw was backed

_off a few threads, to give about 3o thou.
clearance at the valve seating, and tension
was put on the main valve spring with its
large hexagon nut.

After the valve had been replaced on the
aqualung it was a simple matter to adjust
this nut to give the correct pressure at the
reducing valve.

Single -stage Reducing/Demand Valve
The shortage of regulators has prompted

experiments with single -stage reducing/de-
mand valves. This idea has been made
doubly attractive by tests which have been
carried out to show that single -stage valves
give easier breathing than any other kind of
valve. (See " Neptune ". issue for Septem-
ber/October, 1955, page 29.)

The easiest valve to modify is the older
type of brass -bodied low-pressure Calor
Gas valve Type E, but the Type F (mentioned
in the January, 1955, article) is also suitable.

When the valve has been taken down the
short lever which connects to the centre

111111.11111111

Brass rod.

-41

2 I/2.

j//6 Brass rod.

t V2

/23.e3c;

Fig. 4.-New lever assembly fitted to a Calor Gas low-pressure
reducing valve to make it into a single -stage reducing/demand valve:
The measurements of the two levers and the pivot block are given.

1/2"
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Fig. 5.-Photograph of the com-
ponents for the modified valve.
The milled recess in the brass
body of the valve takes the pivot

block for the short lever.

of the diaphragm has to be removed, and
a longer one put in its plate. This lever,
and the new one which connects to the
diaphragm, are both made from -14, in. brass
rod, like the discarded lever. Their measure-
ments may be seen in Fig. 4.

The longer of the two new levers has to be
threaded (2 B.A.) to screw into the brass
pivot block in the base of the valve, and
is fitted with a lock nut. Its other end is
made by brazing on the fork -shaped piece
shown ; this piece is drilled to take a fine
stainless -steel pivot, which passes through the
shank of the new short lever and is then
riveted in place.

This short lever transmits the movement
of the diaphragm centre to the long lever, and
is supported at its fixed end by a further
stainless -steel pivot held by a forked block
let into the body of the valve. The valve
shown in Fig. 5 was a brass type, so the recess
shown in the figure was cut with a
diameter end -miller, and the pivot block,
cut from in. brass rod, was soldered into
place. This was, of course, done after the
stainless -steel pin had been fitted through

An Electric

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

the mount and the
lever itself, and,
after soldering,
the pin was trap-
ped in place.
Brazing could
have been used
instead of solder-
ing, but there
would have been
a risk of slight
warping of the
valve body, lead-
ing to air leaks. ,

If the valve
had been one of

Fig. 6.
-Lever assem-
bly fitted together
and into the valve.

the current aluminium types the recess cut
into the body of the valve would have been
a tapped hole so that the pivot mounting
could have been screwed in.

The valve operating push -rod was taken
out from the channel in the base of the valve
and given a thick zinc coating to make it
corrosion resistant. Also the rubber seating of
the valve which is used to close the air intake
jet was removed and replaced by a nylon
insert. The nylon was cut with a very sharp
cork borer of ;in. diameter fronts a sheet of
nylon /8in. thick. Synthetic resin -bonded
fibre or p.t.f.e. would have done equally well,
as would fine-grain bone.

The screw adaptor shown in Figs. 5 and 6
was used to connect the high-pressure air
supply to the valve during testing. It was
made from a piece of hexagon brass rod
turned down at both ends and threaded lin.
B.S.P. at one end and tin. B.S.P. (left-hand
thread) at the other. tin. B.S.P. has an outer
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diameter of o.8z5in. and 14 t.p.i. This con-
nection proved quite air -tight although the
valve connector was working at several times
its rated pressure. In actual use on the aqua-
lung the hexagon adaptor was turned down at
one end to take the place of the air pipe and
jet leading the air into the base of the valve.

In addition to these modifications the
central brass stud in the diaphragm had to be
shortened to bring the free end of the short
lever as close to the diaphragm as possible.
The central part of the stud was therefore
cut away, and the two ends left brazed together
again, saving about tin. of space.

Lastly the incoming air jet had to be closed
down to 1/8th of its existing size. A piece
of brass rod, /8in. diameter and tin. long,
was drilled with a number 57 drill. The
end to form the jet was then bevelled off to
nearly a knife-edge, and the tube so formed
was soldered into the original jet, so that the
end of the new jet stood a little proud. When
the screw -in adaptor was replaced by the
direct in. B.S.P. connector, this jet adaptor
was transferred to the new fitting.

An innovation was the replacing of the
diaphragm restoring spring by a rubber band,
doubled and redoubled. The copper -clad steel
spring used in the original model of the
aqualung had rusted eventually, and it was
decided to change over to rubber bands, in
the absence of a suitable phosphor -bronze
spring. This, however, is now obtainable from
Pryce Engineers, 157 Malden Road, Cheam,
Surrey, price 113.

Fig. 6 shows the lever assembly complete
and fitted into the body of the valve, although
the short lever will not in practice be allowed
to rise to the position shown. The two
levers should be fitted as closely parallel as
possible, to bring their two arcs of movement
as nearly coincident as they can be. If there is
any restriction on their movement because the
arcs do not coincide, it may be necessary to
slot the pivot hole in the short lever where the
two levers are connected together. The final
positioning of the short lever is carried out by
the screw adjustment in the base of the
pivoting block which was part of the original
valve assembly. The adjusting screw is
reached through the outlet hole in the base
of the valve, on the opposite side to the
inlet.

This outlet hole has to be enlarged as
described in the previous article.

ixer for the Kitchen
(Concluded from page 448)

The Motor
No electric motor has been specified as so

many people have odd electric motors lying
in their spares box. The motor I used, as I
wanted a liquid mixer, is as shown in Fig. 3.
The shaft had to be bushed to fit the gearbox
worm drive. If, however, a heavy mix is
needed, a larger motor will be required, and
in that case either of the ex-W.D. motors type
2377/320 or 2377/329 will answer the purpose,
as they are specially fitted for connecting
straight to the above gearbox. All that is
required is the worm drive pinned to the
motor shaft and then the motor is bolted to
the gearbox top by means of the bolts, as
shown in Fig. r.

These fractional horsepower motors (ap-
proximately , h.p.) run from zoo to 25o volt
A.C. mains and are obtained from the same
source as the gearbox. The firm will, in fact,
send the gearbox and/or motor on seven days'
approval against remittance.

if the motor you use is not one of the above,
then the only point to watch is the correct.

Fig. 5 (Right).-The finished mixer.

alignment of the motor and gearbox, otherwise
undue noise and strain on the motor will occur.

The Case
The case can be either of wood or metal

and may be attached to a wall. The breadth
of the case is about 6in ; this gives a clearance
of 4in. between the wall and the paddle shaft.
The other dimensions, length and height,
depend on the size of the electric motor. The
switch in the motor circuit can be of any type
and can be located either in the front or the
top of the case, or, as in this instance, a
switchplug can be used.

For holding the mixing bowl in place I use
a sponge rubber -surfaced wooden block. The
rubber allows just the right amount of " give"
and saves bothering with any elaborate holding
apparatus.

Model Boat Building
6th Edition

By F. J. CAMM
5/-, By post 5/6

From GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street,

Strand, W.C.2
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Fig. 1.-One of each of the main
units forming Mulberry.

ON June 6th, 1944, the beaches of Nor-
mandy experienced the impact of the
greatest combined naval, military and

air operation the world has ever known. The
little town of Arromanches was selected as the
landing point for the British forces' invasion
of the Continent. It has been perpetuated by
the erection of a memorial on the sea front
above the landing beaches, which takes the
form of a permanent museum.

This museum is essentially dedicated to that
great feat of British engineering, the artificial
harbour called " Mulberry," and a series of
scale models of Mulberry forms the major
exhibit. Messrs Bassett-Lowke, Ltd., have
had a number of skilled craftsmen working
on these models for three and a half years, and

the final exhibit was installed in May, 1956.
The display consists of five units which

demonstrate the functions of the principal
features of the project.

The first section is introductory and, as will
be seen from Fig. 1, shows one of each'of the
main 'units, i.e., a concrete cassion, a spud
pontoon, a concrete pontoon, one of each type
of bridge span and various types of floats with
erection equipment.

Groups of units were assembled at British
ports and towed across the Channel in such
order that they would be quickly erected on site.
Part of one of these groups is shown in Fig. 3.

The second section shows five units or spans
of the bridge as they were assembled for tow-
ing. The equipment for warping into position
and mooring was carried on the spans. The
" towing link " is complete with tugboat, the
whole mounted on a simulated sea effect.

The third model shows a complete pierhead
arranged for the disembarkation and transport
of tanks and heavy vehicles, see Fig. 2. A
spud pontoon is shown with two vessels dis-
charging tanks through bow doors on to the
buffer pontoons. On this the vehicles park
before proceeding along the bridge to the

t LW

Fig. 2.-View of pontoon pier -
head model from the shore, showing
shore ramp secured to the beach.

Fig. 3:-Shore ramp
float at the end
of the towing link,
with the slug boats

tackle.

shore. Light vehicles are also shown proceed-
ing from the deck to the L.S.T. over a " Y "
bridge constructed on the spud pontoon.

The bridge spans of Mulberry were made
flexible to withstand the continual roll of off-
shore waves and the model is animated to
demonstrate this feature.

eeeeeseseseeeeesseeeeseseeee

A Commercial Model of 36

s this Famous Artificial Harbour
3 on Show at the Arromanches 3

616161

Museum
60$446196161$61$44S$614$604616/93

The Mulberry spud pontoon was anchored
by four large columns or spuds, the feet of
which were embedded in the seabed. In
this way the pontoon could move up and
down the spuds with the ride and fall of the
tide. To demonstrate this feature the whole
sea effect in the model slowly rises and falls,
the depth of the water being indicated against
a series of marks on the spuds. A section
of this sea surface is formed in a transparent
material to enable a clear view of the

Fig. 4. - The
stores pierhead
showing two con-
crete pontoons,
with standard
bridge spans and
two cargo vessels.

functions with the spud foot in the seabed.
The animation is effected by mechanical
contrivances fitted below the sea.

The fourth model shows in operation a
" Stores Pierhead " (Fig. 4). This unit
was formed with spud pontoons and concrete
pontoons linked together end to end making a
quay alongside which cargo vessels discharged
stores and equipment. The model consists
of two pierhead pontoons ; ships are dis-
charging cargo which is being loaded on to
trucks. Two bridge roadways lead from the
pontoons.

The fifth model shows the breakwater or
harbour wall constructed of concrete cassions
known as " Phoenix." These various huge
concrete tanks were towed across the Channel

4
as units and sunk in a long
line end to end to form a
breakwater inside which
Mulberry was constructed.
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THE design of this small boat was con-
ceived bearing in mind the following
general requirements.

r. It should be of size small enough to be
carried on the roof rack fitted to the family
man's car, and should therefore be of a reason-
able weight so that it can be lifted up on to the
roof rack by the family team.

2. As a family boat it should be both as
roomy and stable as possible, and should be
able to take four persons as a maximum load.
It should be robust enough to be used by the
younger members of the family as a play -boat.

3. It should be possible to propel the craft
by oars, outboard motor or a simple sail.

4. The method of construction should be
as simple as possible, so that a sound job could
be made of it without having had any previous
boatbuilding experience. The usual tool kit
of the practical mechanic should be adequate.

Table of Offsets (in inches)

048
All -wood Family Craft Which Carl Be

Consideration of these
various points indicated a
craft not exceeding 8ft.
in length and 4ft. in
beam.

For strength, lightness
and simplicity of design
and construction it was
decided to have a hard
chine design with the
frames covered with ply-
wood. Resin-bOnded ply-
wood is obtainable in
standard sized sheets, 8ft.
x 4ft., so that to use these
sheets economically, with-
out having to make joins
to give the right length,
an overall length of 7ft.
9in. was finally adopted.

The pram type of design
was used as it offered
more room in the bow

'than other designs and
was, perhaps, a little more
simple in construction.

Four -millimetre thick-
ness ply was used, and
it serves its purpose well,
being waterproof,
strong and light.
If a hole is pierced
in the hull, should
one accidentally

strike a submerged stump, repairs can
easily he made to the hull without
having to remove a plank as in some
other types of construction.

When buying the plywood
for the hull or other parts of
the boat be sure to insist that
it is made to the B.S. Specifica-
tion 1088 Phenolic glued to
AX. too test. Such plywood
is unaffected by damp. This
type of ply is often known in
the local timber yard as
" exterior grade " plywood,
signifying that it may be used
for outdoor constructional pur-
poses without deteriorating due
to dampness.

For the reader who might
wish to try his hand at sailing
the dinghy, the Una rig or
Bermudian rig without a
foresail is ideal for this
small boat. It is a rig

Station
Half breadth Height from sheer

To sheer To chine To chine To keel

O (bow) ... III io'l 12+ 141

19.1 16 13;:, 15

2 ... ... 24 201 151 18/

3 . ... 22 g 19 141 17+

4 (transom) 19+ 153, I I f 15

simple to fit and easy
to use and safe,
especially as the re-
volving type of boom
is used which will
give easy and rapid
reefing for any wind
conditions. In this
design adequate

2

SCALE = ft

Carried On The

Fig. 1.-A side elevation of the dinghy, complete
with mast and sail, showing the disposition of all

the main features.

3

Car Top By FRANCIS HOOK

head -room is allowed for when the boom
swings across, about 3oin. clearance between
the centre seat and the boom is provided.

The height of the mast-I 5ft.-presents a
problem for the constructor who wishes to
travel from place to place with the dinghy on
the car roof. For such cases a suggestion is
given for a two-piece mast. Such a design
brings its own difficulties, but for such a small
boat they are not without solution and this
matter will be discussed at a later stage.

The Design of the Hull
Boat designs are usually set out in tabular

form from which figures the builder can set
out full-sized lines of the vessel on the loft
floor.

The table of offsets determines the body
plans of the boat, and from them the shape
and size of each may be determined. (See table
at foot of first column.)

It is usual to give these dimensions to the
outside of the planking so that when con-
structing the frames allowance must be made
for the thickness of the planking. This
procedure is not used in this design, the
dimensions are all to the outside of each frame.

In addition to the table of offsets, three
sketches are provided. The profile

boat when viewed from the side-
a side elevation, in fact.

A half -breadth plan shows half
the basic lines of the boat as
viewed from above, i.e., a plan
view. The body plan shows the
shapes of the various frames from
bow to stern. These three sketches
are incorporated in Fig. 4.

Sometimes the table of offsets
is dispensed with and all the
information is embodied in a
visual table of offsets, see Fig. 3.
This is, in effect, a dimensioned
sketch showing how the erection
board or form has to be set out
before the building of the boat
can be started.

For those interested in the final
appearance of the dinghy, the
heading photograph shows the
author's boat under sail and two
further diagrams, Figs. I and 2,
show the disposition of the main
features, such as sails, spars,
dagger board, rudder, seats and
rowlocks.

Construction of the Frames
The first job to be tackled in

the building of the boat is the
construction of the frames. As
has already been stated, the
details of these frames may be
set out full size from the table

of offsets but, in order to make the construc-
tion as easy as possible, dimensioned diagrams
are given here from which the shape of each
frame may be set out accurately to full scale.

Large sheets of thin card are useful for
setting out the frame plans, but in order to
get a big enough sheet it may be necessary
to glue two sheets together.

A better alternative is to use the plywood
which will eventually be used to cover the

WL.

Fig. w.-Testing the fairing of the frames. This operation will be described next month.

sides of the dinghy. The frame plans need
only be drawn in lightly in soft pencil, which
will not disfigure them for their eventual
use when the boat is painted.

Each of the frames Nos. r, 2 and 3 is
made up of five pieces of timber, see Fig. 7.

In frame No. 2, Nos. t and 5 are the side
futtocks, 2 and 4 are the bottom futtocks,
and 3 the plate joining the bottom two
futtocks. A sixth piece (I y ,in.) is used
temporarily to hold the tops of the side
futtocks from being unduly strained during
the erection of the boat. These are screwed
to the futtock tops and not glued as are the
joints of the futtocks. at chine and keel.

The side futtocks are not cut exactly to
length at the sheer end but are left
longer to provide a fixing for these temporary
struts. It is advisable to retain the use of

Forward
rowlock.

LP.

these struts right up until the time when the
seats have been fixed. During the building
of the boat these struts pass through the
slots X, Y and Z of the building form, as
shown in Fig. 6.

Proceed then to prepare the various parts
of each frame according to the full-sized
plans, lay them on top of the drawings and
ensure an exact fit.

The procedure in assembling the parrs of
each frame is to glue and screw parts I and 2,
then 4 and 5, then join these two assemblies
together with part 3. Remember to have
part 3 on the same side of 2 and 4 as the
side futtocks x and 5. Screwing procedure
is important to avoid splitting. The shank
of the screw should pass easily through
the top piece of wood by a hole drilled to suit
the gauge of screw used. For these joints

Chain plate
2"art of mast.

7
Seat

0. 23,W

/2=-1

Amidship
rowlock

Central frame No.2. Skid.

Centre board.
Fig. 2.-A side elevation of the
hull giving positions of all the

main features.

Fig. 1.-The visual table of offsets.
23k1" -a.4
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THE design of this small boat was con-
ceived bearing in mind the following
general requirements.

r. It should be of size small enough to be
carried on the roof rack fitted to the family
man's car, and should therefore be of a reason-
able weight so that it can be lifted up on to the
roof rack by the family team.

2. As a family boat it should be both as
roomy and stable as possible, and should be
able to take four persons as a maximum load.
It should be robust enough to be used by the
younger members of the family as a play -boat.

3. It should be possible to propel the craft
by oars, outboard motor or a simple sail.

4. The method of construction should be
as simple as possible, so that a sound job could
be made of it without having had any previous
boatbuilding experience. The usual tool kit
of the practical mechanic should be adequate.

Table of Offsets (in inches)

048
All -wood Family Craft Which Carl Be

Consideration of these
various points indicated a
craft not exceeding 8ft.
in length and 4ft. in
beam.

For strength, lightness
and simplicity of design
and construction it was
decided to have a hard
chine design with the
frames covered with ply-
wood. Resin-bOnded ply-
wood is obtainable in
standard sized sheets, 8ft.
x 4ft., so that to use these
sheets economically, with-
out having to make joins
to give the right length,
an overall length of 7ft.
9in. was finally adopted.

The pram type of design
was used as it offered
more room in the bow

'than other designs and
was, perhaps, a little more
simple in construction.

Four -millimetre thick-
ness ply was used, and
it serves its purpose well,
being waterproof,
strong and light.
If a hole is pierced
in the hull, should
one accidentally

strike a submerged stump, repairs can
easily he made to the hull without
having to remove a plank as in some
other types of construction.

When buying the plywood
for the hull or other parts of
the boat be sure to insist that
it is made to the B.S. Specifica-
tion 1088 Phenolic glued to
AX. too test. Such plywood
is unaffected by damp. This
type of ply is often known in
the local timber yard as
" exterior grade " plywood,
signifying that it may be used
for outdoor constructional pur-
poses without deteriorating due
to dampness.

For the reader who might
wish to try his hand at sailing
the dinghy, the Una rig or
Bermudian rig without a
foresail is ideal for this
small boat. It is a rig

Station
Half breadth Height from sheer

To sheer To chine To chine To keel

O (bow) ... III io'l 12+ 141

19.1 16 13;:, 15

2 ... ... 24 201 151 18/

3 . ... 22 g 19 141 17+

4 (transom) 19+ 153, I I f 15

simple to fit and easy
to use and safe,
especially as the re-
volving type of boom
is used which will
give easy and rapid
reefing for any wind
conditions. In this
design adequate
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Fig. 1.-A side elevation of the dinghy, complete
with mast and sail, showing the disposition of all

the main features.
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head -room is allowed for when the boom
swings across, about 3oin. clearance between
the centre seat and the boom is provided.

The height of the mast-I 5ft.-presents a
problem for the constructor who wishes to
travel from place to place with the dinghy on
the car roof. For such cases a suggestion is
given for a two-piece mast. Such a design
brings its own difficulties, but for such a small
boat they are not without solution and this
matter will be discussed at a later stage.

The Design of the Hull
Boat designs are usually set out in tabular

form from which figures the builder can set
out full-sized lines of the vessel on the loft
floor.

The table of offsets determines the body
plans of the boat, and from them the shape
and size of each may be determined. (See table
at foot of first column.)

It is usual to give these dimensions to the
outside of the planking so that when con-
structing the frames allowance must be made
for the thickness of the planking. This
procedure is not used in this design, the
dimensions are all to the outside of each frame.

In addition to the table of offsets, three
sketches are provided. The profile

boat when viewed from the side-
a side elevation, in fact.

A half -breadth plan shows half
the basic lines of the boat as
viewed from above, i.e., a plan
view. The body plan shows the
shapes of the various frames from
bow to stern. These three sketches
are incorporated in Fig. 4.

Sometimes the table of offsets
is dispensed with and all the
information is embodied in a
visual table of offsets, see Fig. 3.
This is, in effect, a dimensioned
sketch showing how the erection
board or form has to be set out
before the building of the boat
can be started.

For those interested in the final
appearance of the dinghy, the
heading photograph shows the
author's boat under sail and two
further diagrams, Figs. I and 2,
show the disposition of the main
features, such as sails, spars,
dagger board, rudder, seats and
rowlocks.

Construction of the Frames
The first job to be tackled in

the building of the boat is the
construction of the frames. As
has already been stated, the
details of these frames may be
set out full size from the table

of offsets but, in order to make the construc-
tion as easy as possible, dimensioned diagrams
are given here from which the shape of each
frame may be set out accurately to full scale.

Large sheets of thin card are useful for
setting out the frame plans, but in order to
get a big enough sheet it may be necessary
to glue two sheets together.

A better alternative is to use the plywood
which will eventually be used to cover the

WL.

Fig. w.-Testing the fairing of the frames. This operation will be described next month.

sides of the dinghy. The frame plans need
only be drawn in lightly in soft pencil, which
will not disfigure them for their eventual
use when the boat is painted.

Each of the frames Nos. r, 2 and 3 is
made up of five pieces of timber, see Fig. 7.

In frame No. 2, Nos. t and 5 are the side
futtocks, 2 and 4 are the bottom futtocks,
and 3 the plate joining the bottom two
futtocks. A sixth piece (I y ,in.) is used
temporarily to hold the tops of the side
futtocks from being unduly strained during
the erection of the boat. These are screwed
to the futtock tops and not glued as are the
joints of the futtocks. at chine and keel.

The side futtocks are not cut exactly to
length at the sheer end but are left
longer to provide a fixing for these temporary
struts. It is advisable to retain the use of

Forward
rowlock.

LP.

these struts right up until the time when the
seats have been fixed. During the building
of the boat these struts pass through the
slots X, Y and Z of the building form, as
shown in Fig. 6.

Proceed then to prepare the various parts
of each frame according to the full-sized
plans, lay them on top of the drawings and
ensure an exact fit.

The procedure in assembling the parrs of
each frame is to glue and screw parts I and 2,
then 4 and 5, then join these two assemblies
together with part 3. Remember to have
part 3 on the same side of 2 and 4 as the
side futtocks x and 5. Screwing procedure
is important to avoid splitting. The shank
of the screw should pass easily through
the top piece of wood by a hole drilled to suit
the gauge of screw used. For these joints

Chain plate
2"art of mast.

7
Seat

0. 23,W

/2=-1

Amidship
rowlock

Central frame No.2. Skid.

Centre board.
Fig. 2.-A side elevation of the
hull giving positions of all the

main features.

Fig. 1.-The visual table of offsets.
23k1" -a.4
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are used tin_ No. 6 brass countersunk head
screws, and a suitable drill is 9/6,in. diameter.
A slight countersink only is necessary in the
wood, as it is the aim to have the heads of
the screws flush with the surface of the
wood.

The glue recommended for use is Aerolite
300 or 306. Full instructions are issued with
every glue pack sent out by the makers. In
the case of the No. 30o pack, glue ready for
use and a hardener are supplied. No. 306
supplies a powder (ready for mixing with
cold water to a syrup-like consistency) and
the hardener. The advantage of the latter
type is that it is sometimes more convenient
to be able to make up a small quantity of
the glue as required. The powder if stored
properly has a very long shelf life, whereas
the glue in the 30o pack does gradually
deteriorate. There is also the odd chance
that one might inadvertently dip the hardener
brush into the jar of glue and thus ruin the
whole jar !

Apply the glue to one frame member and
the hardener to the other, and place in
position on the full-sized drawings. Make
a lead with a fine bradawl in the underneath
member for the screw. Screw home the

234'

Profile
sketch

Half breadth plan

Fig. 4.-Three sketches giving the main lines
of the hull.

/RI"

Fig. 5 (Below).-The building form in use.

screws, driving them only as far as will leave
the head of the screw flush with the surface
of the wood.

When the three frames are assembled,
screw across the top ends of the side futtocks
the temporary struts already referred to.
Set the frames aside to dry.

Chine Line

1334

Sheer

2 x strengthening
batten on reverse side.

c /1/4 -

Kee/ Line.

/8k4"

Line.

2if l strengthening
batten on reverse side

s/ei

231/ Mk"

Floor Line

6' o"

The Transom and Bow
The transom and bow boards are made

from Sin. finished thickness mahogany.
If weight is a serious consideration a lighter
method would be to use plywood for these
parts glued and screwed to frames, but it is
assumed here that the solid method of
construction is to be followed.

It is unlikely that boards of the correct
width will be available, so that two or more
pieces will have to be jointed up to make the
correct width. For these joints use the
Aerolite glue and lightly cramp them together
with sash cramps so as not to squeeze out
all the glue. It will be noted that this pro-
cedure is rather different to the old days of
the rubbed joint using Scotch glue, when
the object was to rub out as much glue as
possible.

Mark out the shapes of the transom and
bow. Note that in the table of offsets no
alllowance is made for the curved tops of
boards. This curve is shown in the working
drawings of the frames. The curve is i lin.

for the bow and in. for the transom above
the sheer line, and is struck with a thin
batten sprung between the i in. mark on
the centre and the two points on the sheer.
Saw out to shape.

If this dinghy is eventually to be stowed
upside down on the deck of a larger boat it

2/Tor a little less if
piened boards

63/4 ere used).

Vei

Notches to accomodate
.5A3- temporary stretchers

screwed across top of
each frame.

STEM

/814

/2-.1. 2/

/43

16"

Fig. 6.-How the hull is set out on the building form.
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BOW STATION
No.0

44

TRANSOM
STATION No.4

/034"

26 horn left for
assembly purposes

FPAME No./

/534"

Fig. 7. -Details of the bow and transom and frames

t9-1"

/6

/91

24"

4554'

2"

would be an advantage to have these top
edges straight or a reverse curve.
Construction of the Building Form

The building form is the framework around

1, 2 and 3.

which the boat is built. Fundamentally it
consists of three tin. x yin. planks on which
are set out at either end the slopes of the
transom and bow, the curvature of the keel,
and the positions of frames t, 2 and 3. The

full details are set out in Fig. 6. Whilst the -
use of this form is only temporary the timber
used in it may be used later on for other small
details of the boat and the seats.

Cramp the three boards together and secure
with two 2in. x tin. battens, screwed on as
indicated. Two further battens are screwed
along the slopes of the bow and transom and
are continued through to floor level as shown
in Figs. 5 and 6.

Tools Needed in the Construction of
the Dinghy

Hand saw, tenon saw, and bow saw.
Iron smoothing plane.
Spokeshave.
Chisels.
Mallet and hammer.
Screwdrivers and bradawls.
Hand drill and/or electric hand drill.
Two 3ft. sash cramps.
Three gin. G cramps and one or two

smaller G cramps.

Materials Required for the Various
Parts of the Boat

Keel -oak.
Hog -pine.
Bow and transom -mahogany.
Frames -pine.
Knees -oak or elm.
Centre -board casing -mahogany.
Chine and sheer strips -pine.
Seat risers -mahogany.
Seats -mahogany or plywood.
Rudder -mahogany or plywood.
Tiller -oak.
Mast and boom-Sitka spruce.
Burden boards -pine.

Suppliers of Materials
Timber. -J. Williams and Son, Ltd., 45,

Christchurch Road, Colliers Wood, London,
S.W. 19.

Cousland and Brown, Ltd., Manor Farm
Road, Alperton, Middlesex.

Sails.-Jeckell and Son, Ltd., Wroxham,
Norfolk.

Bowker and Budd, Ltd.. Bosham, Sussex.
Fittings. -Arthur Beale, Ltd., 194, Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
The Bosun's Locker, 12, Poultry, London,

E.C.2.

Materials Required for the Dinghy
For the building form. -Three pieces 8ft. x

tin. x yin. deal planed all round ; Soft. run
2in. x tin. deal planed all round.

For the frames.-9ft. run 2,1.in. x bin. pine ;
t2ft. run 2in. x 4in. pine ; 3ft. run sin. x tin.
pine.

For the skin. -Two pieces of resin -bonded
plywood 8ft. x 4ft. x 4mm.

Hog. -One piece 8ft. x 4in. x gin. pihe.
Keel. -One piece 8ft. x 14in. x gin. oak.
Skid. -One piece 3ft. x x 4in. oak.
Chine and sheer strips. -Four pieces 8ft. x

x gin. pine.
Bow. -One piece 24in. x 16in. x

mahogany.
Transom. -One piece 4oin. x 16in. x

mahogany.
Seats. -Two pieces 4ft. x 1zin. x ;fin. resin -

bonded plywood ; one piece 4ft. x 8in. x gin.
resin -bonded plywood.

Seat risers. -Two pieces 8ft. x rein. x
mahogany.

Burden boards. -Nine pieces 4ft. x Sin. x
lin. pine ; eight pieces 4ft. x 21in. x lin. pine.

Centre -board casing. -One piece 3ft. x 12in.
x bin. mahogany.

Centre -board. -One piece 3ft. x 12in. x Sin.
resin -bonded plywood.

Brass countersunk headscrews.-Two gross
Sin. No. 6 ; one gross t' --in. No. 8 ; two dozen
2in. No. to.

All timber dimensions, except those of the
building form, show finished planed sizes.

(To be continued.)
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THE two main types of flux used in solder-
ing are the well-known liquids and
the paste, or resin -tallow, substances.

The fluid flux is usually more " rapid " in
action, hence its popularity, but, owing to
the acids used in its composition, it is corrosive
to most metals. Paste flux is said to be slower
working than its liquid counterpart, but it is
only by seconds.

Fig. 4 shows one of the best methods of
fixing a nipple. A 'small cut is made with a
hacksaw blade across and each side of the
hole. The wire is passed through the hole
and equally divided and laid down in the
grooves. Gentle heat is applied : the nipple
and about :lin. of the cable are immersed in
the flux ; then, after heating again until the
flux boils, solder is applied. Should the
solder not run freely, dip the cable into the

Tinned Copper

Fig. t.-The bit of a soldering iron showing
how it should be cleaned and tinned to ensure

the best results.

paste again when the solder should, on the
next heating, flow easily to the desired places.
The method is the same for the spoke -type
nipple except that no cut is made. The wire
is passed through the nipple, splayed and
turned over in the cup provided and finally
soldered. This type of nipple is usually at
the gearbox end of a clutch cable and it is
good policy to file it smooth when cool and
cleaned.

Soaking a Cable
In no circumstances should a nipple be

brazed or welded to a Bowden cable. The
inner wire is of steel and, if once it has been
overheated, it is no longer steel and worse
than useless, for no common method can be
employed to retemper it. Should it be
necessary to fit a new cable, the job may be

Fig. 2.-Cutting a Bowden cable so that there
is no danger of the strands unravelling. The
nipple should be slid over the cable before

it is cut.

Hints and Tips for the Handyman and Motorist on
Soldering Cables and Flat Surfaces Recommended

Tools : Soldering Brass, Copper and Aluminium

By W. K. REEVES

quite easily carried out but the important
point to remember is to thoroughly tin the
wire for, say, lin. on each side of the intended
cutting spot.

Perhaps " soak " the cable would be more
expressive. The method of soaking is straight-
forward. Non -corrosive paste is put upon the
length to be tinned, heat is applied until the
flux boils and it will then be found that the
solder is ready to run round, along and through
the cable until each and every strand is
securely fixed to its neighbours. A flick will
remove any surplus solder and when cool the
wire may be cut in perfect safety, as shown
in Fig. 2. If it is possible to do so, slide on
the nipple first, past the cutting point, as
the action of cutting the wire will cause it
to flatten. If the hole through the nipple is
on the small side it may be necessary to
enlarge it and, in the absence of a suitable
sized broach or reamer, the expanded cable
outside the nipple, by reason of its greater
diameter than the hole, provides the strength.

Vertical Soldering
It may happen that the inner cable is very

oily, but this is one occasion where the
soldering rule of " scrupulous cleanliness "
may be forgotten. The method is to ensure
that, as long as heat is
being applied, the end of
the wire being treated
remains upright. It will

Fig. 3.-A useful
' portable soldering
iron that will work
off the car battery.
It can only be used,
of course, for light

work.

probably be necessary to apply flux several
times but its downward flow when melted
will rentove the film of grease.

It is not inopportune to remark, at this
stage, on the method employed to solder an
object in the vertical plane. One such job
could be a cluster of pin holes in a fuel tank
where it is not possible to remove the tank.
A dirty soldering iron is used and, when
heated, only one face is cleaned and tinned,
leaving, for preference, the point dirty. After
cleaning the area to be soldered, judicious
application of the iron and the solder, in a
series of small " dabs " should be made.
It is a fairly easy matter to effect a repair
resembling a welded joint with its charac-
teristic ripples or herring -bone pattern. Fig.
shows the way to prepare the soldering iron.

Powder Solder
There are, on the market, some admirable

fluxes which have the solder, in powder form,
already mixed. All that is necessary is,
after cleaning, to apply the flux, heat it up and,
after cooling, clean it off. As efficient as these
fluxes are, they are not, in the main, suitable
for nipple and cable work, as some have an

Fig. 4.-Arranging the strands of a Bowden
cable when soldering a new nipple into place.

acid base flux. A small tin filled with such a
substance and carried in the tool kit is,
however, a valuable asset. For replacing a
petrol pipe union on the road it may be con-
sidered as an ideal product. Always, after a
pipe repair, flush it through before refitting.

Tank repairs are easy enough to carry out
but it must always be borne in mind that an
empty petfol tank can
be dangerous. To
" air " a tank, the taps
and filler -cap are
removed and the tank
supported upside down
for at least 24 hours.
This still does not
guarantee a safe tank
but as a soldering iron
should never be used
red hot and providing
that all dry dust is
removed from the
vicinity of the repair
and no soot sparks are
on the iron, soldering
may be carried out. For
such a repair, rapidly
acting flux is required
but difficulty might arise
if the work is needed in
a chromium plated area.
Ordinary fluxes are not Fg. 5.-A small
efficient on chrome or methylated spirit
metals containing blowlamp with
chromium. Stainless many uses on the
steel is in this group road and in the
and the correct flux to workshop.
use is phosphoric acid.

Soldering is carried out in a normal manner
but on no account dip the iron into this flux.
Likewise, if any other metal such as brass or
copper is to be soldered to stainless steel or
chromium plate, first tin the chrome with

(Continued on page 471)
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3 -stage T.R.F. Receiver

Complete 5 valve Superhet
3 -wave band receiver suitable
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Special units
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An entirely new series of courses designed to teach Radio, Television
and Electronics more quickly and thoroughly than any other method.
Specially prepared sets of radio parts are supplied and with these we teach
you, in your own home, the working of fundamental electronic circuits
and bring you easily to the point where you can construct and service radio
receivers, etc.

Whether you are a student for an examination; starting a new hobby;
intent upon a career in industry; or running your own business - these
Practical Courses are ideal and may be yours at very moderate cost.

With these outfits, which you receive upon enrolment and which
remain your property, you are instructed how to build basic Electronic
Circuits (Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power Units, etc.) leading to designing,
testing and servicing of complete Radio and Television Receivers.
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THE TECHNICAL SERVICES Co.
SHRUBLANDS WORKS  BANSTEAD  SURREY

THE MAGSTAT '

This is a precision bi-metal thermostat for the control of alternating
currents of up to 12L amp at 240 volts. The temperature range lies
between minus 50° F. and plus 250° F. An ingenious magnetic snap action
is incorporated which gives freedom from radio interference. The
operating temperature is altered by rotation of the adjustment screw,
clockwise for increase, and anti -clockwise for decrease. Dimensions :
2in. x x

PRICE : 5/IS each. Post 3d.

* NEW CATALOGUE *

SEND 4d. IN STAMPS
NOW FOR

YOUR COPY

* SUPPRESSIT *
(TELEVISION SUPPRESSOR KIT)
For the suppression of Domestic
Motor Driven Appliances. Comprises
two chokes and two condensers
mounted on' a card with wiring
instructions. Ideal for Vacuum
Cleaners, Hairdriers, Sewing Motors,
etc., up to I Amp. Price 3/6. Post Free.

REPLACEMENT
ELEMENTS

FOR DOMESTIC ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

We stock over 200 types of element replacements
for Fires, Irons, Kettles, Hairdriers, Toasters and
Boiling Rings.

WE HAVE A REPUTATION FOR HIGH QUALITY THERMOSTATS AND LIST
SOME OF OUR STOCK ITEMS HERE :

THERMOSTAT. CS. Convector Thermo-
stat for Space Heaters and Low tempera-
ture Ovens. 15 amps., 250 volts A.C.
40180 deg. F. 25/, post 5d.
THERMOSTAT. MB. For control of
Electric Immersion Heaters up to 3 KW.
90/190 deg. F. 15 amps.. 250 volts A.C.
D210/0. post 9d.
THERMOSTATS. PF. Room Thermo-
stat, 15 amps.. 250 volts A.C. 5in. x 18in.
x 2in. A beautiful instrument. Temp.
ranges 30/90, 401100. 40/80, 601100 deg. F.
as required. £21010, post 6d.

THERMOSTAT. BWIL 3 amps. 250
volts A.C. For control of hot -plates, vul-
canisers, etc. 50-550 deg. F. 1516. Post 4d.
We are only too glad to send illustrated
leaflets on any of these Thermostats if
you will send a S.A.E. stating which model
interests you.

IMMERSION HEATERS
We can offer a wide range from 2 to 4kW.
and in stem lengths I lin. to 42in. Please
send for our catalogue.

GREEN HOUSE
THERMOSTAT
Type ML. Constructed speci-
ally for the amateur gardener.
The scale plate is calibrated
" High -Medium -Low " and has
a temperature range of 40-90
deg. F. Current -carrying
capacity is 10 amps. 250 v. A.G.
Differential, 4 to 6 deg. F.

Dimensions : 41in. x 2in. x
1 tin. Price 35/-. Post 6d.

Model PJ. Miniature Thermo-
stat for control of domestic
Electric Irons and special
purpose machines where space
is limited. Capacity : 5 amps.
250 v. A.C. gin. x gin. x 11/16in.
Single screw fixing. Price 9/3.
Post 3d.

FIRE BARS
No. 41. Bowed. 3in. x 91in. 7/6 ea.
No. 42. Bowed. 3in. x 7gin. 7/4 ea.
No. 43. Bowed. 3.1in.x 8! in. 7/6 ea.
No. 44. Bowed. 31in.x 81in. 7/6 ea.
No. 45. Flat. 3in x 91in. 7/6 ea.
No. 46. Flat. 2gin.x 7in. 7/4 ea.
No. 47 Bowed. 3in. x 91in. 9/- ea.
No. 41. Suitable for Sunbeam,

Revo, Belling, Dudley, Swan.
No. 42. Suitable for Small Revo

and various types.
No. 46. Suits Belling, Brightglow.
No. 47. Suitable for Creda.

SPIRALS
No. 70. Spiral,
No. 70a. Spiral,
No, 70b. Spiral,
No. 70c. Spiral,
No. 70d. Spiral,
No. 70e. Spiral,
No. 701. Spiral,

1,500 w. 2/9 ea.
1,000 w. 2/2 ea.

750 w. 1/10 ea.
600 w. I/S ea.
500 w. 1/4 ea.
200 w. 1/2 ea.
100 w. 1/1 ea.

CAR HEATER ELEMENT
No. 87. 6in. x Itin. ef3

ea.2001250 v. 100 w.

BOILER RINGS
No. 71, 51 X fin.,

1,000 w.... 6/9 ea.
No. 72. 51 x I in.,

750 w. 6/4 ea
No. 73. 51 x

600 w.... 8/- ea.
No. 74. 51 x tin..

500 w.... 5/9 ea,

FLASHING
LAMPHOLDER

401100 watts. Fits
into any B. C.larnp-
holder. 7/6 each.

SILVER TIPPED
CONTACT
SCREWS

7 B.A. x fin., 41 -
per doz.

4 B.A. x Iin., 8/ -
per doz.

6 B.A. a Dn., 416
Per doz.

6 B.A. x fin., 516
per doz.

ASBESTOS
DISCS

5in. diameter, lin.
thick. Ideal as
Soldering Iron
rests. 2/- doz.
Post 6d.

tAXIWINMIXt=::,
togiNgi/illegge.Z..14

1414101110111rolgwvaat
attago _

GIVE YOURS A NEW
LEASE OF LIFE

These silent running " Sealed
Systems " will completely modernke
that Pre-war Refrigerator. They are
ready to install, no technical know-
ledge required. Fit it yourself,
SILENT. EFFICIENT. CHEAP.
5 YEARS' FREE REPLACEMENT
WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH

EACH UNIT.
NO MORE SERVICING

EXPENSES.
8 MODELS AVAILABLE, RANGING IN SIZE FROM

3 cu. ft. to 15 cu. ft.
Prices from £26/15/0 to 06/15/0.

Free Delivery in British Isles.
Send stamped, addressed envelope for

" SEALED SYSTEMS." Free Reduced Price Leaflet.
Latest complete general catalogue with many Hints & Tips,' price 1/- post free

(Refunded on first order).

BRAID BROS.
for Home Refrigerator Construction.

50, Birchwood Ave., Hackbridge, Surrey. Tel. Wallington 9309.
We do not wish to be associated with Scrapped Second-hand Ice-cream Components.

Keep lathes, drills,
vices and hand tools
thoroughly lubricated,
clean and smooth
working with ESSO
HANDY OIL.
Blended with a special
additive which positively
prevents rust. Always
ready for use. Long
spout makes it easy to
oil into awkward corners.

smooth running -
BICYCLES
PERAMBULATORS
LAWN MOWERS
SEWING MACHINES
CAR FITTINGS
LOCKS. HINGES
GUNS

OILER TIN WITH SPOUT 1/3d
REFILL BOTTLE - - 1/ -

From Hardware Stores everywhere
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Brass'terminal"
tag

Fig. 6.-Extremely useful for small emergency
repairs is this solder tape which can be melted

with a match flame.

phosphoric acid and wash clean with water.
Then, with ordinary flux, proceed to solder
the dissimilar metal in a normal manner. As
with all soldered surfaces, wash thoroughly
with water and dry off after repairs are
finished.

Tinplate and brass are, perhaps, the most
easily soldered of the common metals and
liquid flux is suitable for most jobs. Copper
requires rather more heat and, in order to get
the solder to run freely it is often found to be
advantageous to back up the heat output of
the soldering iron by the use of a blow-
lamp. Again, liquid flux is the best unless the
job is an electrical one. If rubber -covered
wires are being soldered, the correct method is
to use a resin -cored solder, as the resin -
cored flux is absolutely neutral to rubber.

Should a plaited or woven copper wire con-
ductor need to be soldered or its ends tinned,
the area must be well washed to prevent
corrosion, unless resin is used as the flux.
Equally important is that it must be thoroughly
dried. Should it be necessary to couple
copper pipes with a rubber connection, the
ends of the pipes should always be well tinned
first as rubber contains sulphur, the greatest
enemy of copper. One good example of this
is ordinary rubber -covered copper wire
which is invariably tinned or coated.

Soldering Fuel Tanks
Many car fuel tanks are made of a coated

sheet called " tern -plate." The coating
in this case is lead, and a paste flux is the best
choice for soldered repairs. Should it be
necessary to fit a patch and terne-plate is not
available, use tin-plate, but be sure to tin
it thoroughly on both sides before fixing. A
strong fixing may be effected if the patch,
instead of being a plain circle or oval, has
a scalloped or pinked edge. The reason is,
that such a patch has a much longer peri-
meter for its area than a clean -edged patch.
When soldering patches or lapped edges,
the iron should go as far over the lap as it is
required that the solder shall run under. It
is not sufficient to solder the edges and the
term " float a patch on " should be self-
explanatory. Fig. 7, shows the scalloped
patch and iron floating solder under to the
required depth.

Aluminium Soldering
Aluminium is often said to be impossible to

solder but this is not correct, for aluminium

Fig. 7.-Applying a
patch to a fuel tank.
The pinked edge of the
patch will be noted.

Heat
applied well
inside edge

solder is on the market and has been for years.
Neither a strong nor a lasting joint may be
made, however, especially under damp
conditions. The great difficulty is due to the
rate at which this metal oxidises and one of
the best ways of getting solder to take is to
heat the job, melt some solder (either ordinary
or aluminium) at the desired spot and briskly
scrub with a wire -brush. As the bristles
pass through the molten solder and scratch
the aluminium clean, cover is automatically
provided. Once the area is tinned it is wiped
clean with a rag and solder may then be built
up in a normal manner.

Common Ailments in Tropical Fish
Causes; Symptoms and Cures

By I W. BRASSINGTON

THERE are a large number of fish diseases
and because of this we must be ready
and know how to deal with them. A

healthy tank is a good insurance against them,
and a glance at some of the causes below will
help you to steer clear of disease.

If you should run into trouble during your
first year or two as an aquarist, it is most
likely to be in the form of one of the following
ailments.

Air -bladder Trouble
The air -bladder is an organ near the

stomach which maintains a pressure of air
inside the fish equal to the pressure of water
outside. As it swims down into deeper water,
so the fish adjusts the amount of air in its
air -bladder ,to compensate for the extra pres-
sure of water, brought about by its descent.
If this balance becomes upset there follows a
loss of control and the fish swims about in a
very drunken manner, sometimes settling on
the bottom of the tank and heeling over on its
side, or making desperate attempts to reach a
different level, meanwhile rolling about in a
most unnatural way)

The cause is due, in the majority of cases,
to faulty feeding, resulting in constipation.
This trouble often follows a period when food
has not been sufficiently varied. It is not
difficult to visualise that an upset in the diges-
tive system may cause the stomach to distend
and press against the air -bladder and so
disrupt the functioning of that organ.

If the patient is placed in a shallow tray
containing no more than in. or Sin. of water,
which should be floated in the aquarium, this
will minimise its distress. The temperature
should be identical before the fish is trans-
ferred-in fact, by far the best plan is to fill

the tray from the aquarium itself. The temper-
ature should then be raised, by adjusting the
thermostat, and kept as constant as possible
around 8o degrees, for a few days. If the
symptoms are recognised in the early stages,
the fish will usually recover by merely feeding
with " live '! food.

White Spot
An outbreak of white spot (the Ichthyo-

phthirius parasite) can be attributed to the
introduction of fresh stock into your tank and
a quarantine period is advisable before
putting in any fish newly purchased.

The symptoms are unmistakable, white spots
on the affected fish, which quickly spread, if
not treated. As a cure use quinine hydro-
chloride at the rate of not more than two
grains per gallon of water, or alternatively,
use a two per cent. solution of mercurochrome
at the rate of four drops per gallon. Raise
the tank temperature to about 8o degrees
during treatment, which should take perhaps
three or four days, and then get rid of the
mercurochrome by changing the water in
your aquarium a little at a time-say four or
five gallons a day until all visible traces of the
medicine have disappeared.

I must add a warning here, that there is
some danger to the fish in the use of both
these cures, and it is, therefore, important
to be able to recognise this disease and
treat quickly, when a weaker solution may be
tried, or alternatively to be able to isolate a
single victim and treat separately, before the
whole tank has to be subjected to the treatment.

Fungus
Fish sometimes develop a fungoid growth

which resembles cotton wool and is often

caused by damage to scales through the fish
receiving a knock of some kind, or may be
grazing against a sharp edge of rock. Whatever
the cause, the fish must be isolated in a
solution of rock-salt-strength, two level
teaspoons per gallon of water, with the water
at tank temperature. Over a period of 24
hours, this should be increased to four tea-
spoonsful and, if necessary, even more,
providing the fish can stand the concentration.
As soon as the treatment appears effective,
freshwater must be added gradually, to reduce
the salt content, before the patient is returned
to the tank.

Shimmies
You may occasionally find your fish doing

an unusual amount of shaking with head and
tail, as though attempting a new and com-
plicated dance. This is the sign of a chill and
an immediate check-up should be made on
the heating equipment. See that the heater is
in order and that the thermostat adjustment
has not been accidentally altered. Check
the thermometer against another one-these
do sometimes go wrong, and remember when
topping -up, that the water being introduced,
should be at the correct temperature. A stream
of cold water entering the aquarium, is at
once fascinating and dangerous to fish.

If you suspect this ailment, raise the
temperature to about 8o degrees, keep it as
constant as possible for a few days, and things
should put themselves right.

A Vest Pocket Book

METRIC & DECIMAL TABLES
By F. J. CAMM

5/-, or 5/6 by post from
GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House,
Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.2
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THE following notes are based upon
observations made during the construc-
tion of the 35nun. enlarger described

in the February issue. The usual type of
enlarger shown in Fig. t comprises three main
components. (A) Baseboard and column.

(B) Head, containing
lamphouse, conden-
ser and negative
carrier. (C) Lens
panel. The head is
capable of vertical
movement on the
column while the
lens panel has some
form of focusing
movement indepen-
dent of the head
travel.

To achieve mini-
mum constructional
accuracy there are
four basic require-
ments. (s) The
centres of the lamp,
condenser, aperture
in the negative car-
rier, and the lens are
on the same straight
line. (2) This line
produced iS at right
angles to the base-
board in both

the longitudinal and transverse planes.
(3) Operation of the focusing movement
throughout its range maintains the lens on the
centre line. (4) Operation of the head move-
ment maintains the centre line normal to the
base.

These requirements appear to be more
formidable than they really are. It must be
admitted at once that the home -built enlarger
cannot attain the same accuracy as a factory -
made unit by a reputable manufacturer who
will have an inspection department equipped
with instruments completely beyond the scope
of any amateur. The accuracy obtainable by
careful home construction will, however, be
quite satisfactory.

It will be assumed that the enlarger is com-
pleted but can be dismantled for detailed
checking, and to enable corrections to be made
a form of construction that allows for adjust-
ment of the various parts is very desirable.

Condenser Alignment
When the baseboard, column and condenser

housing are assembled the appearance will be
something like Fig. 2, the condenser being
about half -way up the column. The only
instrument required for the first check is a
small pocket level about zin. to Sin. long. Set
the baseboard level by packing under the
corners and taking readings at right angles to
one another as shown. Readings should be
made at several points, the most important
being directly below the condenser. The level

Fig. 1.-The compo-
nents of a typical

enlarger.

f HOME BUILT
ENLARGERS

The Effects of Inaccuracies and how they are Detected and
Eliminated

By C. MONDAY

readings may indicate that the baseboard itself
is not flat, but if machine planed wood or
thick plywood has been used the error is not
likely to be very great.

Repeat these checks on the condenser. A
double condenser will have a flat top surface
upon which they can be made, but if a single
one is used clamp a flat plate to the under-
side, projecting all round, and obtain readings
from that.

It should be possible to obtain an accuracy
of ± deg. or even +1 deg. in the condenser
level without difficulty. Any inaccuracy in
the front to back level should be in such a
direction that the front of the condenser is
higher than the back. The additional weight
of the lamphouse and lens panel when fitted
will then reduce the error instead of increasing
it as it would do if the readings were reversed.

If the tilt is limited to ±1 deg. there will
be no noticeable distortion and any errors of
focusing at the margins, even at the accepted
minimum resolution of eight lines per milli-
metre, will be undetectable.

A deliberate tilt is sometimes introduced to
correct converging verticals in architectural
photographs. If a negative of I lin. ,,, sin. is

used with
a magnifi-
cation of

EMMIM lines at the

eight, then
the width
between
parallel

margin of the enlargement will
be 8in. If a tilt of 3 deg. is assumed
it can be shown mathematically
that there will be a difference of
about o.28in. between the widths at
the extreme ends.

Centring the Lamp
To check the correct centring of

the lamp, condenser, negative
carrier and lens is not difficult
within the limits required. Of the
items mentioned the lamp is the
least critical and generally can be

Fig. 2 (Top)-Baseboard, column and con-
denser assembly. (Below)-Readings are taken

at right angles to one another.

set by eye or by measurement with a
rulo.

It the mounting is eccentric the negative
may be unevenly illuminated, but unless the
error is considerable the effect will not be
detectable in the finished enlargement, par-
ticiaarly if the diameter of the lamp is large

Fig. 3.-Centring the condenser.

in proportion to the size of the negative. It is
quite easy to arrange for an adjustable lamp -
holder when the lamphouse is made.

The method adopted to check the remainder
of the system depends to a certain extent upon
the type of construction, but the following
suggestions will be applicable to most
enlargers.

Centring the Condenser
With the condenser and its housing only in

place on the column a view looking down upon
it will be similar to Fig. 3. A disc is cut from
cartridge paper the same diameter as the con-
denser, and two lines at right angles to each
other are drawn right across it through its
centre. The centre part is then cut away leav-
ing a rim about 12 M. wide, and the outer por-
tion is pasted or clipped to the underside of
the condenser so that the lines are uppermost
and visible from the top. The line AB should
be parallel to the direction of sliding move-
ment of the negative carrier.

A point is now required on the baseboard
directly below the intersection of AB and CD.
There are two simple methods of obtaining
this position, both shown in Fig. 4. For the
first a straight edge is used against :the side
of the condenser housing and its point of
intersection with the baseboard marked on a
sheet of paper pinned to the latter. This is
done at a number of places round the con-
denser, and the points are joined to form a
circle, the centre of which can be found by
simple geometry.
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ii.O.T8rown
1 AUDIO AIDS

Handphones with individual
volume control. Ideal for use
with church and cinema deaf aid
installations or for individuals

with impaired hearing. They
provide the essential clarity of
reception when listening to Radio
and T.V.

Send for Brochure ' P ' of all
types available. If desired,
advice is given on selec-
tion of type most suited to
individual needs.

S. G. Brown provide Headphones
and associated equipment for
all known purposes.

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD,
HERTS.

Telephone : Watford 7241.

15)

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL,
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE

ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
WIRE

3,000 Standard Stock Sizes.
NO QUANTITY TOO SMALL.

List on application.

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.
6, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.1.

SLOane 3463.
Also at LIVERPOOL, LEEDS, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM.

NEW ARMY RIDGE TENT

1

with FLYSHEET`with FLYSHEET

i-,* 1 IDE
NIJ,,:,,4 TENT PRICE t9POS/7-19-6

Mong6'wide6'high3rwalls
A genuine unused British Army Tent.
Made 100% waterproof by the inclusion
of Weatherproofed FLYSHEET at £2 extra.
Ready for speedy erection and comes com-
plete with Poles, Pegs, Ropes and Carry-
ing Valise. Pleasing light Fawn colour.
The Cash price of 511.19.6 complete is
only A FRACTION OF ORIGINAL COST.
Carriage 5 -. Send only 15i-, balance 12
monthly payments of 20,6d. LIST TENTS,
SLEEPING BAGS, ETC. TERMS.

caMAN PRISMEX '010
BINOCULARS1'

8LENSES x'SOmm IAR AV
NEW COATED LENSES
BRIONTER VIEJO/VG

*WIGEGT ANGLE

MO DEPOSIT
cAvip,Qfc4- 7916

The latest Prismex Binoculars
giving you the widest angle of
50 mm. The Blooming increases the light
intake. For those who require a really good
glass for day and night use, all sports, and
long distance viewing. Size 51" x Sr.
Bending Bar for eye adjustment, with centre
focus. Real 3-1) viewing. Lightweight
model. No other glass unless treble the
price will give better results. SENSA-
TIONAL OFFER. Only 79/6 complete
with case and leather slings or send 2/6
for pack., post, etc., then 18 fortnightly
payments 4/11. Lists Binoculars, Terms.

:DEADQUARTER and G ENERAL SUPPLIES LTD.
(DEPT. 8PMC/10), 196/200, COLDHARBOUR LANE, LOUGHBOROUGH
1UNCT1ON, LONDON, S.E.S. Open all Saturday. I p.m. Wednesday

GAMAGE S
' FERROUS' ELECTRIC

ARC WELDING PLANT
If you are interested in joining or reinforcing Mild Steel,

Wrought or Malleable Iron
THIS IS AN OUTFIT YOU CANNOT BE WITHOUT

Suitable for Agricultural machinery, Heating and
Ventilating engineering, Ornamental Iron or Black-
smith's work, Garage maintenance work, Handicrafts
or the Home Workshop.
230 A.C. mains for I5 amp. plug. For welding material
of any thickness by repeat runs after preparation,
if necessary. Uses 14 s.w.g. electrodes. Air cooled.
Robustly constructed and fitted with neat
handles for portability.
Size I5in. x 12in. x 10in. f2,3/l0high. Weight 80lbs.

Or 9 monthly payments of 5519
Carriage & Packing outside 50 miles of Holborn, in England & Wales,

15.'-, Scotland 22 6.

PICADOR ADJUSTABLE 10in.-12in.
TUBULAR HACK SAW FRAME

This tool makes any job a pleasure to do ! ! Highly
recommended to the Practical Mechanic and Model
Engineer. Well balanced and very rigid. Comfortable

handle and finger hold
with trapped screw
and blade holders.
Complete with 12
tungsten blades.
P:vstrkianngd

17161/8.

ALLOY STEEL SOCKET SET
in Strong Steel Case

Store soiled
Set consists of 6 Sockets,
sizel tin. to 7,8in. across
flat sizes, reversible
ratchet, nut spanner and
extension piece.

BARGAIN EA/
PRICE

Post & Pkg. 19 ijUl SET

SIX  PICADOR
HOLE -SAWS

For increasing the scope of
your I/4in. Electric Drill

5 8in., 2in., lin., llin., Ilin.
and 2in. clearance through
3;161.n. plate. Used with a lin.
twist drill it will produce clean
round holes.
P1o3.st & Pkg. 21/- SET

GAMAGES  HOLBORN  LONDON  E.C.I. HOLBORN 8484

NEW HARDBOARD
AT WHOLESALE PRICES

x 18It" 5' x 4'42/6 47/648" '
4' x 4' 100 sq. ft. 6' x 4') 100 sq. ft.
4' x 3' Je Carr. Paid Carr. Paid.
4' x 2'

PEGBOARD. 4' x 4', 72/6 100 sq. ft. Carriage Paid.
NEW FLUSH DOORS. 6' 6" x 2' 6", 37/6 each, carriage paid.
FLUSH DOOR PANELS. 6' 6" x 2' 6", 10/- each, carriage paid.
Minimum 2 sheets.
3 mm. Ply (Knotty) 60" x 60", 12/6 per sheet, 2 sheet minimum.
4 mm. Ply (BBC) 60" x 60", 14/6 per sheet, 2 sheets minimum.
8 mm. Ply (BBC) 60" x 50", 25/- per sheet, single sheet supplied.
Scottish orders 5/- extra per 100 sq. ft. for carriage. Cash with Order.

O.K. BUILDING SUPPLIES
DEPT. P.M., 331, OLD KENT RD., LONDON, S.E.I. BER 1654

Open Saturdays 10-4

THE MULTI - PURPOSE
LIGHTER FUEL

 Removes Stains & Grease -spots
 Ideal for Watch Cleaning, etc.
 Suitable for Petrol Blowlamps
 Lead-free-leaves no residue
CAPSULES LTD STRETFORD LANCS

IOoz. Tin or Bottle 1/11
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IN SCREW FIXING, Rawlplugs are not only the
quickest way, the easiest way, but give you the
strongest, safest fixing. No damage to masonry
or decorations, paint or wallpaper ! Simply
Rawltool the hole, slip in a Rawlplug, screw up
the fixture. Add a Rawlplug Outfit to your
toolkit; it contains Rawlplugs, Rawltool, screws,
16 -page ' Hints on Fixing '-all you need! Popular
Outfit, 3/- ; larger outfits 5/6d and 10/6d.

THE WORLD'S
SPEEDIEST MASONRY DRILL

When you've a number of holes to drill, try the
swift professional way-with a Rawlplug DURIUM-
tipped Masonry Drill. Cuts clean, accurate holes
at amazing speed, can be used in hand brace or
suitable electric drill. Refuse
imitations-look for the name
DURIUM on the shank.

RAWLPLUG DURIUM-tipped DRILLS

BinA

FROM YOUR IRONMONGER OR HARDWARE DEALER THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LTD  LONDON S.W.7
SWISS MUSICAL MOVEMENTS

One tune, 18 teeth 18/- ea. Also ex -
stock 1 & 2 tune 22 teeth ; 1 & 2
tune 28 teeth ; 1 & 2 tune 36 teeth ;
1 & 2 tune 41 teeth. Ballerina
THORENS and Miniature Jewel
movements. Solid Walnut box kits
21/- each. Jugs, Jewel boxes, Toys
and Chalet Kits.
Also full range of Timex Watches
now available.
Trade enquiries also invited.

FREE
Send for free
brochure giving
full details to
Dept. P.M.5
(Enc. 2d. stamp
for Postage.)

METWOOD ACCESSORIES
65 CHURCH ST., WOLVERTON, BUCKS

Tel.: Wolverton 3028

SAVE ON REPAIRS WITH

FIG IRI.Jg

Kit 1-18/6 Kit II -28/6 Kit III -33/6
Postage 2/ -

Kits for Cars, etc., £9-10-0, £15-10-0,
£20-10-0

These kits carry a comprehensive range of
materials, with full instructions to suit all
forms of car body repairs and model making.

"Glass Reinforced Plastics" Booklet, 6d.

WESTPOLE MOTORS LTD.
Westpole Avenue, Cockfosters, Barnet, Herts. Barnet 3615 & 9474.

MAKE MONEY - making casts

with VINAMOLD
A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience you can mass-
produce any object, from a chessman to a candlestick,
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.
. . with " VINAMOLD " the flexible mould that gives
the BEST results. Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -time occupation with
minimum outlay.

Write for full details and instructions. Also avail-
able : Illustrated booklet describing " VINAMOLD,"
methods of heating and melting, preparation of models
and moulds, etc. Price 1/6 post free, from :-

VINATEX LTD. (Dept. P.M.3), CARSHALTON, SURREY

METALS
AND ACCESSORIES

ALUMINIUM, BRASS, COPPER, STEEL, ETC.
Angle, Sheet, Tube, Foil, Strip, Channel, Rod, Bar, Wire, Moulding, Etc., Etc.
Tin Plates, Silver Steel, Expanded Metal, Blanks, Rivets, Springs, Etc. Tools,
Drills, Taps, Dies, Screws, Etc., Etc.
Formica, Perspex, Pegboard, Paxolin, Ebonite, Curtain Rail and Rod, Adhesives,
Etc., Etc., and many other items for use in Home, Workshop, Etc.
Large or Small quantities. Quotations by Phone or Post.
COMPARE our PRICES. (2d. Stamp or List). MAIL ORDER SERVICE.

CLAY BROS. & CO.
6a SPRINGBRIDGE ROAD, EALING, W.5

Phone: EALing 2215
2 MINS. EALING BROADWAY STATION, OPPOSITE BENTALLS
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As an alternative a plumb line made with a
small symmetrical weight on a piece of cotton
may be used. It is dropped from the centre
of the condenser which can be found by using
a piece of plywood with cross lines on it

I- -

Fig. 4.-Two methods of centring the condenser.

lined up to AB and CD. If the second method
is adopted, make sure that the baseboard is
still set level before the plumb line is used.
Once the centre point is marked upon the
paper, the enlarger head must not be moved
until after final checking.

The paper on the baseboard is marked out
in bold lines with a central cross in accordance
with Fig. 5. A graticule for projecting, made
by drawing lines in Indian ink on tracing
paper or cloth, is shown in Fig. 6, the outside
diameter being slightly less than that of the
condenser, while the router rectangle is
equivalent to the negative size. The inner
rectangle may be of any convenient and slightly
smaller size.

Aligning the Negative Carrier
Mount the graticule on top of the negative

carrier so that the larger rectangle occupies
the aperture for the negative. The carrier
is then set in place and the cross lines should
coincide with AB and CD on the condenser.
Adjustment is made to the carrier or to its
positioning stops until this alignment can be
obtained. As an alternative the graticule
can be used to mark the correct position for
the hole on a blank carrier.

Aligning the Lens
The lens panel and bellows are assembled

next and the lamphouse fitted, after which
the lamp is switched on. Focus the lens
until a clear image of the graticule is projected
on to the baseboard target. If the lens is
mounted correctly on centre, the centre of the
graticule will coincide with that on the
target, while the image of the inner rectangle
will also appear. Should the centres fail to
coincide, adjust the lens panel until they do.
Mark the lines EF and GH on the baseboard
paper in line with the projected cross lines.
These may be used afterwards to position
the paper carrier on the baseboard.

The focusing mechanism for the lens may
form part of the lens mount for short focal
lengths, or else the lens panel will slide on
guides. Operate this mechanism to its
limits in both directions, checking at several
positions whether the graticule centre is still
in alignment with the target centre. If not,
mark the positions of the former on the target
and number each one for identification. The
projected lines will become increasingly out
of focus during this operation, but their
positions will still be discernible.

If the graticule centre has coincided with
the target centre throughout the movement,
then the optical system is accurate. A regular
displacement in one direction indicates that
the lens panel is being moved sideways or
being tilted during the movement. An

Fig. 5.-How the paper on the baseboard is
marked out.

irregular displacement may indicate slackness
of moving parts, bent guides, or insufficient
rigidity. To investigate mathematically the
results of such an error would be difficult,
but from experience it appears that a total
displacement of *in. from the centre would
have no noticeable effect upon the finished
enlargement.

The reason why the lens focusing alone
has been used is that it is the most important
movement, - and alteration of the head
position to give sharp focus during the check

would introduce any errors that may be
present in the latter action and thereby give
incorrect results.

Checking the Head Movement
Remove the lamphouse and use the level

on the condenser as previously described
while the head is raised and lowered through-
out its range. If the readings are within
+ A deg. the action may be considered to be
satisfactory. Variable readings indicate a
column that is bent or lacking in rigidity.
There is no cure for these defects other
than to replace it with a straighter or
stiffer column.

It is worth noting that if the lamphouse is
replaced and the graticule projected and
refocused, its centre need no longer coincide
with the target centre. Inaccuracies in
mounting the head and column may cause a
displacement in any direction, but provided
that the condenser remains level it is not a
serious fault. The device for locating and
holding the bromide paper to the baseboard
may have to be repositioned for each degree
of enlargement, but the accuracy of the
projected imagine will not be affected.

It is, of course, desirable for convenience
that the two points coincide throughout the
head range, and if they do so then the con-
structor can congratulate himself upon a good
piece of workmanship.

If displacement errors are present in the
focusing mechanism it may be possible to
determine whether they are due to sideways
movement of the lens panel or angular tilt
of the lens by observation of the projected
image. Move the head to its top limiting
position and focus the graticule on to the
baseboard so that the maximum size of
enlargement is produced. Operate the
focusing mechanism slowly while observing
the image. If one outer line of the rectangle
becomes out of focus before the one on the
opposite side, then the centre line of the lens

is at an angle to the
true centre of the
system. When both
lines come into and
lose focus simul-

Fig. 6.-The graticule
for projecting.

taneously, then any error is due to side-
ways displacement. Unless the angular
error is fairly large, the difference in focus is
not easily ;discernible, but in that case the
effect upon the enlargement will be slight.

J.577, MCI

Railways to Adopt 25,000 volts, 5o cycle
A.C. System
RAILWAY electrification in Britain will be

carried out more cheaply, more simply
and probably more quickly, as a result of the
decision, subject to the approval of the
Minister of Transport, to adopt as standard a
system embodying the latest technical pro-
gress, which takes current direct from the
national grid.

This system employs 25,000 volts, 50 -cycles
alternating current, with overhead wire con-
duction. The 50 -cycle system has already
proved successful on sections of the French
Railways, and on a British Railways experi-

mental installation introduced in 1952 between
Lancaster, Morecambe and Heysham.

New Material
AU.S. firm, the Poughkeepsie Finishing

Co., Paterson, New Jersey, has developed
a method of making rayon fabrics longer -
wearing by coating both sides with a thin
layer of latex. Colour is not affected and the
main use will be for heavy furnishing and car
upholstery.

New Film Technique
THE Dynamic Frame has been designed to

overcome the major drawback of modern
wide screen. systems : that of composing every
shot, irrespective of its subject matter, within
a vast but rigid format. In this new process
the setting, action and mood of each scene
determine its space requirements, and the
appropriate horizontal or vertical format can
be varied imperceptibly or suddenly, as
required. The picture expands or contracts

to hide, reveal or emphasise a particular
moment, and finally, the position of the image
on the screen shifts occasionally to follow an
action.

Wall to Protect Shipping
AN open-work wall, 123 yd. long and 22 yd.

high has just been built in the port of
Marseilles to protect shipping from the Mistral
wind that comes down the Rhone Valley and
blows off the land.

The open-work wall, which it is claimed is a
better protection than a full wall, is made of
steel plates set horizontally, separated by a
space of just over 4 in. This wall can reduce
the speed of a wind blowing at 75 miles an
hour to 17 miles an hour.

Irber Water Tanks
HESE giant rubber tanks were made to

fill an urgent need by the army authori-
ties in Cyprus for a water container that would
stand on sloping ground ; they hold 5,000
gallons each but will fold up into a small parcel.
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THIS airship is made of tissue paper and
is inflated by hot air from an ordinary
oil stove. The fuselage and propeller

are hooked on to the balloon when inflation
is completed (see Fig. t). When inflated, the
airship will make flights of about one minute

Fig. 2.-How
the sections are folded
and joined together.

Fig. 1.-The completed airship in flight.

in.rdneinianedw

This Article Has Been Speci-
ally Written for the Junior
"Practical Mechanics" Reader

or more in duration, usually longer than the
propeller runs for. The duration of flight
can be greatly prolonged by using a small
pad of cotton wool soaked with methylated
spirits and ignited to keep the air hot inside
the envelope, but as there is some risk of
setting fire to the envelope it is not advisable
to do this. Out of doors the airship will rise

Ready for posting

Edges pasted

Folded over

Opened out

pieces (B) and fold the underneath one back
over the top one, as shown at C. Press down
lightly with a pad of rag and open out flat
before hanging up to dry.

When the 12 long pieces are dry (they will
surely tear if not dry), crease one along its
length to mark the centre line, then mark
out the shape as shown in Fig. 3. The final
shape of the airship depends upon the shape
of these pieces, so draw the curves in exactly.
Sighting along the end of the paper with one
eye closed will foreshorten the curve and so
help to show up irregularities. When you
have the shape drawn to your satisfaction,
lay the sheet on top of the other r t, keep them
all together by laying weights on them and
cut out all the 12 at once.

Now paste these together in twos along
the edges, as shown in Fig. 2, and hang each
pair up to dry. These pairs require to be
hung up very carefully, for they will no longer
lie flat when opened out. They will dry very
well if hung concave side down over two
chair backs about 2ft. apart. When the paste
is dry, fold the double strips flat again as
they were before being pasted, bring two
of the double strips together, and join them
as already shown, and open out to dry. You
will now have three sections of the envelope,
each consisting of four strips, which, when
opened out, have a shape something similar
to the shell of a boat.

90'

3 0' Seam Seam 45"
'Pont curve begins here \Back curve begins here

Fig. 3.-Hoza each section is shaped to form the envelope.

to a great height and will probably blow away
beyond recovery if provided with a methylated
spirits flame. The danger, of course, is that
it may start a fire when it lands.

The Envelope
To make the envelope, nearly a quire of

tissue paper is required. The usual size
for sheets of this paper appears to be win.
by 3oin. It should be as tough and strong as
possible, but as the weight is very important,
it should not weigh more than 5oz. for the
quire (i.e., 24 sheets). Do not use the very
soft fluffy sort of tissue paper, as this has
very little strength ; the right paper should
make a crisp noise when crumpled up in the
hand, and should be as free from porosity as
possible, though probably such thin paper is
bound to be porous to some extent.

Take 18 sheets of the paper and cut them
in half lengthways, making 36 pieces each 3oin.
by min. Paste these together in threes so as
to make 12 pieces, each 9oin. by min., and
allow the paste to dry before proceeding.

Joining the Sections of the Envelope
Ordinary flour paste of rather thin con-

sistency, brought to the boil and allowed to
get cold before use, is quite suitable for the
purpose. The two pieces to be joined should
be laid on top of each other, the lower one
protruding lin., as shown at A in Fig. 2.
Smear a little paste along the edges of both

When these three sections are dry, fold
them up flat again, and join the first to the
second and the second to the third, just as
before, and allow these two seams to dry.
The envelope is then practically complete
except for the last seam, but do not attempt
to open it out just yet.

The Disc for the Nose
For the last seam, draw the edges together,

keeping them flat on the table, and paste
and fold over as before. Start from the tail
end and leave about 2ft. of seam unjoined
near the nose end, but join about 6in. of the
seam right up to the nose. When this last
seam is dry enough, open out the envelope
as far as possible and paste a disc of tissue
paper over the front end. This disc will
probably require to be about 8in. in diameter
to close the opening.

The best way of fixing the disc is to hold a
dinner plate bottom upwards, inside the
envelope (through the zft. of open seam), and
get an assistant to apply the disc and press
it down smoothly against the plate.

The tail does not require a disc, the pointed
ends of the strips are simply gathered together
and bound with sewing cotton.

Adhere to the dimensions closely, for if
you try to make the envelope more slender in
shape you will probably upset the stability ;
or if you think it looks too big for convenience

(Continued on page 479)
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FOR SALE
COMPRESSORS for sale, 2/ CFM,

1801bs. sq. in., on metal base,
with driving wheel and receiver,
price £3 ; # h.p. Heavy Duty Motors,
price £3 ; carriage forward. Wheel-
house, 13. Bell Road, Hounslow.
(Phone: Hounslow 8749.)
HOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment ; available
from stock. Universal Electrical, 221,
City Road, London, E.C.1.
CHEAP GOVERNMENT WIRE ! !

Ideal for training fruit trees.
peas, beans, roses, arches, green-
houses, tomatoes, raspberries, tying,
etc.; strong, flexible, steel -stranded
and waterproof covered ; several
thicknesses. Postcard to -day for free
samples. Greens Government Stores,
393, Albert' St., Lytham.
GGRAINING BY TRANSFER, oak,

walnut, etc. Samples 1/ -
complete range 3/- ; roll 17/4.
P.M., Decano Co., 20, Clarendon
Road, Jersey, C.I.
DUBBER MOULDS for Plastic Or-

naments from 2/- each. Moulding
compound for mould making 8/6 per
lb. Granulated ready for use. Metal
toy casting moulds from 3/- each ;
s.a.e. for list. F. W. Nuthall, 69, St.
Mark's Road, Hanwell, London, W.7.
BRAND NEW Brooks / h.p. Motors

(ball -bearing), 230 v. A.C., 50 c.,
2,800 r.p.m. Ideal for driving wood-
working machines, grinders, etc.
Latest type fully guaranteed split
phase, £8/17/6 ; Capacitor, 210/5/- ;
carriage paid mainland. Approval
against cash. P. Blood Sr Co., Arch
Street, Rugeley, Staffs.

5A X ASTRO. TELESCOPE KITS,I, for simple assembly, efficient
tin. dia. instrument at 40in. focus,
easily prepared in few minutes,
readily adaptable parts comprising :
(1) selected 50mm. dia. objective
mounted in special long duralumin
cell, exterior stoved Instrument black
crystalline finish ; (2) turned eye-
piece focusing mount ; (3) adjust-
able brass knurled eyepiece, mag-
nification 50 diameters linear
(equivalent 2,500 X area), shows
intricate lunar detail, Saturn's
Rings, etc.; (4) test certificate with
large self - explanatory drawings,
details of simple altazimuth mount-
ings, observational hints and tips.
All parts machine turned ; precision ,

lenses ; numerous unsolicited testi-
monials ; price 59/6, regd. post
and packing 3/6 ; extra Eyepieces
(interchangeable) high power 80 X
(6,400 X area) 27/6 ; polarized
80 X for Astro daylight and Lunar
observation, 35/-, post 1/9. Complete
telescopes made to order, with
superior stoved aluminium principal
tube, price 117/6, carriage, packing,
including strong stowing cylinder
fitted with metal caps, 10/6. Port-
able Altazimuth Clamp Stands, 32/6,
post 2/-. Photographs available, 1/ -
set, returnable. Below:-
'DOLARIZING KITS, containing
2- 8 assorted laboratory grade
polarizing screens, experimental
optical exciters, photo -elastic " U,"
etc. Illustrated instructions detailing
application to instruments, experi-
ments, etc. Special offer price 10/6,
post paid. Below:-
7AMBONI ELECTRO-STATIC PILES,
22 1,500 volts, inexhaustible poten-
tial for static electric experimenting,
charging Electroscopes, determining
radio activity, etc. Size 1 x 9/in.
ebonite cylindrical case, fitted with
lin. dia. brass electrodes , no
chemical action ; with instructions ;
price 8/6, post 1/6. 15/- pair, post
2/-. Below:-
ABOVE INSTRUMENTS unobtain-

able elsewhere ; schools and
colleges supplied ; delivery approx.
7/14 days. Terms c.w.o., c.o.d. 1/6
extra. Stamp for full particulars.
J. K. M. Holmes & Co., ' Scientific
Instrument Makers," (Dept. P.M.16),
Martins Bank Chambers, 33, Bedford
Street. North Shields, Northumber-
land.
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Washers, Rivets, etc., in stock.
Engineers' Haberdashery. Send s.a.e.
for latest list. Whiston (Dept.
PMS), New Mills, Stockport.
" 1DERSPEX " for all purposes,

2- clear or coloured dials, discs,
engraving. Denny, 15, Netherwood
Road, W.14. (SHE 1426, 5152.)

" QTERNETTE" Domestic Refrigera-
torf-7 units complete with motors.

reconditioned, charged with refriger-
ant and ready for installation ; suit-
able for 3/6 cu. ft. cabinets, less
cooling coil, 26/101- ; s.a.e. for
photograph and details. Instructions,
drawings and illustrations for con-
structing cooling coil, together with
ser-vice instructions, 3/6. Liverpool
Refrigeration Service Ltd., 191, Rice
Lane, Liverpool, 9.
UPHOLSTERERS' supplies direct

from the factors : uncut
Moquettes, 12/- yard ; Leathercloth,
5/9 yard ; Tapestries, from 7/6 yard ;
72in. Hessian, 1/11 yard ; Chair Web-
bing, 4d. yard ; Tacks, Springs,
Spring Cushion Units, Tension
Springs, etc. ; s.a.e. for complete
free list. Benfield's, 3, Villiers Rd.,
N.W.2.

ALUMINIUM LADDERS, super
quality, save 2.22s ; direct

from factory. Baldwins, Risca, Mon.
BOOKS : Foundry, 5/6 ; Sheet

Metal, 5/6. Electroplating, 108
pages, Chromium, Silver, 5/6. Silver-
ing Mirrors, 2/9. Particulars re-
fund, materials, with generous silver
sample, 1/3. Argenta Products,
Brightling, Robertsbridge, Sussex.
DOUGLAS 31 horse -power petrol

twin -cylinder Engine ; adaptable
Saw Bench, driving 25 volt, direct
current dynamo and 80 -volt Alter-
nator A/C ; 2 12 -volt Accumula-
tors, 85 A/H, charging board, bulbs,
etc. ; £42 for quick sale. Roberts,
46, Summerton Road, Whitnash,
Leamington Spa.
GLASS FIBRE car bodies, sidecars,

boats, models, trial unit, 13/9.
Glass Cloth for wooden boat repairs,
trial lot 26/3, or quotation for any
surface area. Polyester Resin
Embedments, biological, botanical
and metallurgical mounts, beautiful
water white castings, impregnate
porous metal castings, trial unit
11/3. Epoxy Resin, the best resin
for metal car body, mudguards,
wheel -arch and frame repairs, trial
unit 12/6. Burst pipes and tanks
with glass cloth and tape 12/-. Trial
Units for all purposes, each contain-
ing free mixing and dispensing
equipment and information sheets.
Epoxy Paint, waterproof, heat resis-
tant porcelain finish for baths,
kitchen walls. hardboard, etc., 14/ -
pint, with Catalyst, white, black or
clear. Information Sheets on glass
fibre technique, list with price list,
stamp, please. " Business Man's
Guide to the Glass Fibre Technique,"
15/-, post free, 81 pages. Glass Fibre
Experts with units for all purposes
are Silver Dee Plastics, Desk A4/3,
Hartington, Staveley, Chesterfield,
Derbyshire. Part post 1/- on units,
please.

ELECTRICAL
SUPER -TONIC SUN -RAY LAMPS.

Ultra-violet/Infra-red combined.
Superb therapeutic quality, con-
trolled output, automatic exposure ;
all mains. Listed £7/10/-, our price
80/-. S.A.E. illustrated brochure.
Dept. 12, Scientific Products, Cleve-
leys, Lancs.
MODEL ELECTRIC MOTORS,,

Amazingly powerful and econo-
mical. " Minimo " 9/6, " Maximo "
13/6, post paid. 3 to 6v and 3 to 9v,
speed 4/5,000 r.p.m., size 1/in. x
lain.; weight lfoz. Drives : Boat
Propellers, lin. and ilin.; Aero-
plane, 5in, and 8in. Model Elec-
tric Motors (Dept. PM.H.), " High
land," Alkrington, Middleton,
Manchester.

HANDICRAFTS
" NrAKE YOUR OWN Musical

-1- Boxes." Swiss Movements
and Novelty Mechanism, and Kits of
Box Parts; s.a.e. for price and tune
list. Mulco Ltd., 87, Cambridge Road,
London. N.W.6.

SWISS
MUSICAL BOX MOVE-

MENTS, only 14/9, post free.
Wonderful selection of tunes. S.A.E.
for tunes list. Swisscross, Dept.
V.116, Winifred Rd., Coulsdon,
Surrey.
ALI MOULDS for toy soldiers, etc.,

for lead, plastic and plaster.
S.A.E. for price list or 5/6 sample
mould. Ali and non-ferrous Castings
made from your patterns. J. SHAW.
43, Church Rd., Acton, W.3.

HOBBIES
TOY & GAME MANUFACTURE.

The world's first journal
specifically devoted to the manufac-
ture of toys, games, sports equip-
ment and amusement novelties.
Annual subscription £1/10/-. Speci-
men copy 2/6. Techniview Pub-
lications Ltd., 125, Oxford Street,
London, W.1.

3fAKINS YOUR OWN ? Tele-
scopes, Enlargers, Projectors

or, in fact, anything using lenses.
Then get our booklets " How to Use
Ex -Gov. Lenses & Prisms," price 2/6
ea. Comprehensive lists of optical,
radio and scientific equipment free
for s.a.e. H. W. English, Rayleigh
Rd., Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
iNJECTION MOULDING MACHINES.
2- For industrial purposes, handi-
crafts or hobbies, we supply hand -
operated Plastic Injection Moulding
Machines. Moulds made to your
own design. Write/phone to : Dohm
Ltd., 167, Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1. (VICtoria 1414.)
MODEL RAILWAY MAGIC. The

Beginner's Book, 2/6 ; " Mat-
ing a Baseboard," 6c1. Bargain list,
4d. Southgate Hobbyshop, 1, The
Broadway, London, N.14.

WATCHMAKERS
WATCH REPAIRERS, Hobbyists,

etc. ; send s.a.e. for list of
Watches. Movements, Lathes, Watch
and Clock Spares, etc. Loader Bros.,
36, Milestone Road, Carterton,
Oxford.
WATCH REPAIR SERVICE, un-

rivalled for reliability and
speed, coupled with reasonable
charges. Part jobs welcomed.
Material supplied. Hereford Watch
Co., 13, Castle Street, Hereford.

MODEL DEALERS
HOBBIES LTD. have over 50 years'

experience of catering for the
needs of modellers, handymen and
home craftsmen. Branches at 78a,
New Oxford Street, London, and in
Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester,
Leeds. Sheffield, Hull, Southampton,
and Bristol, Head Office, Dereham,
Norfolk.

10,000
BOOKS
FORMULAS, Processes,
Recipes, Trade Secrets.

This is the 1,000 -page money making
and money saving book of the cen-
tury. Limited number again avail-
able. Full approval against payment,
27/6, p.pd. Below:-
BUILD YOUR OWN PHOTO Equip-

ment, 12 designs in two books.
Enlargers, printers, dryers, timers,
etc., 6/-, p.pd. Below:-
AMERMAN

BOAT BUILDERS
Annual ; 28 boat plans, 8-22ft.,

and other helpful articles, 7/6,
p.pd. Below:-
PELESCOPES-DESIGN AND CON-

STRUCTION, only 3/-, p..pd.
Really outstanding American designs
at lowest cost to make. Below:-
HOW TO REWIND and Service

Electric Motors, Generators.
Compete Practical Book only 3/-,
p.pd. Below:-
LATHE HANDBOOK, 3 books in one,

5/-, p.pd.; wood -turning, metal
turning, metal spinning, jigs attach-
ments, special operations ; 200 illus-
trations ; outstanding, practical
" how -to -do -it " material throughout.
Below:-
ARC AND SPOT WELDERS For The

Small Shop. Easily, cheaply
made. Full plans, 3/-, p.pd..
Below:-
QOLDERING AND BRAZING

Simplified. Outstanding Ameri-
can book, 3/-. Below:-
CAR BODY REPAIRING. Complete

A B C course ; illustrated ;
7/6, p.pd.; lists free. American
Publishers Service (P.), Sedgef ord.
Norfolk.

PHOTOGRAPHY
ENLARGER and Camera Bellows

supplied also fitted. Beers, St.
Cuthbert's Road, Derby.
PHOTO - ENLARGER CASTINGS.

Complete sets, including bellows,
35/-, for 35mm. 2iin. x 21in., 23in. x
Wu. Extremely good value. S.A.E.
for details, V. J. Cottle, 84a, Chap-
lin Road, Easton, Bristol, 5.

WOODWORKING
WOODWORKING+ MACHINES, all

cast-iron constructed. Complete
Saw Benches, 7in., 24/151- ;
25/10/- ; 10in., complete motorised
£30. Planers, 5in., £12 ; Bowl Turn-
ing Heads, £4; with 81n. Saw Tables.
£7/10/-. Lathes, 27/10/- ; Combina-
tion Lathes, 210/10/, Motors.
Pulleys, Belts, etc. 12 months'
written and money refund guarantee.
4d. stamp for illustrated booklet.
James Inns (Engineers), Marshall
St., Nottingham.
QAWBENCRES, all sizes from £10 ;
L-7 motorised, £20 ; petrol portable,
£32. Spindle Assemblies, from 27/6
for saws up to 36in. Motors, Engines,
Bearings, Pulleys, Belts. Deferred
terms. Send 1/4 for handbook -cata-
logue. Price list free. Beverley Pro-
ducts, Sturton-le-Steeple, 17, Notts.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A

RELIABLE FIRM for Timber.
Plywood, Wallboards, Veneered Ply-
wood? Call at our warehouse or send
s.a.e. for price lists. N. Gerver, 2/10.
Mare Street, London, E.8 (near
Cambridge Heath (E.R.) station).
(AMHerst 5887.)
DLYWOOD, 24in. x 12in. x 3/16in.,

10/6 doz. ;  12in. x 10in. x
3/16in., 5/6 doz. ; 12in. x 12in. x
3/16in., 6/- doz. ; 18in. x 12in. x
3/16in., 8/- doz. ; carr. paid ; s.a.e.
for list. Plywood Products, Captain
Fold, Rawtenstall, Lancs.
WOOD BORING BITS with lin.

machine shank, specially suit-
able for Black & Decker, Wolf and
Bridges Drills. Sets of 5, /, 5/16,
L '7/16, I, complete in plastic wallet.
Price 12/6 set, post paid. S. Tyzack
& Son, Ltd., 341-345, Old St., London,
E.C.1.
LIGHT TURNING, Fitting, Drill-

ing, single or repetition. J.
Smith, 20, Middlebank St., Rosyth,
Fife,

NATOOD
LATHES, Attachments,

V Motors and . Control Gear, Cir-
cular Saw Blades, Spindles or
Benches, Turning. Tools, etc., inter-
ested ? Then send 6d, for illustrated
literature, price list and H.P. terms.
D. Arundel & Co., Mills Drive, Earn -
don Road, Newark, Notts.

SITUATIONS VACANT
AM.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City

and Guilds, etc., on " No Pass
-No Fee " terms. Over 95% suc-
cesses. For details of Exams and
courses in all branches of Engineer-
ing, Building, etc., write for 144 -page
Handbook-Free. B.I.E.T. (Dept.
967B), 29, Wright's Lane, London,
W.8.

CHARTERED PATENT AGENTS in
London have vacancy for a

British -born 'subject to revise and
edit technical documents which have
been translated from a foreign lan-
guage. Office hours are 9.30-5 Mon-
days to Fridays, and there is a
Pension Scheme. Applications should
state age, education, experience and
salary sought, and should be
addressed in writing to Box 851,
Reynells, 44, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

EDUCATIONAL
MERCHANT NAVY Radio Officer

Cadet Training School. World
travel and adventure overseas.
Brooks's Bar, Manchester.
T P.R.E. TECHNICAL PUBLICA-

TIONS. 5,500 Alignment Peaks
for superheterodynes, 5/9. Data for
constructing TV aerial Strength
Meter, 7/6 ; sample copy " The Prac-
tical Radio Engineer," quarterly
publication of the Institute, 2/- ;
membership and examination data,
1/-. Syllabus of 7 postal courses
free and post free. Sec. I.P.R.E.,
20, Fairfield Road, London, N.8.

FREE ! Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio,

Television, and all branches of Elec-
tronics. Courses for the Hobby
Enthusiast or for those aiming at the
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds.
R.T.E.B.. and other Professional
examinations. Train with the col-
lege operated by Britain's largest
Electronics organisation. Moderate
fees. Write to E.M.I. Institutes,
Dept. PM28, London, W.4.

(Continued on next Doge)
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(Continued from previous page)
L.

LEARN IT AS YOU'DO IT-we pro-
vide practical equipment coin-

' bined with instruction in Radio,
Television, Electricity, Mechanics,
Chemistry, Photography, etc. Write
for full details to E.M.I. Institutes,
Dept. PM47, London, W.4.

MISCELLANEOUS
RUBBER. MOULDS for Plaster

Ornaments, Wallplaques, etc.
Sample and list, 4/11 ; trade en-
quiries invited. Castmoulds (Dept.
M1, 43/45. Waller St., Hull.

BUILD YOUR OWN REFRIGERA-
TOR, all components available

at reasonable prices. Frigidaire
flowing cold units, £5 ; small units,
Kelvinator, etc., ; h.p. heavy
duty Motors, £3 ; Chrome Cabinet
fittings, new, £1 ; money back guar-
antee: s.a.e. for list and schematic
diagram. Wheelhouse, 13, Bell Road,
Hounslow. (Phone: Hounslow 8749.1
(2,0VERNMENT SURPLUS. Illus-

trated-fl Catalogue No. 12. con-
taining over 400 items of Electrical.
Mechanical and Radio Equipment for
experiments. etc., price 1/6, post free.
Arthur Sallis, 93, North Road,
Brighton, Sussex.
BEVIS ELECTRONICS for Black

Light Outfits. Details, write
87A, Bevis Road, Portsmouth.

MODERN STEAM CAR.-Detailed
plans, switch on to start. Steam

launches. Small Stationary Units.
Magazine, 3/6. Book, " Steam Road
Vehicles and Railcars in Germany."
3 Bid. S.A.E. for free lists. " Light
Steam Power." P.M., Kirk Michael,
Isle of Man. U.K.
" -FORTUNES IN FORMULAS," 900 -

page American book of formula.
American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Herga Ltd. (Dept. P2),
Hastings.

ELECTRIC KILNS.-Build your
own. Send 10/6 for instruc-

tions, drawing and list of materials
and supplies. Webber. Furnace
Engineer, 14, Dimsdale Parade, Wol-
stanton, Newcastle. Staffs.

90,000 PIANISTS
have learned to play the piano beautifully

with the aid of my POSTAL
lessons. Everything is so
clearly explained that.
even If you do not know a
note,
half an hour's practice
each day. become a pro-; ficient pianist in 9-12 months.

Ordinary music ; no freakish
methods. My class is seldom less
than 2,000 pupils. I have taught
over 90.514 and I -CAN TEACH

7. I. YOU. Free Book and advice. Say
if Beginner. Mod. or Adv.

////j, ,,Pkok, Mr. H. BECKER,
558, The Hall,

"  -
Centurion Road,
Brighton, Sussex.

AC ELECTRIC PAINT

SPRAYER
New model lot op &
down seminal of oil

painting jobs, in
& outdoor..

DEPOSIT
& q nithip of 10/-. FREE
riling let, tar, cable, new

tiller & two-way plug.
iiaratiteed.

4,

New model with
Switch

loss
,t.t

,ad sPW-
ssos, sh*"

, brush
ly,its o '88

75!
Post
2f-

AC/DC PAINT
STRIPPER

5- or 5/6
outdatesall
Blowlamps. Faint
goes like magic

I down & 8 mthly of 516.
Pact 2l-. ONE YEAR

Id. per hour.
NE YEAR GUARANTEE

joint Tsuji ("I'CiZet,slew.io

ELECTRIC WELDING PLANT
Arc Welding Sets by leading Makers. tin -
used, Surplus and Second Hand. Examples :
Gen. Elec. and Others 200 amps. max. output,
£42. 160 amps. max. output. £38. 100 amps.
max. output £28 10s. 85 amp. max. output,
£24. All with infinitely variable current
control.
Catalogue of Arc, Spot and Butt Welders

for stamp.

"POP" RIVET GUNS
(Lazy Tongs)

For motor body, sheet metal
and fabrication work. With
universal collet to take all
sizes of rivets, 23.194 P. & P.
2/,

"POP" RIVETS
1/8", 5132' and 3/16', 7/9 per 250,
19/- per 1,000 of one and the
same size. Mixed " Pop "
rivets, 121- per 500, 171- per

1,000. Send stamp for leaflet.
HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.,

Brook Road, Manchester, 14.
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SPARKS' DATA SHEETS
Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed and

Tested RADIO Designs
Battery Operated
" MIDDY " 2-V. M/L. Most Widely Praised.
" BOSUN 3-V. MIL. More Powerful.
" SKIPPER " 4-V. MIL. TRF.
" CORVETTE " 9-V. All -Wave Superhet.
" POCKET PAK " 1-V. PORTABLE. Med.
waves only. Good phone sins.
" CHUMMY "2-V. ditto. M/L. Good Range.
" ECLIPSE "4-V. ditto M/L. S'het. V/Good.
" DX.I " 1-V. S.W. Rx. Plug-in Coils.
" DX.2 " 2-V. ditto. Really Fine Results.

Data Sheets & Instructions, etc., 3/- Post
Free, excepting " Eclipse." 313.

TWO NEW DESIGNS
" STARTER." A New " hot " 1-valver for
batt. operation. Latest high efficiency
iron -cored M/L wave coil. Ideal as a
" Stand-by " and for the beginner. Easily
converted to a 2-Valver if desired. Full-
size Data Sheet, 3/-, post free.

TO ALL DX.2 OPERATORS
Convert your DX.2 to a 3-V. T.R.F. model
with a specially designed Add -On H.F.
Unit, increasing Range and Selectivity.
Full-size Data Sheet. 3/-. post free.
MANI' OTHER RECEIVER. AND
AMPLIFIER DESIGNS AVAILABLE.

LIST 2id.
Components & Chassis Available.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (M),

Valley Road, Corte Castle, Dorset.
'Phone Corfe Castle 377.

FREE
CORRESPON DE NCE

COURSES
IN STEAM

TWO COURSES : (1) A simplified Course for
the practical man in need of basic informa-
tion about steam and steam applications ;
(2) An Advanced Course for those with a
background of technical training. There is
no charge or obligation. Details on request
to :

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.), Cheltenham, Glos.

TIME
SWITCHES

Hand Wound, 35 -day, byVenner.
Beautiful movements. 24 -hour

dial. !deal for Shop Windows,
Poultry, Process Timing, etc.

Complete in metal case, 45/-,
p. & p. 2/6.

ELECTROSURP,
120 Fore Street, Exeter.

Phone : 56687.

GENERAL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
THE KEY TO SUCCESS E SECURITY

Essential to success in any walk of life! What-
ever your age, you can now prepare a home for
the important new General Cert. of Edifoaiion
Emu, on "NO PASS-NO FEE" terms.
You choose your own subjects-Educational,
Commercial or Technical. Recently announced
big extension of subjects gives everyone the chance
to get this valuable Certificate.

SEND FOR FREE 136 PAGE BOOK
Full detaili, of how wet can obtain the General Cert.
are given in our 136 -page Guide-Free and
without obligation. Personal advice on ream._
Write today, School of Careers, Dept.1130
29-31. Wright's Lane, London, W.8.

"NO PASS-NO FEE"

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

PLEASE ASK
FOR

CATALOGUE
Instrument Division
B. & F. CARTER

& Co., Ltd., Bolton 5

yvakeismilIlly/dd/,'
4
4

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
ASTRO COMPASSES.-Mk. II, As
described for Theodolite " P.M." Sept.
54 and Camera Pan & Tilt head Mar. '55.

Each 17/8, post 21- (A few less sight
(not required for pan & tilt head) at
12/8. post 2/-.)
LANDING LAMP MOTORS. -12'24v.
D.C. 20/30v. A.C. 2 amps lin. shaft.
Each 12/6, post 16. Similar type motor
with gear and quadrant as described
for SELF -OPENING GARAGE DOORS
" Prac. Motorist " Aug. '54 (copy of
article with motor if desired), 251-,
post 1/6.
TRANSFORMERS.-Input 200/250v.
A.C. Output tapped for 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,
12, 15, 18, 20, 24, 30v. A.C. Max. 2 amps.
Excellent for above motors, 21/-, post 11-
RECTIFIERS.-Full wave. Max. D.C.,
output 30v. 2 amps., 21/-, post 1/-.
MOTORS. -200/250v, A.C.(D.C. FHPapprox. 80 watts. High speed. lin.
shaft (converted R.A.F. motorigenera-
tor, power about equal to sewingmachine motor). Useful addition to
workshop. Each 301-, post 1/6.GEARBOXES.-Give reduction of
approx, 1801. Drive recessed to take
tin. shaft. low speed shaft 3/l6in. dia.
Dimensions 4in. x Siin. x 2iin. Each
10/, post 9d.
Send 3d. stamp for list of Motors, Tele-
phones. Transformers, Pumps, Lamps,
etc., etc. Hundreds of Bargains.

MILLIGANS
24, lIarford Street, Llierpool, 3.Money Back Guarantee.

\ ,

/// fil "44 41 "\\
filair NEW INVENTION

A
Monkham

replates metals and
gives a hard chrome
finish.
Complete only

DuKROME 1316
Outfit

(Large Outfits 25s. Od.l
Also DuSILVA' Out-
fits at 15s. Ott. deposit
genuine silver plating.
Send P.O. now, or for
details and plated sam-
ple send 4d. (stamps) to:-

. DUTCH & CO.
s Lane, Woodford Green, Essex.

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and CompleteComplete Kit ')Y\
For Welding, Soldering.
Brazing and metal construc-
tion h repairs in the home. on
the car or cycle. Instant heat
6,0041°F. Works from liv. or 1.2v.
ear battery or transformer Mon
AA'. mains. Complete kit of Weld-
ing Tool, 9 ft. cable, clip, carbon..
cleansing fluid, fluxes, Mier rods, gog-
gles, inatructIona, biota. Thottaands
in daily use, Ae supplied to Depts.
of H.N. Government, ICJ_ niandard
Telephone', etc. Weld. all Metals.
Up to one -eighth inch. 57/6C.O.D. IF REQUIRED.
Obtainable only from : Post Free U.K. only.
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO. (Dept. P.111.7)

269 Kingeland Road, Landon, E.2

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 21d. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

BECK

Booklets :
"Experi-
ment." sold.
" Formulas"

101d,

" Homo

Chemistry "

2/8
I've: Paid.

(Scientific Dept. AI
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

ACCURATE
HARDHITTINO

Webley
AIR PISTOLS

- AIR RIFLES  ACCESSORIES
Wme for catalogue WEBLEY a SCOTT ltd.

WEAMAN ST. BIRMINGHAM 4, ENGLAND

Brand New Brass
Outside Case

FLEXIBLE
DRIVES

Originally made for
Aircraft Generators.

7 ft. long in perfect

condition.

5f.. EACH

Only a portion of
original cost.

Square end fitting, approx.

I" long x r plus.

H. J. BOULTING
LIMITED

21 Wellington Street,
Leicester.

FOR ALL ELECTRIC DRILLS
TWO INVALUABLE ACCESSOR ES

SET OF 5 HIGH-SPEED WOOD BITS
PLASTIC WALLET. UV, 5(16'.

3,8'. 7,16'. 112" WITH ltf' SHANK.
15/6 SET

PER

POST FREE
CARBIDE

TIPPED
MASONRY

DRILLS
For bricks, tiles,
etc.. up to 3,000
r.p.m. No. 8. 818 :
No. .10. 819 ; No.
12, 8 9 ; No. 14,
9/9. or

SET OF 4

3216 SET
POST FREE

W. IRESON !V. SON LTD. (Dept. al.1)
167, Green Lanes, Palmeri Green,

London, N.13

ROGERS ustNITAZI..
Compressors, Ex W.D., 3 cu. ft. 55/6'
Abrasive Discs. 5in. Ass'td. doz. 3/6
Terminal Blocks. 12 way ... 1/3
Generators. D.C., 6 v., 12 v., 250 v., 12/6
Motorised Pumps ... ... 69/ -
Thread Gauges. 28 arms .- 419
Whitworth Serews. 144 Ass'td. 5/9
H.S. Drills. 12 Assorted. to 48 ._ 418Fibre Washers. 144 Assorted 333
Meter Rectifiers. A.C. to D.C.... 3/9
Self Tap Screws. 100 Assorted ... 3/ -
Copper Rivets. 12 doz. Assorted 1/4
Saw Bench Tops, with ball race

spindle, pulley. etc., 181n. x lOin. 52/6
Rectifiers. 6/12 v. at 1 amp. ... 7/6
Meters. 0-15 v. or 0-25 M/c... 10/6
Air Jacks. bin. Stroke ._ 14/8Boost Gauges for Car Use ... 6/9
Winker Units. 6 or 12 volt ... 6/6
Circular Saws. 6in., 11/6: 7M.. 13/8 etc.
Races, Belts: Valves, -Pulleys, Pumps,

etc.
May we send our free list of hundreds of

interesting items ? Stamp please.
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do not attempt to make it smaller, or it may
not have enough lifting power.

The Wire Frame
Do not be discouraged if the envelope does

not appear to be of a good shape, as it is
impossible to judge the shape until it is
inflated.

Cut a square hole just behind the front
transverse seam and fix in the wire frame
shown in Fig. 4. This is made of thin piano
wire about No. 23 gauge. It is fixed by simply
lapping the envelope over the wire and pasting
down. The 2ft. of open seam can then be
pasted up in the manner already described,
and the envelope is finished. Its weight
should at this stage be 31oz.

The square opening is, of course, at the
bottom of the envelope ; on the top fix two
single loops of darning wool by stitching the
wool once in and out again through the double
thickness of the transverse pasted seams, one
loop at the front seam and one at the rear
seam. These loops are for hanging the
envelope up while it is being inflated.

The Propelling Mechanism
The propeller and motor are illustrated in

Fig. 5 and, as already mentioned, form a
separate unit specially designed with a view

to extreme
lightness.
The whole
unit, i n -
eluding the
suspensi o n
wires, willweigh
about t oz.
The fuse-
lage is made
from t w o
strips of
birch wood,tin. by
i/i6in. by
21t. long.
These are

9" spaced
apart b y
small pieces
of cork at
intervals of
about 3M.,

Eye,

Fig. 4-The wire frame
and the supporting

wires.

glued and bound with sewing thread ; the corks
are *in. thick at each end, increasing in thick-
ness towards the centre, where the two strips
of wood should be about lin. apart.

The bearing for the propeller shaft is brass,
about in. by I/32in., the propeller shaft
being a piece of No, 23 gauge piano wire ;
the hook for the front end of the elastic is also
made of the same wire. The propeller is a
composite affair with a small cork for the
boss, a strip of wood 4in. by lin. by I/ i6in.
for the arms, and blades of thin cardboard,
the whole being join. diameter. Two good
feathers stuck into the cork boss and trimmed
to shape would probably make a good light
propeller. Two small glass beads form the
thrust bearing. Two strands of 3/16in. strip
elastic should be used ; this will turn the
propeller comparatively slowly, but will
provide enough thrust to keep the airship in
motion.

The supporting wires are made of the same
wire as was used to frame the opening in the
envelope fix the wires between a cork and
the wood. The hooks should be rather long,
as shown, as they are easy to fix and do not
jump out of their eyes as short, open hooks
would do. The diagonal stays are of sewing
cotton, the two rear wire stays having an eye
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near the top to prevent the cotton from sliding
down the wire.

Inflating the Airship
The best method of inflating the envelope

is by means of an oil stove. The stove used
by the author was a large size " Valor," the
cylindrical body of this being 71in. diameter.
Remove the top plate and cover up the
ornamental holes in the top end of the
cylindrical body by wrapping a piece of
tinplate (or any thin sheet metal) into
a cylindrical form and slipping it
inside the body of the stove. Four
" ears " about tin. wide should be
made by snipping the tinplate with
shears and by bending these ears
outwards over the edge of the stove
body the tinplate will be held in
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an ordinary large room it rises to the ceilintil
and stays there, because the propeller has not
enough thrust to overcome the friction and
by the time the air has cooled enough to
let the airship fall again the propeller has
probably come to a standstill ; but by inflating
it just enough to support its own weight it is
possible to get it to fly the length of the
room.

Out-of-doors flights may be made when the
air is quite still. The best time of the day to

PLAN OF FUSELAGE
Fig. 5.-Details of the fuselage and propelling

position. The gaps left by the ears will then
accommodate the cross -wires in the envelope
opening and allow the tinplate to protrude a
little into the envelope.

With the wick turned right up the envelope
becomes fully inflated in less than one
minute, but it is advisable to keep it going
longer as the air inside then gets hotter and
gives more lift and a longer duration of flight.
When properly heated it will easily rise to
5oft. or more with the propeller and motor
attached.

How to Fly the Airship
The best place to fly the airship is a lofty

hall, but not everybody is fortunate enough to
obtain access to such a place. If released in

mechanism.

fly a model airship is usually just before
sunrise-the air is frequently very still then,
but directly the sun shows itself little puffs of
wind spring up, which will probably cause
some exciting moments.

Captive Flights
Captive flights may be made with the air-

ship on the end of a thread, but this is not
usually very successful for directly any pull
comes on the thread the whole thing tilts,
spills out the hot air and falls quickly. If
you try it, fix about ift. of the thin piano wire
on to the fuselage, projecting vertically down-
wards, and tie the thread to the wire, this
prevents the thread and the elastic 'from
becoming inextricably mixed.

What Is Instinct ?
IT has been found by experimenters that it

is impossible to train insects. They have
wonderful habits, they can milk others as
we do cows, they can provide their eggs with
food by paralysing other beetles so that these
poor things live just long enough to be fresh
when eaten, but all this, we hear, is instinct.
The argument is that the wasp or fly, shall we
say, cannot be taught new habits, but I think
that that is not fair. How do we know how
long a period of education is required?
Human beings took millions of years to
arrange the habit of breathing, and I do not
think that an impressed habit is a very fair
method of judging the sense of anything
which lives.

The experiment has often been made of
teaching fish to read or even to answer the
telephone. The Chinese used to train carp to
ring a bell when they needed food, and if
little bags of fish food, marked A and B, are
hung in a tank it is found that if A contains
the food the fish still go to A at first, after
the food has been put in B.

Fishermen know how sensitive is their prey.
Fish can see round corners by using the
refractive index of water and, although they
do not have any ordinary hearing apparatus)

they sense vibration on their skins very
readily.

There is another famous experiment in
which dogs were trained always to answer a
bell, which they soon learned meant food was
ready. When one day their kennels were
dangerously flooded and an alarm bell rang
to call the staff, it was weeks before the dogs
would respond to the food bell ; they inter-
preted the ringing as indicative of drowning.

Monkeys have been taught to press a button
for food, and if two bells of different tone are
provided it only takes the monkey about a
week to find which note means food.

These performing horses which apparently
add and subtract, giving the answer by tapping
with their hoof upon the ground, are nearly
always taught to watch some movements by
the human exhibitor.

If you have patience, you can make use of
the fact that many animals hear notes far above
our own frequency range. If you conceal a
piece of quill pen, sharpened to a point, in
your hand and scratch the tip with your finger
an exceedingly high squeak is produced. It
is so high that it is quite inaudible to you as a
note and inaudible as a sound a few feet away ;
but a dog can hear it. If you teach him that
two squeaks mean bark," one squeak " sit
down," and a series of squeaks " sit up and
beg " you can do some baffling tricks. A.M.L.
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A Wheatstone ridge
Constructional Details of an Instrument for Finding

Resistance of a Piece of Wire or a Circuit

THIS instrument is, to the electrician, as
important as the balance to the chemist,
and, therefore, very useful to have.

It consists of a 12in. x 8in. board of very
dry oak or of ebonite, with nine brass terminals
mounted upon it in the positions shown in
Fig. i. At the points marked 20, 4o, 6o and 8o
brass pins are driven into the base 1.2 in.
apart. At a distance of Tin. from this row of
pins is a row of five more (points marked to,
3o, 5o, 7o and 9o) the same distance apart
and arranged alternately with the top row as
shown.

The zigzag line is a length of bare Eureka
resistance wire of 22 gauge. Fasten one end
under terminal R, and stretch it lightly in a
zigzag manner round the brass pins as shown,
finishing off under terminal X'.

Rule eleven horizontal lines across the board,
as shown, o.7in. apart, and number the inter-
sections of these lines with the resistance wire.

Board Connections
The dotted lines represent connections

made at the back of the board with thick copper
wire. Be careful to join up the correct terminals
R to B ; 131 to X'; RI- to X ; GI- to Z ; G to the
middle of the R'X wire. Solder all connections
if possible, but remember that a good screwed -
up connection is better than a badly soldered
one. A battery is joined up between B and B1,
and the galvanometer between G and G'.

The instrument is used commonly to find
the resistance of a wire or a given circuit.

Suppose we want to find the resistance of a
certain piece of wire. Connect it up between
X and X', and between R and R' connect up
a standard resistance coil, say 5 ohms.

To the terminal Z is connected a length of

the
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flexible wire, with a short tag of stiff copper
wire soldered to the end of it. When every-
thing is connected up, touch the zigzag wire
with this flexible lead. The galvanometer
needle should move violently. Try different
spots on the zigzag wire until eventually one is
found where the galvanometer needle is
unaffected.
The Formula

I

I

I

;

0020'
1

To battery

I

I

1

1

L

0- -

r -
I To
I galvanometer
I

io 2/

4

39

60

4/ 59 .1
80'

79 6'/

100
99

2 18 22 36 42 58 62 78, 62 95

3 /7 23 37 43 571_ 63 77 83 9

4 /6 24 36 44 56 64 76 84 96

/5 535 4555 65 75 85 95

6 ' /4 26 3446 54 66 74 86 94

/3 27 33 47 53 67 73 8 93

8 /2 28 32 48 52 68 72 88 92

9 / 29 3/ 49 5/ 69 7/ 89 9/

/0 . 30 50 70, 90,
_

.
Z

Fig. 1.-The lay -out of the
Wheatstone bridge.

Note the number of this spot
by means of the parallel lines and
figures. Suppose the spot is 25.
By using the following formula
you can find the resistance of the
wire.

too -N x R xN
Where N= the number on the
board,

R the standard resis-
tance,

x= the unknown resis-
tance,

then too -25 x 5 x
25
75

25
X 5=x

x=t5
thus the resistance of the wire
is 15 ohms. If the unknown
quantity is suspected of being high
resistance, a high standard
resistance should be used. It is
simple to make a standard
resistance, remembering that
Eureka 22 gauge is t ohm per
33in. For 5 ohms cut off 165in.
plus tin. for connections. Coil
this round a small cardboard
cylinder leaving 2in. free at
either end for connections. When
placed in the bridge, tin. of the
wire should go under each

terminal leaving the full 165in. of resistance
wire to give the correct resistance between
the terminals.

A Miniature Road Crane
A Simple Toy Made

THIS toy can easily be made with odd
pieces of wood, a cotton reel, and
pieces of wooden knitting needles.

For the platform (A, Fig. t) saw a piece of
tin. wood 8in. long by 31in. wide. Plane it
on both sides and around the edges. Cut
out four pieces of tin. wood to
the sizes given at B, Fig. 2, for
the wheel bearings. These are
screwed to the platform, as
shown in Fig. r, at a
distance of fin. from
each end. Now saw
two side pieces (C C)
to the dimensions
given in Fig. 2,
and carefully !"

c,

A

Fig. I.-The finished
model of the crane.

from Odds and Ends

smooth the edges with a chisel. On the
centre line of each piece make two holes.

Making the Jib
To make the jib (D), cut two pieces of tin.

wood to the shape shown in Fig. 2, and make
the holes in each a tight fit for pieces of knit-
ting needle. Cut five pieces tin. long, and one
piece 2iin. long. Glue the ends of the short
pieces in the holes in the sides of the jib
after slipping a boxwood pulley between the.
top ends. The long piece passes through the
hole E in each side piece, also through an-
other pulley F, the rod projecting kin. on
each side. There should be a space of Zin.
between the jib sides for the full length.

The Winding Drum
This consists of a deep -flanged cotton

reel just long enough to fit nicely between the
side pieces C C, which are I lin. apart when
fixed to the platform. Now get a wooden
rod or stout knitting needle to fit the hole in
the cotton reel, and cut off a piece 3M. long.
Screw one side piece to the platform from
underneath, place the jib and winding drum
in position, and then screw down the other
side piece. To strengthen the sides, screw
two pieces of wood (G G) between them at the
front and back, and also to the platform.
Make the little winding handle (H) out of

wood 3/16in. thick, and fix one end on to the
winding drum shaft with a small screw, and
glue a short piece of round wood in the hole
in the other end. The rear end of the jib
can be held down by a short piece of chain and

Fig. 2.-
Dimensions
of the
parts for
making the

crane.

1/2

2

-I 34
1-0 0

a small screw -hook.
The front part (J)
and the driver's seat
can be made from
pieces of jin. wood,

G and are nailed or
screwed in place.
The steering wheel
is simply an iron
toy wheel, about

I Ain. diameter, screwed on to the end
of a piece of dowel rod glued into a hole in the
platform. The running wheels are wooden
ones, rein. in diameter, and are fixed to the
bearing bracket with round -headed screws
and washers.

To complete the crane you will require
5 or 6 yards of thin twine, one end of which
must be attached to the winding drum and
wound up. The other end is passed over the
two pulleys and tied to a wire hook.

.1"c-- 3 Ili'--0-1
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The only Home Study College
operated by a world-wide
manufacturing organisation

EM

CAREERS
PRIVATE AND

Accountancy
Advertising
Automobile Eng.
Banking
Book-keeping
Building
Business

Management
Carpentry
Chemistry
Civil Service
Commercial

Subjects
Commercial Art &

Drawing
Customs &

Excise Officer
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A,M.I.Mech.E., L.I.O.B
A.C.W,A., A.M.I.E.D., C

-FROM INSTITUTES

BROCHURE ON :THE LATEST

METHODS OF HOME TRAINING

HOBBIES - NEW INTERESTS
INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME

Over 150 Courses including :-

Draughtsmanship
Economics
Electrical

Engineering
Electrical

Installations
Electronics
Engineering Drawing
Heating &

Ventilation
Engineering

High Speed Oil
Engines

Industrial Admin.
Jig & Tool Design
Journalism
Languages

Marine Engineering
Mathematics
M.C,A, Licences
Mechanical Eng,
Metallurgy
Motor Engineering
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P.M,G, Licences
Police
Production Eng.
Production Planning
Radar
Radio Amateurs

Certificate
Radio & Television

Servicing
Radio Engineering

Refrigeration
Retail Shop

Management
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Secretaryship
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Short Wave Radio
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Time & Motion Study
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and many others.

niversity Degrees, General Certificate of Education, B.Sc.Eng,,
P.C.C.A., A.C.I.S., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.I.A., A,F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I.,

ity & Guilds Examinations, R.S.A. Certificates, R.T,E.B, Serv. Cert., etc.

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
HOME COURSES - WITH EQUIPMENT
Whether you are a student for an examination, starting a new hobby,

intent upon a career in industry or running your own business - these Practical Coursits are
intended for YOU.
With these outfits, which you receive upon enrolment, you arc given instructions that teach
you the basic principles in the subject concerned.

COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT IN-
CLUDE: RADIO (Elementary and Advanced)
TELEVISION MECHANICS ELECTRICITY
CHEMISTRY  PHOTOGRAPHY  CARPENTRY.
Also Draughtsmanship  Commercial Art
Amateur S.W. Radio
Languages.

I INSTITUTES
An Educational Establishment associated with

the E.M.I. group of Companies including
`HIS MASTER'S VOICE', MARCONIPHONE, etc.

Courses from 15/ per month

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send without obligation your FREE brochure.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 144, 43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4,

r BLOCK CAPS
NAME L PLEASE

ADDRESS

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST

AUGUST (We shall not worry you with personal visits)
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WOODWORKING DRILLS
With lin. dia. Shanks

Sizes : lin. to lin. by 16ths.

No.52 No.53
HIGH SPEED

STEEL
STRAIGHT

Sizes : I/16in.

CARBON
STEEL

SHANK DRILLS
to 9/32in. by 32nds.

.401( OTHER POPULAR SETS
ARE ALSO AVAILABLE
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CARBON HIGH SPEED
STEEL 0 STEEL

STRAIGHT SHANK DRILLS
Sizes : I/16in. to 3/I6in. by 64ths

and 7 32in. to iin.

THE SHEFFIELD TWIST DRILL AND STEEL COMPANY LIMITED
SHEFFIELD ENGLAND

DORMER DRILL SETS ARE OBTAINABLE FROM YOUR USUAL ENGINEERS' MERCHANTS

WRITE FOR
CATALOGUE

/now/
tit podde44,

--CfrteilinlaStelb
A N D CHISELS

Manufactured by. J. STEAD & CO LTD  SHEFFIELD, 2
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Descaling a
Boiler
SIR,-In the

June issue
of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS you
gave information

concerning descaling a fire -back boiler. I
would recommend the following procedure :

Close the main stop valve and put out
the fire. Run off the hot water from the taps,
remove the top draw -off pipe (or immersion
heater, if fitted) and siphon off the remaining
hot water from the tank. (The w.c. pedestal
is a useful sump.) Disconnect the boiler pipe
near the hot water cylinder, connect a piece of
hose to the top (return) r ire and another
piece of hose to the bottom (flow) pipe leading
to the sump. By means of a tyre pump blow
out the water from the boiler.

Connect a large funnel to the bottom pipe
and a hose to the sump to the top pipe.
Use inhibited muriatic acid (one part acid-two
parts water) and pour the first acid cautiously
down the funnel. The attack on the scale
releases large volumes of gas, which will tend
to blow back the acid up the pipe. Add the re-
maining acid and leave until no froth issues
from the hose on the top pipe. The level of
the funnel should be slightly above the level
of the hose outlet.

Finally, run water into the funnel until the
liquid leaving the hose on the top pipe does
not turn blue litmus paper red. Reconnect,
check all joints (including the inspection hole
on the boiler) for leakage, and the system is
ready for use.

By this procedure the scale will be removed
without damage to the system.

To avoid scale completely a water softener
is necessary, but it can be reduced by not
" forcing " the boiler, es most scaling takes
place when the water is actually or almost boil-
ing in the boiler.-P. P. JENNINGS (Leeds, 7).

SIR,-Your statement to H. Smaller,
Grimsby, in " Your Queries Answered "

for June that " you must then flush out the
system very thoroughly with running water
until there is discoloration of blue litmus
paper to red " is wrong. Blue litmus turning
to red would show acid was still present,
probably in a quantity to be still dangerous
to health. I would suggest Universal indicator
papers, which give a colour range from pi -It
to to, and continue flushing out till the pH
was the same as untreated water from the
same main supply. The pH value is easily
recognised by the series printed inside the
covers of the book. These papers are made
by Johnsons of Hendon.-G. EDKINS (Surrey).

Checking Rifle Sights
SIR, --In a recent issue of PRACTICAL

MECHANICS a reader wrote asking for
information on " sighting " his B.S.A. Cadet
Major air rifle ; the answer, as I see it, is
this :

As a target use a big black mark or an
inverted " T." From a prone position, or
padded rest, shoot the usual five shot grouping.
If it is shooting low put the rear sight up a
notch ; if the group is to the right or left of
target move rear sight in the direction you
wish the shots to go. As to the front sight,
move it exactly opposite.

An article on such guns would be interesting.
Also on English watches.-R. T. DAWSON
(Washington, U.S.A.).
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The Editor Does not Necessarily Agree with the
Views of his Correspondents

Flying Saucers
SIR,-Re your June issue editorial, which

deals mainly with landings of flying
saucers, many of the flying saucer believers
agree with you in your opinion that landings
have not been made, but you had not men-
tioned the reports from sources that are of the
greatest value. I refer to the reports from
those people who are in charge of and respon-
sible for the defence of their country; radar
experts, who daily are responsible for
thousands of sites, and many aircraft, and
pilots of great experience, both military and
civil. These men arc experienced in matters
relating to the identity of aerial objects.
Civil pilots have great responsibility, and
such pilots, many with 14-55 years' flying
experience, can instantly recognise any aerial
object. From such sources come the best
and most genuine reports. An excellent
report came from Captain Howerd of his
sighting over Canada, which was witnessed
by the entire crew and many of the passengers.
Another good report came from the War
Office and Air Ministry on November 7th,
1954, when radar tracked a U.F.O. over this
country. Two excellent books on U.F.O.s
give information from the American Air
Force Intelligence. The first was by Major
Donald Keyhoe, " Flying Saucers From
Outer Space," which is full of sightings by
the American Air Force, and the second book
is by Captain Edward J. Ruppelt, formerly
head of the American Air Force organisation
set up to investigate the U.F.O.s. This book
is an official American Air Force Intelligence
report, confirming the existence of the
U.F.O.s. From 1947 to 1953 26.94 per cent.
of their reports remain unexplained.

He, states that in a nation-wide poll only
6 per cent. of U.S.A. citizens did not believe
in U.F.O.s. Another statement in the book
is that the U.S.A. does not have a secret
weapon being reported as a U.F.O. He
also states that the Royal Air Force is a firm
believer in the U.F.O., and are in close
contact with the U.S.A. Air Force, and that
the people of the Aeronautical Division of
General Mills, Inc., who launch and track
the big skyhide balloons, believe in U.F.O.s.
He said these scientists and engineers all
have seen U.F.O.s and they are not their
own balloons. Captain Ruppelt and his men
worked 14 hours a day on the investigation.
-RONALD W. J. ANSTEE (Bristol, 2).

SIR,-I have read your various comments
on Flying Saucers, and must say that I

agree with every word. Many of those who
believe in them want to believe in them. They
are mostly youths seeking publicity. They
sometimes get it in local papers. For example,
I read an interview with one of these
" Saucerites " in a provincial rag, from which
I learnt that the speaker knew the answer to the
flying saucer problem, but apparently forgot
to tell the reporter, or the reporter forgot to
ask, because we are still in the dark in spite
of the interview, and in spite of a lecture given
by the one interviewed which, the report
stated, went on for over two hours1

I have just been looking through a copy of a
journal which deals with flying saucers.
It is a 20 -page duplicated journal in which
the question is asked : " What has been done
in this country in an attempt to reach a
satisfactory solution to the F. S. Mystery ?
It is a sad tale to have to tell, for whether we
like it or not we must admit that very little

has been
done. There
has been no
shortage of
interesting
news ; some
of it has been
spectacular.
But no prac-
tical use has
been made
of it."

I should like to ask the editor of this
precious magazine what practical use can
be made of myth, hallucinations, auto -sug-
gestions, hoaxes and, in some cases, science
fiction and pure humbug ? In any case, as
the editor of this journal apparently has the
answer, or thinks he has, all he need do is to
tell us I gather that he interviewed the Air
Ministry on the subject with somewhat
negative results. Personally, I would prefer
to rely upon the statements of the Astronomer
Royal, than upon the beliefs, conjectures and
vainglorious boasting of enthusiastic youths.
Like you, I preserve an open mind on the
subject of flying saucers, but nothing I
have seen or read convinces me that any
strange object seen in the sky has come from
another planet. Science fiction writers, of
course, have not been slow to cash in on the
new craze. Some, indeed, like to read their
books as though they were expressions of
fact. Lord Dowding believes in fairies. I do
not. If you believe in fairies you will, of
course, believe in flying saucers from another
planet. From that point you will say that
their mission is peaceful, though what that
peaceful mission is no one has yet stated,
nor has anyone explained how they propose
to get over the language difficulty.

It is a pity that these " Saucerites " are
all such poor photographers, for all of the
pictures I have seen have been out of focus,
and most of them showing only an incomplete
image. The photograph in Adamski's book,
for example, can hardly be considered as
convincing.-E. N. (Sheffield).

[We have received a large amount of corre-
spondence on the subject of our flying saucer
comments. A high percentage of our corre-
spondence agree with us. We have not, however,
amongst the dissenters received one from any,
scientist or person of standing whose views
would be acceptable. Our challenge to Lord
Dowding and to Adaniski still stands.-ED.]

Photoflood Control Unit
SIR,-Re PRACTICAL MECHANICS, May, 1956,

the article on " Photoflood Control Unit."
As wired up it is possible for either unit to

be switched " off " and thus to lose the advan-
tage of the dimming principle.

The alternative circuit shown below gives

t

)))1
01.1

D.P. on/off LampsN

Mains
4

Air. W. R. Rodgers' alternative circuit.

dimming protection to three circuits with
double -pole or -off switch, and at no time is
there any open circuit.-W. R. RODGERS
(London, S.W. x7).
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Rota -Trig Chart
FROM the firm of Rota -Trig, 31, The

Broadway, Tolworth, Surbiton, Surrey,
we have received an ingenious and useful
cardboard calculator which shows at a glance
the correct trigonometrical formula to use in
given circumstances. This should be very
useful to the workman who uses trigono-
metry only occasionally and who no longer

A

The Rota -Trig cal-
culator.

Jt,

BASE' VI,
BY ROTAING Slit Vq1044 DES WW1

DC TWO K140.014 ',ALOES Wt.*
15 Kb, AU OTHER YlltUES

Wal T1g5 55401.

remembers the correct formula'. For any
further details write to the above address.

Electronic Timer Kit

PRIMARILY
designed to give controlled

exposure of a photographic enlarger or
contact printer
from t to 6o secs.,
this electronic
timer illuminates
the enlarger lamp
when switched on
and then switches
it off again at a
p r e - determined
time, set by the
dial pointer. A
separate on -off
switch is also
fitted. All the
materials and
components r e -
quired are in-
cluded in the kit together with full instructions
for building. The instrument operates from
A.G. mains zoo -25o volts, 40-60 cycles, but is
also adaptable for use on D.C. mains. A

component replace-
ment service is in
operation. The corn-
plete kit, including
constructional details,
costs £3, packing and
postage 2s. 6d.,' from
G. R. Products, 22,
Runnymead Avenue,
Bristol, 4.

New Hose Clip
THE Coronation

universal hose
clip, shown in the
sketch, is made by
F. H. Bourner and
Co. (Engineers) Ltd.,
Manor Royal,
Crawley, Sussex, and
consists basically of
a length of strip and
a housing incorpo-
rating a unique tight-
ening mechanism.
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A clip of any required diameter may be
obtained and fitted in a few seconds. All
inquiries should be sent to the above address.

Bassett-Lowke Catalogue
THE latest edition of the " Model Shipping

and Engineering Catalogue " is now on
sale and costs 2s. 6d. Many new items have
been added to the standard
range of boiler fitting3 and
castings for locomotives, marine
and stationary engines, ship
fittings, ship's machinery and model building
accessories. The address of Basseti-Lowke,
Ltd., is 18-25, Kingswell Street, Northampton.

Hand -operated Rotary Tube Pump
IMANUFACTURED by Patay Bros., 537,

VI. Chapmanslade, Westbury, Wilts, this
pump is available with tin. to tin. inlet

and outlet bore diameters. It employs
a new type of impeller with no blades and
a self -priming device working on a new
principle. Its capacity is up to 3,600
galls. per hour, suction lift up to Soft. and
total head up to 36ft. The total weight
is 271b. and it incorporates all the advan-
tages of a centrifugal pump. Details are
available from the makers at the above
address.

The Tresa File
ORIGINALLY a Swiss invention, this new

tool incorporates interchangeable blades.
The makers claim that it is not so subject to
breakage by dropping and that it is the only
file which can be used satisfactorily on wood,

The Tresa file and spare blade.

plastics, cork, rubber, brake -
linings and similar soft materials
as well as on iron and steel. It
is marketed in three models, i.e.,
Standard and Narrow, which
retail complete with one double -
sided blade at I2S. 6d. each
(spare blades of either grade at
41.) and Long, complete with
one blade at iss. (spare blades
of either grade at 5s. each).
Main distributors are Messrs.
Thomas Chatwin & Co., Victoria
Works, Great Tindal Street,
Birmingham, 16, and Messrs.
Mawhood Bros., Ltd., Prome-
theus Works, Corporation Street,
Sheffield, 3.

New Dormer Price Lists
WE have received from the

Sheffield Twist Drill and Steel Com-
pany Limited, copies of their latest Home
Trade price lists for Dormer drills, reamers and
milling cutters. These lists relate to Catalogue
No. I t and cancel all previous issues. The com-
prehensive index gives both price list and cata-
logue page numbers. Send inquiries to the
above firm at Summerfield Street, Sheffield, I 1.

The Cago Swivelsaw
AUNIVERSAL saw for cutting metal.

wood, asbestos and fibre boards, utilising
interchangeable blades and specially designed
for use in awkward places, is being marketed
under the trade name " Cago." The blade
may be fixed in any of nine angles to the
handle in the horizontal plane and in three

3 Different
positions for

blades

,r 9 Different positions
for handle

The Cago swivelsaw.

positions in the vertical plane, giving a total
of 27 different positions. Price of the saw,
with one wood -cutting blade, is 17s. 9d. and
spare blades cost 2s. 9d. each. There are
four types of blade available.

The " Rack -a -Tier" Truck
(Patents Pending)

THE" Rack -a -Tier " was originally
designed by Messrs. Wicksteeds, Meri-

dian Works, Bark -way Road, Royston, Herts,
for use in their own works to assist machine
operators on repetition work.

It will be seen from the illustration that this
piece of equipment has a vast range of appli-
cations, particularly where it is desirable for
the trays to remain in the horizontal position.
The balance being adjustable so that the atten-
dant takes none of the weight make it eminently
suitable for use by women. By this " balanced
weight " principle, loads well in excess of two
cwt. are easily manageable.

It has been found that machine operators
greatly appreciate the " Rack -a -Tier ' and in
the assembly shop, too, these trucks are useful.

Mechanics engaged on such jobs as motor
and aircraft maintenance will find the " Rack-
a -Tier " of invaluable assistance, and banks
of them are ideal as convenient and compact
storage. When in the vertical position, they
will fit tight up to a wall, the trays being remov-
able from either side. The wheels are quickly
detachable, avoiding the necessity of having
wheels for every frame. For transport and
easy storage, the whole truck may be folded up
flat.

The Rack -a -Tier truck.
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Queries thisuilvad

RULES
A stamped, addressed envelope, a sixpenny,
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue, which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Casting Mixtures
TAM interested in casting plaster

ornaments, etc., and I wish to
obtain a mixture that will be : Stronger
than plaster of paris ; will set in approx.

hr. ; that is resistant to heat ; and
inexpensive.

I understand that cement depends for
its strength mainly on the sand with
which it is mixed. Would it be possible,
in order to achieve a smoother finish,
to replace the sand with prepared chalk,
hydrated lime or builders' finishing
plaster ?-G. E. Cowell (Isle of Man).

VVE are afraid that you will not find a cast-
ing mixture which will fulfil all your

requirements. Plasters of any kind are not
resistant to heat. Cement itself is not really
heat -resistant. Hence, you will, we think,
have to modify this requirement. Further-
more, the best cements and plasters are rot
quick -setting. Usually, with these ordinary
plasters, if the plaster is quick -setting it is
quick -breaking.

Again, cement does not depend for its
strength on its sand content. The strength
of cement is, first of all, in the actual cement
material used, and, secondly, in the com-
pacted interlocking of the inert particles which
are coated with cement and which form the
" aggregate " of the mass.

In a cement mix the sand can be replaced
with chalk or whiting (giving a very smooth
mixture), but not with lime or builders'
plaster or with anything containing a strong
alkali.

You can make plaster of Paris stronger by
slaking it with glue water, although this
will much delay its setting. For your purpose,
we would suggest a mixture of equal parts of
Portland cement and whiting. This can be
slaked with plain water or with water contain-
ing 5 per cent. of glue or gelatine. It will set
(slowly) to a hard, dense mass. The material
is cheap, but it is not heat -resisting.

If heat -resisting properties are essential,
you will require a magnesite mixture. This
is made by mixing 2 parts of calcined magne-
site and t part of fine sand, China clay or
similar filler. This is slaked with a solution
made by dissolving 4o parts of magnesium

chloride in 6o parts of water. The mixture
sets slowly, but since it expands very slightly
on setting, it is productive of very sharp casts.
It is the most heat -resisting of all these cement
and plaster mixtures. It is white in colour and
very dense in texture, although fairly light
in weight.

White Undercoat Paint
PLEASE give me a formula for a white

non-poisonous or leadless white
undercoating paint. - A. Wilson
(Plymouth).

THE following non-poisonous, non -yellow-
ing white paint formula will suit your

purpose excellently. On a rough surface it
will dry " flat," but on a smooth surface it
will dry with a very slight sheen. The sheen
can be almost completely eliminated by dilut-
ing the paint a little with more white spirit.
The paint is of good quality, and it can be
used both as an undercoat and as a surface
finish paint.

Linseed oil (raw) 32o grams.
White Spirit ... 6o
Drier 15  approx.
Titanium oxide 500 ,)

If the paint is required purely as an under-
coating, the white titanium oxide can be
diluted by one-third of its bulk of a cheaper
white pigment, such as blanche fixe (barium
sulphate).

Twd grades of titanium oxide are available,
viz., the " Anatase " type and the " Rutile "
type. The latter is very slightly cream in hue,
but it is well -suited for out-of-doors use. The

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE
I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I,

3s. 6d.
10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 3s. 6d.'
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.

New Series. No. 3, Ss..
AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR

AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is.

" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4, Ss..
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New

Series. No. 5, 5s..

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6, 5s.*

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 3s. 6d.
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.

Refractor. Object glass 3in. diam.
Magnification x80.

No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s..
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 3s. 6d.

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 3s. 6d..
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. II, 3s. 6d..

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, Is. 6d..
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING
PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 7s. 6d.

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK..
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
10s. 6d. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-size blue -print, 3s. 6d.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.
Complete set, 10s. 6d.

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, 2s.
"PRACTICAL TELEVISION" RECEIVER

(3 sheets), 10s. 6d.
P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE.

Is..
P.M. TAPE RECORDER*

(2 sheets), 5s.

The above blue -prints are obtainable, post free.
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
An  denotes constructional details are available free

with the blue -prints.

" Anatase " type is rather whiter, but it is better
suited for indoor use only, since outside it
tends to chalk badly. Both these pigments
have excellent covering powers. They are
absolutely non-poisonous and they do not
yellow with age.

Titanium oxide is manufactured by British
Titan Products Co., Lfd., Billingham, Co.
Durham.

If you want to make your own drying
compound, gently melt together to parts of,
lead naphthenate and 90 parts of cobalt naph-I
thenate (both parts by weight). Then dissolve
to parts of the resulting mixture in 90 part -
of warm white spirit or paraffin. The results
ing " mixed driers " made in this way can be
used very satisfactorily in the above formula.

A drier of one sort or another must be
mixed with an oil paint (but not with a cellu-
lose paint) for, without it, the paint would
never dry satisfactorily.

Dyeing a Dartboard
PLEASE inform me of a good dye for

dartboards, both of the paper coil
and the wooden variety. I find that the
dyes I obtain from local chemists rub off
when mixed strong enough to give a good
colour. Black, red, green and yellow are
the main colours I wish to use.-F.
Willott (Burton -on -Trent).

TO get good and satisfactory results the
materials of a dartboard must be dyed

properly, previous to being made up in the
form of the dartboard. It is quite useless to
paint the dye solutions over the finished board,
because if you make any such attempt the dyes
will run badly.

The wood, card or paper of the dartboard
should first of all be soaked overnight in a
cold solution of five parts of tannic acid in
95 parts of water. They should next be
allowed to drain, and then dyed in a solution
made by dissolving six pints of the dye in
94 parts of water. The materials must be
entered into the cold -dye bath, which later is
then raised slowly to near boiling point,
retained at that temperature for about 15
minutes, after which the materials can be
removed, rinsed in water and then allowed to
dry.

Generally speaking, dyes of the " basic "
class are the most suitable for this use-dyes
such as brilliant green, magenta, methyl
violet, naphthol black, nigrosine (water
soluble), fast acid scarlet, brilliant yellow,
orange II, etc.-and these are usually only
obtainable from laboratory supplying firms,
such as Messrs. Philip Harris and Co., Ltd.,
Birmingham, or Messrs. Griffen and Tatlock,
Ltd.,Kemble Street, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2. Some of the " home ' dyes obtainable
locally may be of use for this purpose, but
most of them will be found to be unsatis-
factory.

The above type of dyeing is not easy. One
thing is certain, you cannot possibly dye " a
dartboard in different colours merely by
brushing the dye solution over it as, appar-
ently, you have been trying to do.

Staining Ivory
TS there any method by which ivory
I can be stained red or green which
does not involve boiling the ivory in the
dye ?-H. Villiers (Brighton.)

GENERALLY speaking, ivory dyes well.
Make up a solution containing to parts

of a water-soluble dye, six parts of Glauber's
salt, 84 parts of water. Place the ivory in the
cold solution, then gradually warm the
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solution to about 6o deg. C. (140 deg. F.).
Retain it at that temperature for about 15
minutes. Allow it to cool, then withdraw the
ivory and rinse it well in cold water. This
process will not harm the ivory.

If you wish to dye it entirely in the cold,
use a spirit -soluble dye, dissolving in methy-
lated spirit-about to parts of dye in 90 parts
of spirit. Usually, the water dye is more
satisfactory than the spirit dye.

Chinese Concentric Balls
BY what technique are those Chinese

concentric balls of ivory carved ?
-R. J. Barron (Coventry).

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

GENUINE examples of Chinese concentric
balls are actually carved out of a solid

ivory block. Various curved cutting tools are
used for the purpose. At first the aim is to cut
out from within the block the largest of the
balls. This having been effected, the next
sphere is cut off and detached from within that
sphere, and so the process goes on slowly
until the smallest (inner) sphere has been cut
out. The process is an exceedingly slow one,
taking years of spare -time work, but methods
of softening the ivory (by treatment, for
instance, with phosphoric acid) have been -
worked out, thus, presumably, speeding up
the task. In some of the commercial articles
of this type, examination may show that the
concentric balls have been formed separately
and then assembled together through the
ivory sides being softened and then cut away,
previous to being carefully replaced, but the
"real thing" is carved laboriously out of one
block of material.

Aging Gold Plating
T HAVE had some antique ormolu

articles gold plated. How can I
reduce the excessively bright gilt effect
of the plating so as to give it a duller,
slightly tarnished appearance ? - A.
Gilston (Leeds).

METALLIC gold is unattacked by most
substances ; this, of course, consti-

tuting one of its most valuable properties. It
is, however, acted on in some degree by,
among other things, alkaline sulphides. We
suggest, therefore, that you obtain from a
photographic chemist 4oz. of sodium sulphide.
Dissolve half of this in an eggcupful of water,
and paint it cautiously on to the gold surface.
It will dull the gold in consequence of the
formation of gold sulphide.

We advise a very cautious application of
the sodium sulphide, because if you apply too
much the gold may turn black. A weak
solution is suggested, followed by solutions of
greater strength if necessary.

An alternative method is to mix equal
quantities of flowers of sulphur and slaked
lime, to boil these with water in a pan for
about 15 minutes, and then to filter off the
resulting yellow solution. This being an
alkaline, polysulphide might, we think, be
effective in dulling the gold plate. If these
methods do not succeed, your safest alterna-
tive will be to go over the gold with one of the
many tinted spirit varnishes which are now
available, although it seems rather a pity to
cover up the surface of real gold with an
inferior product.

Air Compressor Safety Valve
IHAVE constructed an air compressor

unit from an ex -Lightfoot twin
cylinder V.Ta, and would like some
dimensions for a safety valve to open at,
say, 40-6o P.S.I. Also for an air filter to
eliminate any oil that may be present
when spraying.-A. Tasner (Romford).

YOU can construct the safety valve you
require from the sketch above. These

Dust cap

Compression
adiustment

Spring cup,-
islidlng fit)
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suit thread used/B.S.f:suggested

le 2-

Compression spring
to suit blow -off

pressure

Dia ball
valve

4 .4° Dia holes
(for exhaust)

i"  d

Details of an air compressor safety valve.

valves are, however, quite inexpensive to
purchase, and as such, it is recommended that
you adopt this course of action. Firms to
contact are : Aeraspray Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., 179-213, Thimble Mill Lane, Birming-
ham, 7 ; The Aerograph Co., Ltd., Lower
Sydenham, London, S.E.26 ; Aerostyle, Ltd.,
17o-176, St. John's Street, Clerkenwell,
E.C.I ; Benton and Stone, Ltd., Astonbrook
Road, Birmingham, 6.

The fitting of a home -constructed air filter
to eliminate moisture and impurities from an
air supply for paint spraying is not recom-
mended. We suggest you purchase a properly
designed and constructed unit from either one
of the aforementioned concerns, or from C. A.
Norgren, Ltd., Shipston-on-Stour, Warwick-
shire.

Matt Black Finish on Steel
IHAVE a large quantity of small

pressed steel parts on which I wish
to obtain a matt jet black finish by
means of chemicals. Can you help me?
-L. Carter (Rumford).

THE best method of effecting your task
would be to copperplate the steel parts

lightly in a copper sulphate bath, then to
immerse them for a minute or two in a bath
made by dissolving one part sodium sulphide
in to parts water. This would give a lasting
black on the parts due to the formation of
black copper sulphide. If the parts are large
in number, they would require " barrel
plating," which is a system of plating the
parts in a rotating drum, so that all areas of the
parts are equally plated. This would have to
be done by an outside firm of platers, but it
should not be an expensive job.

Direct processes of blackening steel are not
easy and are apt to be unreliable. We quote
two of them below :

(a)-Heat one part of sulphur with to parts
of turpentine for about half an hour or more.
Spread the resulting oil lightly with a brush
over the parts, then spread the parts on a clean
shovel and heat them over a coke or other
glowing fire until the black patina develops.
This gives a fairly good black, which deepens
in intensity after the parts have been rubbed
up with an oily cloth.

(b)-Use the following formula :
Nitric acid ... 15 parts (by weight)
Copper sulphate ... 8
Methylated spirit ... 20
Water ... too If

Dissolve the copper sulphate in the water
first, then add the nitric acid, and, finally, the
methylated spirit. Immerse the degreased
parts in this solution and then allow them to
dry. The method is not reliable, but works
well with certain types of low -carbon steel.

Cleaning and Preserving Sponges

Information PLEASE enlighten me on the technique
for cleaning and preserving sea sponges.

-C. FEATHERSTON (Dhekelia).

Sought
Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries.

Emptying a Washing Machine by
Mains Pressure

PLEASE tell me how to construct a valve
fitting for attaching by hose to an

ordinary kitchen sink water tap by which
means a bucket or washing machine may be
emptied or filled by mains pressure.-E. G.
PRESSMAN (Paignton).

A Spinning Indian Kite
WITH reference to the article on kites in

June, 1956, I have made several Indian
kites as the article suggests, but although nicely
balanced, they spin in the wind.

A partial remedy is to place the stabilising
tail at right angles to the plane of the kite
and a set of " tailings " keeps it headed into
the wind nicely. I should like to make One
without " tailings " ; can you suggest
anything ?-V. S. REED (Wirral).

Materials for Clay Pigeons
CAN you please tell me what are the

ingredients used in the manufacture
of clay targets or clay pigeons, used in
shooting competitions ?-PATRICK O'CONNOR
(Tipperary).

Keeping Deep Frozen Food
IHAVE recently constructed a deep freeze

cabinet, and wish to know what pro-
cedure is necessary with the fruit and
vegetables to prepare them for deep freezing,
in order to keep them for an indefinite period.
I understand that something has to be added
to the liquid before it is frozen.-S. W. Poxom
(Burton -on -Trent).

Housing Meteorological Instruments
IHAVE been given some meteorological

instruments, thermometers, etc., and am
anxious to put hem to good use. I under-
stand some sort of a screen called, I believe,
a " Stevenson " screen or maybe a " Bilham
screen is usually used for housing these
instruments. Could you give some idea of
what these screens consist-material,
dimensions, etc. ?-J. E. CATT (Herts).

Garden Cascade
IWISH to install a small rock garden

cascade as cheaply as possible, probably
with centrifugal pump. A lift of, say, 3ft. from
reservoir to uppermost pool should be

'sufficient, with a quite moderate fall of
water.

Please advise me on the use of an old
vacuum cleaner motor and lamp bulb for
resistance, design and manufacture of impeller,
etc.-H. H. SAUNDERS (Hants).
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NEW CABLES & FITTINGS

TOUGH RUBBER CABLES
per yd. 25 yd. 50 yd. 100 yd.

1 044 Twin 8W.16,6 326 63111
1;044 3 -core nid. 23/6 46,0 90/8
3,029 Twin 11d. 2113 41 6 82t
3:029 T. &E. 1/0W- 25/9 50.6 998
7,023 Twin 15 34.6 68:3 135 10
7/029 T. &E. 1.9W. 43,3 85 6 169 11
7;044 Twin 218 65 6 129 9 258,3
Twin Lead 50 yds., 3 029, 70,6: 7,0Z, 112'9.
VIR. 50 yds., 3,029, 17'6 : 7A:129, 29 6. Earth
Wire, 100 ft., 7:029. 12/6 ; 7/020. 7,9. Twin
PVC Transp, Flex. 50 yds., 10/-. Twin
Maroon. 25 yds.. 12,6: 50 yds., 22;6. TRS
V1R Lead Cables of all sizes. Holders, CO..

: Batten, doz., 12/-. Roses, Brown, 81-
White, doz., 10/-. Jnc. Boxes, Snit. 11/-
Lge., doz.. 13/-. Switches, 1 -way. 181-
2 -way, doz.. 241-. Mutac Silent Switches
1 -way. 18/- : 2 -way. doz., 241-. Flush
Switches. 1 -way, 18!- ; 2 -way, doz.. 24;-.
Ceiling Cord, do., 1 -way, 5/- ; 2 -way. 61-.
2 amp. 2 -pin Swplugs & Tops. ea.. 3", 5 amp.
3 -pin Swplugs & Tops, ea.. 5/6. 15 amp. 3 -pin
Swplugs & Tops, ea., 9)-. 15 amp. 3 -pin ditto
A.C. only, ea. 6/-. Wood Blocks, 3 x 51- :
30 :7. 1, IP- ; 3 x 3 x 5i x 31 x #. doz., 7/6.
White. 3 x 0. 61- ; 30 x 71-1 4 x 1. 9/-.
Cable Clips, Sml., 2/9 ; Med. gra. 3/3.
15 amp. D.P. Insulated Swfuse, 9/8. 21 amp.
Ironclad 2 -way 15 A. Spltr., 13/6. 30 amp.
Ironclad D.P. Switchfuse, 1916. 60 A. Metal
8 -way Consumer Unit. 451- ;Syr. gear. Fuse-
bds. Spltrs., all types. Lamp Bulbs, 15, 25,
40, 60 watt. 12/- ; 75 watt. 151- 100 watt,
17'- ; 150 watt, 24/- ; 200 watt, doz. 30/-.
Carbon Bulbs, 220 v. 16 C.P. doz.. 20/- : Im-
mersion Heaters. 3 kW., 65/-. A.C. Motors,
1;3 h.p. 2001220 v., 1101- : Ih.p. do., 135/,
Single Car Cable, 10 yd., a/- ; 100 yds.. 251-.
Conduit & Fittings, lin. and fin. Industrial
Reflectors, Tubular Heaters, Fluorescent
Fittings, Time Switches. Electric Motors
and all electrical equipment. Full lists
on request. Single items supplied. Satis-
faction guaranteed. Terms : Cash with
order ; carriage paid if over 84 ; orders

tEl or over less 5 per cent. discount.
Trade Counter inc. Sat. 9 to 6. Thurs. 9 to 1.

LONDON
WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE

165 (PM), QUEENS ROAD
PECKHAM, S.E.15

rel. : New Cross 7143 or 0890.

SPECIAL OFFER
G.E.C. & B.T.H.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL

DIODES
I1- each. Postage 2W.

Diagrams and three Crystal Set Circuits
Free with each Diode.

A large purchase of these fully
GUARANTEED diodes from the
manufacturers enables us to make this

attractive offer.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, 15!-, post I/3.
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

PORTASS LATHES
DIRECT PERSONAL SERVICE.
LARGE DISCOUNT FOR CASH

NO INTEREST CHARGED
for easy terms.

CAN ANYONE DO BETTER
I - for Lists, please. Dept. P.M.

BUTTERMERE WKS.. Sheffield, 8

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

For money -saving on a big scale there's
nothing to touch Wolf Cub Power Equipment! You can
slash pounds off repair bills, carry out your own modern-
isation schemes, make all kinds of smart new furniture
and fitments, etc., and take all the drudgery out of
household chores. It's so simple to own Cub equipment!
Starting with a Cub drill and adding low-priced attach-
ments as required, you can build up a complete power
workshop. Fill in and post coupon today-it will bring vou
a fully illustrated brochure.

11°w 11111\1, WOLF CUB GIVES
MORE POWER OPERATIONS

Portable and Bench Drilling, Sanding,

T.V.T V. Suppressed

CUB DRILL Hedge Trimming, Engraving, Carving, etc.

Woodturning, Planing, Fretsawing,
Polishing, Buffing, Sawing and Grooving,

Fully guaranteed EASY TERMS AVAILABLE ON KITS

£5.17.6 Obtainable from all leading Tool
and Electrical Dealers.

Wolf Cub
POWER EQUIPMENT

'The Family Favourite'

Please send
descriptive

Brochure of Name
Wolf Cub

Equipment and
details of Easy

Payments Plan

To all "PRACTICAL MECHANICS" Readers - -1
Dept. 105, Wolf Electric Tools Ltd.,
Hanger Lane, London, W.S

Address
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Develop Your
Latent Talents
Pelmanism is Your

nest investment
You must have often asked

yourself why you don't get
what you want out of life. The
answer is that your mind is a
battle -ground where confidence
and inferiority complex strive
for control. When confidence
has the upper hand things go well
for you. In business, in social
life, in affairs of the heart, your
confidence brings success.

Then why are you not always
confident ? Over a million men
and women have proved that
confidence can be increased by
Pelmanism and that inferiority
complex can be conquered for
ever.

Is your enemy here ? Amongst
the hindrances and troubles swept
away for ever by Pelmanism are-
Worry Procrastination
Indecision Mind -Wandering
Frustration Lack of Confidence
Forgetfulness Unnecessary Fears

When you have cleared your
mind of its difficulties and weak-
nesses, Pelmanism will tune your
mind, sharpen and strengthen
it and develop many of these
stirring qualities-

Initiative Ambition
Originality Personality
Concentration Self-ConSdence
Earning Power Reliable Memory
All qualities of the utmost

value in every walk of life.
Practical Psychology

applied to your own needs
Pelmanism is an education not

from outside, but from within
you. It makes all other education
fruitful because it shows you how
to use it. Unlike any other form
of training, Pelmanism helps you
to use all your power, your know-
ledge and your strength of mind
and character, while others can
use only a fraction of the
dormant ability that they were
born with.

The Pelman Course is fully
described in a book entitled
"The Science of Success" which
will be sent to you, gratis and post
free, on application to :-

PELMAN INSTITUTE,
130, Norfolk Mansions,

Wigmore Street, London, W.1
IVELbeck 1411 2

POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY

To the Pelman Institute,
13o, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore

St., London, W.t.
Please send me, gratis and post free,

" The Science of Success "

Name

Address

Reduced fees for H.M. Forces
Established over 60 years

PELAIAN, OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES. DELHI:
10 Alipore Road. MELBOURNE : 396 Flinders
I ane. DURBAN : Natal Bank Chambers (P.O.
Box 1488). PARIS : 176 Boulevard Hauss-
mon. A MSTERDA : Prinsenaracht 1021.
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GALPIN'S
ELECTRICAL STORES

408, HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM,
S.E.I 3.

Tel, : Lee Green 0309. Nr. Lewisham
Hospital.

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER
(No. C.O.D.).

All Goods sent on 7 days' approval
against cash

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/
230 volts OUTPUT 0/9/18 volts at 3/4
amps., 25/- each , another output 14/0/12i
volts 2 amps., 25/- each ; another suitable
for soil heating, garage lighting, etc.,
0/14/17/ volts, 20/25 amps., 52/6 each ;
another 4 volts 20 amps. twice, 35/- each.
EX -GOVT. ROTARY CONVERTORS
24 volts D.C. Input 50 volts 50 cycles, 1

phase at 450 watts. OUTPUT (complete
with Step Up Transformer) from 50 volts to
230 volts, L13/10/- each or CONVERTOR
only L9/I0/-each.
EX -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTORS
110 volts D.C. Input. Output 230 volts 50
cycles I phase 250 watts capable of 50 per
cent. overload, in good condition, guaran-
teed weight approx. 110 lb. L13/10/ -each.
SPARK COILS complete with trembler,
at spark on 4 to 6 volts, 17/6. F./P., 1/6.
TOTE SWITCHES multi contact, with
operating gear, large 25/-, small 15/,

H.P. D.C. MOTORS, 110 volts, 3,000
r.p.m. new, large size, 35/- ; starters to
suit N.V.R., 25/-.
MAGSLIP motors, 50 volts A.C. large
size, as new, 8/6. P./P., 1/6.
A.C. MOTORS, 230 volts, sewing machine
size..35/-. P./F.
IRON CLAD safety switches, 2 pole,
DP/DT 250 volts, 60 amp. new, 18/6. P./P.,
1/6.
D.C. MOTORS, 24 volts, large size, 8/6.
P./P., 1/..
ROTARY CONVERTERS, with .all
smoothing and control, input 28 volts,
D.C., output 300 volts, 260 mA, 150 volts.
10 mA and 14.5 volts at 5 amp., all outputs
are D.C., as new, 45/-. P./P. 2/6.
LARGE METER movements, fairly low
F.S.D. average 6 in. deflection, very high

401. quality, 7/6. P./P., 1/6.
MOVING COIL meters, all 2 to 3 in.
dia., damaged cases or glasses, 3 for 10/-,
guaranteed one sound meter ; 6 for 18/,
two sound meters, no junk, all are, or
suitable for, M/A meters.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS all 200/250
volts primaries (New) Heavy duty Output
combination of 0/6/12/18/24/30/36 volts 4/5
amps., 38/6 each. Ditto 6/8 amps., 51/6 each.
Ditto 15 amps. Output 75/- each. Another
with combination of 0/6/12/18/24 volts 6/8
amps., 51/6 each. Ditto 10/12 amps., 58/6
each. Ditto 25/30 amps. Output 85/- each.
MEDIUM SPOT WELDER TRANS-
FORMERS. Input 200/250 volts, OUTPUT
combination of 0/2/4/6/8/10/12 volts at
50/70 amps., 0/7/6 each. Ditto 120/150
amps. Output, L7/10/- each.
PRE -PAYMENT I/- SLOT METERS
200/250 volts A.C. 10 amp. size only, 100
per cent, overload set at 2d. per unit
(guaranteed 12 months), f3/17/6 each.
Ditto credit type 10 amps. only, 25/- each.
RECTIFIERS FOR CHARGERS 6 or 12
volts Output 2 amps., 9/6 each, 4 amps.,
22/6 each, 6 amps., 36/- each. MAINS
TRANSFORMERS to suit, 25/-, 30/- and
46/6 each respectively.
EX -CANADIAN EX -GOVT. ROTARY
TRANSFORMERS for No. 19 receiver.
Input 12 volts D.C. OUTPUTS 275 volts 110
M/amps. ; also another output of 500 volts
50 M/amps. completely smoothed, 30/ -
each.
AUTO WOUND Voltage changer
TRANSFORMERS. Tapped 0/110/200/
230/250 volts 200 watts, 48/6 each ; 350
watts, 57/6 each ; 500 watts, 76/6 each ;
1,000 watts, E6/5/- each ; 1,500 watts,
L13/5/- each ; 3,000 watts, f17/10/...
EX-R.A.F. ROTARY TRANSFORMERS
Input 24/28 volts D.C. OUTPUT. 1,200
volts 70 M/amps, hour rating, 10/- each.
Ditto 18/24 volts D.C. Input 450 volts 50
M/amps., Output constant, 25/- each. These
latter ones can be used as motors off A.C.
mains with a little alteration.
ROTARY CONVERTORS. Input 24
volts D.C. Output 50 or 100 volts A.C. 500
cycles 1 phase at 300 watts, E8/10/- each.
Any TRANSFORMERS made to order
within 7 days from date of order. Please
ask for quote. Numerous other items in
stock. Please ask for quotation.
Clients in Eire & Northern Ireland, please
ask for quotation as to carriage charges.
The above charges only apply to England.
Open all day Saturday. Splendid odd bargain

MOW for visitors.

RUSTED
FITTINGS?

Free them quickly with

Shell Easing Oil

011111 A

Shell Easing Oil
comes in a handy 8 oz.
tin with special pourer
spout to eliminate
waste.

Here's the way to free those rusted
fittings ! Free them quickly, too.
Shell Easing Oil is sure and swift,
penetrates deeply to loosen and
free.

From nuts and bolts to taps and
pipe joints, from bicycle frames to
window catches, Shell Easing Oil
is the answer to your rusted parts
problem.

SHELL EASING OIL is very handy in the
house. Buy some to -day -good ironmongers
stock Shell Easing Oil.

 Increased Output
Push -Push Switch

 Hinged Front
 Pre -focus Bulb
 Meets All Regulations

CYCLE DYNAMO SETS

JOSEPH LUCAS (CYCLE ACCESSORIES) LTD CHESTER STREET BIRMI NG HAM 4
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ELECTRO MAGNETIC COUNTERS

Post Office type 11A, counting to 9,999.
2 to 6 volts D.C., 12/6 each, post 1/6.
VENTAXIA FANS. -Brand New. Silent
running. 230/250 volt A.C., 130/-. 12 volt
D.C., 90'-. Post 3/,
CHARTBOARDS.-Complete with panto-
graph arm, perspex scale, protractor head.
Ideal as a drawing board, 17in. square.
Brand new, 25/-. Post 3;-.
HEADPHONES, Balanced Armature. -
Very sensitive sound powered 12/6 pair.
post 1/6. 2 pair can provide 2 -way com-
munication without batteries.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. -Input 24 v.
D.C. Output 100 watts at 230 v. A.C. 150
watts at 200 v. 92/8, also available in metal
case with switch, 105/-. Cge. 73.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. -Input 24 v.
D.C. Output 150 watts at 230 v. A.C. 203
watts at 220 v., in wood case with 0/303
voltmeter, 4 position switch and voltage
Cr egge u. l al Ot

resistance 150/-. 12 v. input 170/-.

BULKHEAD FITTING. -gin. diem., flat
tripod type, suitable for lamps up to 103
watt, complete with pushbar switch lamp -
holder. Ideal for farm buildings, garages.'
greenhouses. etc. Brand new, 17/6, Post 2/6.
ROOM THERMOSTAT. -Adjustable be-
tween 45 and 75 deg. Fahr. 250 volts 10 amp.
A.C. Ideal for greenhouses, etc., 35/-, post

, .

MOTOR. -12 volt D.C., llin. x 2in. approx.
3,000 r.p.m. with speed regulator in end cap.
A precision job. 12/6, Post 1/6. -

GEARED MOTORS. -4 r.p.m. at 12 volts,
8 r.p:m, at 24 volts, very powerful, supplied
with a suppressor which can easily be re-
moved. 35/-, post 2/6.
TERMINAL BLOCKS. -2 -way fully pro-
tected No. 5C/430, 4!- doz., 50 for 15/. or
100 251-. 3 -way, 8/- doz., 30/- for 50. Post 1/6.
VARIABLE RESISTANCE, -160 ohms, 2
amps, on 101in. Twin 'Ceramic formers with
control handle. Suitable for dimming, etc.
35/-, post 2/9.
TELEPHONE SETS, MODERN DESK
TYPE. -28.17.6 per pair complete.
WALL TYPE also available, 2 complete
units £5. Batteries 5/6. Twin Wire 5d. per yd.
RELAYS, HIGH SPEED SIEMENS 1,700
+1.700 ohms, just the job for radio -eon -
trolled models, 17/6 each. Post 1/3.
INSPECTION LAMPS with wire guard.
strong clip. S.B.C. Holder, 22ft. C.T.S.
flex. Ideal for all car owners. 22/8, post 2/6.
CHARGING RECTIFIERS. -Full Wave
Bridge 12 volts 2 amps.,13/6, 4 amps., 22/6.
2 amp. Transformers 24/-, 4 amp. 27/3. post
2/-.
GENALEX EXTRACTION FANS. -230!
250 volts 50 cy. Induction motor, 1,330 r. p.m.
85 watts, 9in. blades, silent running, 26/15/-.
Cge. 7/6.
A.C. MOTORS, 1 third h.p. 1,425 r.p.m.,

shaft, Ball Bearings, 220/230 volts. Contin-
uous rating. Brand New. 213/10/.. Cge. 10/-.

Capacitor 230 volts 1/10 h.p.
1,425 r.p.m., Tin. x 6in. x 5in. overall, 23110/,

l2encred VshaOLftT2i.D...C.3i1,11.,(18T/60,RpoSstwagitehl,d6ouble

HEADPHONES, HIGH RESISTANCE.
-4,000 ohms. New, 12/6 Pr., post 1/6.
SWITCHES. -A row of 5 in a flush mount-
ing bakelite moulding 511n. x llin. x 2in.
Ideal for model railways, 5/6, post 1/6.
VACUUM PUMPS or Rotary Blowers. -
Ex R.A.F. Brand New. 7 cu. ft. per min.
10 lbs. per sq. M. at 1,200 r.p.m. Size 6in. x
4in. x 4in., 2 x /in. shaft, 22/6 each, post 2/6.
PORTABLE ELECTRIC BLOWER. -
233 watts 220-230 volts. Enclosed type with
handle. Bft. of metallic flexible hose and
nozzle, 7 yds. C.T.S. flex. 130/- complete.
Carriage 7/6.
INSPECTION LAMP. -With Battery case.
Fits on forehead. Leaves hands free, 7/6,
post 1/6. Ever Ready Battefy No. 1215.

VOLTMETERS,
post 6d,

D.C.-0-20, 0-40, or 0-303.
2in. Flush, 10/8 each, post 1/6.
INSTRUMENT RECTIFIERS. -Full wave
Bridge 1 mA., 8/6; 5 mA., 7/6: 50 mA., 5,'- ea.,

rcst9d.CELL TESTING VOLTMETERS. -3-0-3.
In leather case with prods, 25/, post 21-.
MICROAMMETERS, 250 F.S.D. 311n.
Specially scaled for test Meters. 551.. 2in.
Flush, 0/500, 27/8, 21in. 0/100, 42/6. Post F6.
VOLTMETERS for A.C. Mains 50 ey.
reading 0 to 300 volts with clear 5in. dial only
f0/- ; 241n. Flush, 25!- ; 0/15 volts A.C./D.C.
21in. Flush. 15/6. Post 1/6.
AMMETERS. -21n. Flush Moving Coil
D.C., 0/00. 10/6: 0/50 or 50-0-50, 1216 ea.
Post 1/6.
LOUDSPEAKERS. -P.M. 121n. Plessey.
3 ohms, special price 32/6. post 2/-. Also 10in.
in Portable Wood Case 17in. x 17in. x 611n.
complete with flex and plug in special com-
partment, only NI-, carriage 5/,

WILCO ELECTRONICS
Dept. P.M.

204, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,
CROYDON.
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Southampton Street, Strand, London,
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Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London

«H\'.1" I THINIC.
The Cycle Show to be Biennial

THE Council of the Bicycle Manufac-
turers Association has taken the
decision to run the Cycle and Motor

Cycle Show after the 1956 Exhibition, now in
course of preparation, every two years. The
next exhibition will, therefore, be held in
1958. It has been apparent since the war that
developments in the bicycle trade have been
insufficient to warrant an annual exhibition.
In fact; it can be said that bicycle design has
become almost static and standardised, and
what changes are made are made for the sake
of changing design and cannot be considered
as improvements. As far as the motor cycle
side of the industry is concerned, trade has
been quite healthy for the past three or
four years, but the minor competition of
motorised bicycles and lightweight motor
cycles has somewhat eaten into the demand
for the motor cycle proper. Additionally, the
adverse publicity given to the sport of motor-
cycling has caused sales to drop.

It cannot be denied that a motorised
bicycle has affected the sale of bicycles, and a
movement which was sneered at with leering
contempt when it was introduced has now
taken root and is flourishing. Those bicycle
manufacturers who have entered this field
were wise in their generation, wise to ignore
the insincere opposition of the C.T.C.

That stupid school which for years has been
vapouring both in print and out of it against
motorised bicycles has received something of
a quietus. According to their oft -expressed
view, you are not a " real " cyclist unless you
ride an ultra -lightweight machine, painted in
circus colours, festooned with gadgets, and
pelt along the highway as fast as you can every
day in the year, irrespective of the weather.
They write glibly of the joys of riding in ice
and snow, in fog and in rain, when every
cyclist avoids being on the road under such
weather conditions. It is, of course, easy to
write in this strain from the comfort of an
armchair, and I have always strongly sus-
pected that some writers have never under-
taken the tours they claimed. A few guide
books, some photographs donated by kindly
friends, and it is easy!
One well-known artist
prepared his touring
sketches from photo-
graphs that gave the
impression that he lived
on his bicycle with his
sketchbook under his
arm.

It must be admitted
that the Cycle Show
has ceased to be the
attraction that it was.
It has become more of
a trade event than an
exhibition which at-
tracts public attention.

Even in the days of
the Stanley Show there
were rifts and dis-
sensions. The late J.
Dring, the Stanley
Show secretary, when
asked in 1891 whether
he thought the show

was going to be a success, replied in the
affirmative, stating that the cycling club " is
now so large that the majority of people
interested in the wheel know scarcely anything
of the dissensions that have arisen in the cyCle
trade. Pneumatic tyres, in any case, will be
sufficient attraction to save the show." The
dissension to -day, however, is largely amongst
the sporting element, and concerns the fight
for control. Anyway, the trade will now have
a space of two years in which to think up some
new designs which can claim to be real im-
provements, as distinct from changes in colour
finish and frame angles. There is plenty of
room for improvement, too. The built-in gear
is still a pipe dream, and so is the shaft drive
to eliminate the chain. There is no valid
reason why these obvious improvements
should not be produced forthwith, and we
predict that any manufacturer who has the
enterprise to market a shaft -driven bicycle
with a two- or three -speed gear built into the
bottom bracket would be assured of an un-
precedented demand.

If it is insisted that the bicycle that we know
to -day is incapable of much further improve-
ment, then the need for an exhibition at all
vanishes.

Frank Urry Passes On
IT is with the greatest regret that I have to

record the death of my old friend and
colleague, Frank Urry, M.B.E. He was un-
doubtedly the greatest exponent of the
pastime of cycling as distinct from the sport
since the death of his father, the late John
Urry. Frank Urry rode a bicycle for the love
of it, and he kept it up day after day, year in
and year out until the last year or so of his
life. Of a philosophical turn of mind, he
recorded his wheeling thoughts in prose and
verse, and words of eulogy of the pastime
simply poured from him. He was an excellent
after -dinner speaker, and much sought after
in this respect. He was one of the few cycling
journalists who practised what he preached.
His touring articles were written from the
saddle and not the fireside, and he relied upon
his own experience of the roads, lanes and
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"Turville.

By F. J. C.
villages rather than on pocket guide -book
data. He was a keen advocate of the cause of
cycling, but he was tolerant and understanding
of the other point of view, and because of this
he often clashed with the militant firebrands
who have, by their attitude, done so much to
damage the cause of cycling.

For many years he carried on the oldest
cycling journal in the world-Bicycling News-
of which his father was the editor, and on
which Alfred Harmsworth, later to become
Lord Northcliffe, served his apprenticeship
to journalism. When the proprietors of
The Cyclist acquired the proprietorship of
Bicycling News, I became the editor of it, but
it became one of the early casualties during
the war, and was merged with a cycling
trade paper. He continued to work for me
as a contributor until a short time before his
death when, as he wrote to me, he had decided
to lay down his pen because he had given up
cycling and, as he could no longer write from
personal experience, he preferred not to write
about his memories.

He was for many years a keen worker and a
member of the council of the C.T.C. and,
indeed, printed their house journal (he was
the proprietor of The Colmore Press, Bir-
mingham) until an internecine conflict caused
him to sever a lifelong association with the
C.T.C., to hand back the trophy which had
been awarded to him for his services and to
depart from cycling politics generally.

He once told me that cycling politics, like a
great deal of cycling sport, had always been
unclean, and he was very much in favour of
purging the Augean stables of the deadwood.
and the old fogies who had come to regard
themselves as the proprietors of the sport.
Indeed, it was his impression that Yorkshire
owned and controlled the C.T.C. and ruled it
by a sort of divine right.

He founded the Centenary Club in 1939 in
recognition of the centenary of the invention
of the first rear -driven bicycle by Kirkpatrick
Macmillan. This fact ought to be stressed,
because the late B. W. Best, through the
columns of the Daily Herald, claimed the
credit for this. All of the details for the
formation of the Centenary Road Club were
jointly discussed between Urry and myself,
and Best was unaware of it until the club was
de facto. Frank was the first president of the
club, and was president when he died.

As far as clubs were concerned his chief
interest was in the Midland C. and A.C., which
he joined at the age of 15, becoming secretary
after five years. He remained secretary for a
large number of years and was editor of the
club journal, The Roll Call, for 21 years. He
was president of the club for 1927-28 ; he
became at one time president of the C.T.C.
The whole of cycledom will mourn his passing,
for apart from a few opponents in the C.T.C.,
it is true to say that he had not an enemy.
The pastime can ill -afford to lose men of the
character and fine spirit of Frank Urry, and I
shall miss him more than most.

I hope that efforts are made by the cycle
trade to perpetuate his memory, for he was the
industry's best ambassador, and many thous-
ands were attracted to the pastime as the result
of the sincere advocacy of his writing.-
F. J. C.
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How to Apply a Lasting and - Attractive
Finish at Home

TO re -enamel a cycle frame it is essential
that it first be stripped down com-
pletely ; not only must all the com-

ponents be removed, but also the bottom
bracket and the head bearing assembly. It
may be found difficult to remove the right-
hand fixed bottom bracket cup, and if this is
the case it can be left in place and covered
with adhesive tape to protect it from the
enamel. A similar technique may be employed

P'ece of
wood

Hole drilled in
seat pillar

Fig. 2.-Methods

Hanging cord

L shaped
saddle pillar

of hanging the frame.

to protect the frame parts of the head races
if these are difficult to remove.

Before painting is commenced, all the old
enamel should be stripped. The easiest way
to do this is to use one of the numerous
proprietary paint softeners now available,
followed by vigorous scraping with an old
knife. It is possible to enamel over the old
finish after smoothing it with emery cloth,
but better results are possible by enamelling
straight on to the bare steel. An old knife
with a pointed blade is useful for extracting
paint from the intricacies of filed lugwork and
when the frame is completely clean it should
be emery -papered smooth. It is inadvisable to
use a blowlamp on a cycle frame as the brazed
joints could be weakened by too fierce a heat.

Paints and Brushes
The best material to use is one of the

numerous proprietary brands of brushing
cellulose or a high -quality hard gloss enamel,
and painting technique will depend upon the
particular type of enamel purchased. Such
information as whether undercoat should be
used or whether one or two coats should be
applied is usually supplied with the paint.
Whatever cellulose or enamel is used it is
certain that for the best results a soft, good -
quality brush should be employed and most
workers will find that a fin. brush is the most
convenient size. A far superior job results

*W. when a spray gun is used and if one of the
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small units designed
for the handyman
is available its use
is recommended.

Hanging the Frame
For the actual painting

operation the frame should
be hung the right way up as
shown in Fig. 1. Some

ideas for attach-
ing cords for
hanging the
frame are shown
in Fig. 2.

I find that the
best results are
obtained when the frame is hung
low, as the worker is then looking
at the frame in the position iewill
be in when in use. If it is hung
above the head, one is inclined to

\miss streaks on the top of the
tubes, which is the most noticeable
place. An ideal arrangement is
to hang the frame on -pulleys and
haul it up and down as required,
but care must be taken that fluff
and bits do not fly off the hanging
cords and stick on the wet
enamel.

Paint one tube at a time and
inspect each one to see that it is
covered all round. Always finish
painting with long brush strokes
down the length of the tube, as this
results in a smoother finish. Care
must be taken to keep paint from
the threads inside the bottom
bracket. If they do get paint
on them, it should be removed
before it dries.

The actual site where the paint-
ing is carried out should be a dust -
free room, garage or workshop, and
the frame should be left com-

pletely undisturbed throughout the drying
period.

Colour Schemes
Although there can be no doubt that the

smartest and most serviceable colour for a cycle
frame is black, it can be painted any colour
at all, or, for that matter, any two colours.

Clean edge

Adhesive
tape

Contrast panel

Paint overflow

Fig. 3.-Obtaining
a neat seat -tube

panel.

x.-Method
of working.

Contrasting colours are usually chosen and
some favourite colour schemes are red and
green, maroon and pale blue, red and grey,
green and yellow, dark blue and light blue or
any of these main colours with white.

A good scheme is to use one colour for the
frame and another contrasting colour for the
forks and a panel on the seat tube. Similarly,
the head tube between the top and bottom

Fig. 4 . -
Picking out
lugs in a
contrasting

colcur.

head lugs may be finished in a contrasting
colour.

It is not difficult for the amateur to achieve
this two-coloured effect. The head tube
panel can be painted in carefully with a small
artist's brush-after the main colour is dry, of
course ! The panel on the seat tube may be
painted in, using adhesive tape to prevent the
contrasting coloured paint from overflowing its
appointed area. The method of using this will
be apparent from Fig. 3.

A cycle frame may be further enhanced by
having the lugwork picked out in a contrasting
colour, particularly if the lugs are attractively
shaped and well filed. Fig. 4 shows the effect
that can be obtained, the type of brush to use
and method of steadying the hand.

Transfers and Badges
The final operation is to apply transfers.

Most cycle frame makers will supply transfers
for their own frames provided that the
applicant quotes the frame number. If the
maker's transfers are not available, individual
1 etters could be used to make up the name.
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Ifaidays begin at~ORM ,/
CAR SEAT

COVERS

Special quality hard wearing
ribbed Autocord in Brown,
Green, Maroon, Blue.

Per seat: Small Front
Small Rear
Large Front
Large Rear

For all popular makes. Special sizes at
short notice.

BEDFORD CORD from Sgns. per set.

OILS & GREASES

All the leading Multi-
grade Oils in sealed
cans. Castrolite
2 2, quarts 3 10,
galls. 13'7. Mobiloil
Special quarts 4 9,
galls 17 4. Duckhams
Q5500 quarts 4 8,
galls. 17 10. Energol
Visco Static pts. 2.7,
quarts 4 8, galls. 17 2

ENAMELS &
BRUSHES

Nuagane touch-up co! -
ours. Can be supplied in
an exact match to manu-
facturers shades for nearly every car and
motorcycle on the road. Buy a tin, just
in case. .1 pc. 2 II pt. 5'-.
A full range of lacquers for brushing and
spraying, spray guns, brushes, abrasives,
rust removers, etc., always in stock.

PLUGS

Lodge Standard... 5 6
Lodge Sports ... S 6
Champion Standard,
short & long reach 5;-
K.L.G. Standard,
Sports & Long Reach 5:-
Wipac Standard... 3 6

TOOLS
Full range of
Spanners, Screw-
drivers, Pliers,
Soldering Sund-
ries, etc.

SPRAY GUNS
UNIDA MAJOR SPRAY GUN. The
latest addition to our successful
range of Spray Guns. Neat and
effective, will spray any material,
including flock. 25 -.
Full range of spares available.

Mecco Gun ... 63.15.0 Bylock Gun ... El. 7.0
Burgess Gun .. 63.15.0 Bylock Outfit
Elextrix Gun ... LI. 4.6 complete E9.19.6
Elextrix Oath Crystal Gun ... 63. 5.0

complete 69.7.0 Unida Cycle Gun 8.6

ASH TRAYS Bakelite suction fitting
as illustrated

.

I -
"Stadium" Bakelite "D" shape
suction fitting ... 33
" Desmo Dash filling 6 I

POLISHERS, ETC.

"Nenette" Polishing

41811111D"'
Flexy Brush 39 6.

Extension Handle for use
with Flexy Brush ... 14L

Lambswool Polishing Mitt ... ... 12 6
Spontex " Sponges 4 6,6.6 & 7 -

" Wetcort Car Viscose Sponge

Chamois Leathers, from 5 6
Polishing Cloths, from ... ... 12
Stockinette Rolls T 6 & 49
Stockinette Dusters ... I -
" Vantona " Super Soft Polishing

19

CLEANERS & POLISHES

Liquid Polishes.
Autobrite Silicone ...
Simoniz Liquid Kleener
Simoniz Bodyglaze...
Carplate Polish ...
Carplate Cleaner ..,

Wax Polishes.
Simoniz Polish
Simoniz Cleaner

s-
s -
s -
s -
3 6

s -

Chrome Polish.
Simoniz Chrome Polish... 2,6
Rust Preventer.
Rustancide 1,,-lbs. 3,6; I-lbs. 6'-;
Ruscanode Thinners 1-pts. 2 9;
1-pts. 4 -; pts. 6,-.
Tckall 3 6.

Rust Remover.

Jcnolite 3 -oz. I 10; 1-pts. 3,9.

Hand Cleaners.
Swarfega I 6. Giant Pack 4 8.
Rozalex Tins 2 6. Tubes I 9.

Emery Cloth.
White Back Grade F &
per sheet. Grade 2-6d. per
sheet. Blue Twill, Grade F &

I per sheet. Grade 2
10/4. per sheet.

Cheek these aeoneor/es he/ore yea go at one of the
228 Z'ranches throughout ens/and, Scot/and, 04.1/Ya/es

WATSON'S SPECIAL OFFERS

ASTRO
COMPASS

18/6
POST 2/6

These are very line
precision instru-
ments complete in
transit case.

POWER UNIT FOR ELECTRIC
RAZORS from 12 or 24v. batteries. Small
convertor suitable for use with any 110-230v.
A.C. D.C. razor.
TOOL BOXES, 1111.n. x 10in. x 31in. Heavy
gauge steel. Three compartments, hasp
and staple, carrying handle. 7;6. Post 2/-.
ELECTRIC BELLS, 12e. Size 41in. x 31in.
Exceptional value. 6/8. Post- 1i3.
BALL RACES taken from Predictor.
5/16in. bore. 7 8in. diarn., lin. wide. Five
for IC-, 10;26/, c1Post 6.
MILLIAMP METER, 0-250 and 0-500.
21in. diem. PRICE 15/-, Post 1:-.
CLOCKWORK MOTORS. Exceptionally
well made, heavy brass double spring
motors taken from gun predictors. 37/8
each. Post 2;6.
LENS UNITS. Consisting of two On. lens
in brass focussing mount with adjustment
2,1n. overall. 14/6, Post

BRAND--qn?
/ NEW B.S.A.

" COM-
MANDO"
CYCLES

79/6
CARR. 5/ -

Hundreds of bargains' available. Send 4d.
stamp for MONSTER ILLUSTRATED LIST.

EASTERN MOTORS,
ALDEBURGH, SUFFOLK,

PHONE : 51

For further details write to :-

Make tracks for
your Garden . . .

And make them now with dry,
sunshiny days ahead and the long
light evenings of summer. What
are your materials ? Track
parts, a few lengths of wood, a
pound or so of mixed sand and
cement and whatever else your
ingenuity may suggest. So easy
is it to begin this boundless,
fascinating hobby. And what
an attraction it will be, and how
your friends will admire it
There's twice the interest in a

garden that is served by a real
live working railway.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD
21, Kingswell Street, Northampton

London : 112, High Holborn, W.C.I. Manchester : 28, Corporation Street.

INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS
A selection of General Purpose and Radio Transformers, of high-class manufacture.
vacuum impregnated and conservatively rated. Available from radio and electrical
component stockists, or in cases of difficulty direct.
Please quote reference Numbers. each
M.1. -25e0,250 CO m,a 6.3 v. :3 a. 5 v. 2 a. 23/8

M.3. -Model Makers 0-30 v. 2a. Practically any intermediate voltages obtainable 22/8
M.3.A.-As M.3 but 4 amp. output ... 45/-
M.4. -Auto- wound voltage changing type 110-200-530-250 v. 150 watts... 22/8
M.5. -Battery Charger type 4 amps output 22/8
M.5.A.-As M.5 but 1.75 amps output ... 151-
M.5.13. -As M.5 but 2.5 amps output ... ... 18/8

... 29/6

... 32!6

All above types open mounting, but available half -shrouded and totally enclosed.
Mallard-Osram Amplifier maths transformer, totally enclosed

DOUGLAS ELECTRONIC IND., LTD.,
BRINKLOW, RUGBY.

BOMB SIGHT comPuroR

FOR THE MODEL MAKER
Packed with beautifully made gears,
Driving Shafts, Bearings, Gyroscopes,
Motors, etc., ail of which have un-
limited use. Every model maker will
find chat one of these computors will
save pounds, and hours of labour.

Price 62.19.6 earr. paid

SURFACE TABLES

:'irst grade Suriace Tables at a price
the Model Maker can afford. These
Tables are either as new or new.
Planed to an extremely high degree
of accuracy. Limited quantity only.

8" x 12" 64.10.0 carr. paid.
12" x 18" 65.10.0 carr. paid.

Also larger Industrial
Surface Tables, Prices

on application.

BLACKBUSHE AIRPORT,
CAMBERLEY, SURREY

Fhone : CAMBERLEY 1600
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24 v. Blower Motors as used for Hedge
Trimmer, 18/9.
Transformers, Input 200/240 v. Sec.
tapped 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-3)
volts at 2 amps., 22/-. 17-11-5 volts at
5 amps., 22/9. 17-11-5 volts at I/ amps.,
16/9. 6.3 volts, 2 amps., 8/6. 12 months'
guarantee.
Model Makers' Files with handles. Set
of 6 assorted in wallet. 10/-.

Selenium Rectifiers F.W. 12-6 volt, 100
mA 4/-. IA, 8/6 3 A., 14/9, 4 A.. 23/6.
6 A., 30/, 250 v. 100 mA H.W., 10/-.
300 mA., 17/6.
Miniature 12 or 6 v. Relays, 10 amp.
Silver Contacts. SM, DM or SM and
B, SCO, 8/6. Also 11 v. DCO, 8/6.
M/c Microphones with matched trans-
former, 15/9
New A.C./D.C. Motors 24 v. 2 A. bin. x
2*in. Spindle I in. x tin., 18/9.
Chrome Vanadium H.S. Steel Twist
Drills. Sets of 9, *in. to tin., 3/9.
Sets of 7, full size, 6/-. Sets of 13, 10/,
All in wallets.
12 v. D.C. Relays. S.P. D.C. 25 amp., 8/6.

Rheostats, 12 v. I A., 276. 12v. 5 A., 10/6.

New 6 v. Oak Vibrators. 4 Pin, 8/9.
Fishing Rod Aerials. Sets of 3, 7/6,
Sets of 2, 5/-, plus 1/6 Rail Charge.
Uniselector Switches 50 point 3 bank
50 v. D.C., 26/, Also 50 point 2 bank
12 v. D.C., 21/6.
Veeder Counters. 24/50 v. D.C. 0-9999,
15/6.

Ex. R.A.F. Sparking Plugs. 14 mm.
Lodge, 4 for 5/, 6 for 7/6. .

Handy Screwdriver Kit in Wallet. 3
Standard, 2 Phillips and Scriber, 9/6.

Relays. We can supply any voltage at
Contact Combination.

All Carriage Paid in U.K.

THE
RADIO& ELECTRICAL MART
309, Harrow Rd., Wembley, Middx

Nr. The Triangle.
Telephone : WEMbley 660

The Importance of Knowing
How to Learn
LANGUAGES

ir HE only satisfactory method of
I- learning a foreign language is
the direct method. In other words,
you must learn French in French,
German in German, Spanish in
Spanish, and Italian in Italian.
That is the Pelman system, and it is
the only way. It naturally follows
from this that the old-fashioned
burden of memorising long lists of
foreign words is entirely abolished
when you learn a language by the
direct way.

Another consequence is that it
practically eliminates the difficulties
And drudgeries of learning compli-
cated grammatical rule§ and excep-
tions. It teaches you not only to
read a foreign language, but to write,
speak and understand it thoroughly
and efficiently.

There are no classes to attend.
You pick up the foreign language by
correspondence in your spare time,
in half the usual period.

Write for Free Book To -day
The Pelman method of ;earning

languages is explained in four little
books, one for each language :

FRENCH SPANISH
GERMAN ITALIAN

(Also Courses in Afrikaans and Urdu)

State which book you want and
it will be sent to you, with a speci-
men lesson, gratis and post free.
PELMAN LANGUAGES INSTITUTE,

130, Norfolk Mansions,
Wigmore Street, London, W.I.

VVELbeck 1411/2

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES: Delhi
Melbourne, Durban, Parts. Amsterdam.

5.
SILK SCREEN PRINTER

with ALL SUPPLIES

& FREE COURSE !

PRINTS IN SIX COLOURS This is the
great new

printing and colouring process for amateurs or
professionals alike and all hobbyists. It versatility
is enormous. It will print a few copies, or hundreds,
to a professional standard, in solid colours, or intricate
designs, on cloth. paper, wood, glass, metal, etc. Print
greeting cards, toys, models, drawings. paintings in full
colour, photographs. type -script. Fluorescent colours.
suede flock and novelty finishes, transfer papers for print-
ing your own transfers also available. Can also be used as
first-rate duplicator with any typewriter. Nowhere
else is such a large and comprehensive outfit offered
for so little money. As supplied to H.M. Government,
Educational Authorities, Printers and private users
throughout the world. Thousands testify to the
quality and amazing value. Do not miss Pas oppor-
tunity.
-ON PAPER, WOOD, CLOTH, PLASTICS, etc.
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS SERVICE

(Graphic Arts Div.),
DOCKING ROAD, SEDGEFORD, NORFOLK

This IS the

BARGAIN OF THE YEAR

SEE WHAT
THE VALUEET

Large 16in. x 121n. PRINT-
ING FRAME. Stout Lamin-

ated WOODEN BASE.
Patented ADJUSTABLE
HINGES (for printing on
material up to tin. thick).
Fine Quality SQUEEGEE

SIX CONTAINERS COL-
OURS - Red, Blue, Yellow,

Green, Black, White.
STENCIL FILM (design
traced and applied with hot

iron).
STENCIL CUTTERS and
HOLDER. Register Guides,
Masking Tape, etc., etc.

And FREE 10/- COURSE
giving step by step procedure
for every application of pro-
cess, including PHOTO
STENCILS. DAYGLO.

FLOCK finishes, etc.

for 47/6 gm
REFUND GUARANTEED

IF NOT APPROVED
WITHIN 7 DAYS.

THE ULTRA LENS AIDS PRODUCTION
This unequalled
electric magnifier
is of the most
modern design
and has proved
its extreme
and sustained
usefulness to
countless indus-
trial firms en.
gaged on minute
examination of uir-
faces of every con-
ceivable object.
The ULTRA LENS is used ex-
tensively in collieries, foundries,
electricity works, tool shops,
forges, motor works, and practically every
branch of the engineering trade. TELE-
VISION engineers need it to examine
INTERLACING of picture.

Write today for full particulars and price list to

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY

Whether yo u are manufacturing, buying or selli ng,
there are occasions when you have to submit
some objects to a very close scrutiny. At
these times the ULTRA LENS becomes

indispensable.
Triple lenses ensure distortion -free

magnification and eliminate the
necessity for adjustment of

focus. The focus is
always perfect.The ULTRA

LENS achieves
a six -fold

magni-
fication

in abrill-
iantly-

lit field
which is

shadowless.

Tel. : TRAfalgar 2055
I7c, Oxandon Street,

London, S.W.1.

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE TIPPED TOOLS
PLUGGING DRILLS
For clean round holes in brick, concrete, tiles, marble, etc.,
for all. fixing jobs with Maso Plugs.

GLAZEMASTER
For drilling windows, mirrors, glasses, bottles, plate glass,
shelves, etc.

Write for Booklet P.M. Obtainable from your Tool Stockist,
and Ironmonger.

MASON
MASTER

tans now
,

Manufactured by
JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH, LTD., BRAUNSTON, NR. RUGBY

Tel: BRAUNSTON 351-2

SPECIAL OFFER
OF NEW AND EX. GOVERNMENT BINOCULARS & TELESCOPES
LIGHTWEIGHT PRISMATIC BINOCULARS. Brand new instruments of
highest quality. Recommended for general holiday use and long-range view-
ing. Tested and approved by Institut D'Optique de Paris. Lenses are coated for extra
brightness.
8 x 25 18.17. 6 All complete with
8 x 30 ... E12.10. 0 case and straps, and

10 x 35 II5.10. 0 post free U.K.
8 x SO COOKE TROUGHTON & SIMMS ELBOW TELESCOPE. A beauti-
fully made instrument with wonderful definition. Length I I in. Weight 6}lbs. Excel-
lent condition. 57/6. Post 2/6.
IDENTIFICATION TELESCOPES. Tremendous clarity and powers of I2X
and 30X with Object Glass dia. of 60mm.-makes it ideal for long-range viewing,
lunar observations, etc. Traversing and elevating gear enables fast-moving objects to
be sighted quickly. Nett weight 40lbs. Complete in fitted transit case and in excellent
condition. Original cost 0E15. LIS. Carriage free.
Satisfaction or full refund. Catalogue on request.

CHARLES FRANK
67-73, SALTMARKET, GLASGOW,. C.I. Phone : BELL 2106

8 Fine Offers ! ! !
TRANSFORMERS Double wound, all
sizes, for all purposes. Write for special
list and state requirements. Auto Trans-
formers. 230 volts input, 110 volts SO
watts, 30/-; 85 watts, 32/6 ; 150 watts, 42/6.
post 3/6. 500 watt Met -Vic. shrouded,
E4.15, carr. 4/6.
Test Transformers. 230 volts 50 cycles
input, 36,000 volts 200 watts output, air
cooled in vent. Metal case, £5.10, carr. 5/-.
Television Co -Axial Cable. Brand new.
70 ohms impedance, genuine permanoid,
10d. per yard, post 4d., or 30/- per 50 yd.
coil, carr. 2/6.
Table Telephones. G.P.O. Candlestick
type, carbon inset, ' switch -hook and
contact, long magnet bell receiver and
cords, 12/6 each, post 2/-, or 21/- per pair,
post 3/6.
Morse Keys. Air Ministry type on bakelite
base, beautifully balanced and ideal for
Morse Practice, 4/6 each, post 1/-.
Morse Practice Sets. Air Ministry
Morse Key on polished wood base with
space for battery and plated terminals.
Practice Buzzer in bakelite case, all wired
ready for use, 6/6, post 2/-.
Cut-outs. Ex. W.D., 12 or 24 volts 60
amps., enclosed in bakelite case, 15/,
post 1/6. Nevile Mercury Cut-outs in
iron case with glass front, 20 amps. for
72 cells, 35/ -,post 3/6.
Variable Slider Resistances. 500 ohms.
2 to 0.36 amps., graded geared movement
with hand wheel, 35/-, pott 3/6 ; 72 ohms
1.5 to 4 amps, enclosed, geared movement
with hand wheel, 85/-, carr. 4/6. Many
sizes in stock, or we can make to specifica-
tion. Write for list and state requirements.
Rotary Converters. Surplus stock, all
reconditioned, tested and guaranteed
24 volts D.C. to 230 volts A.C., 100 watri
95/-, carr. 5/-. 110 volts D.C., 230 volt;
A.C., 200 watts, £12.10. Starter, 45
carr. 10/, 24 volts D.C. input, 230 volts
A.C. output, in metal case, 100 watt size,
with voltmeter, regulating resistances,
switch and fuses, E8.10, carr. 15/ -.
Slydlock Fuses. 15 amps. with back
connections, 2,i- each, post 6d. ; 21; - dozen,
post 2:-.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Dept. H,

214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
= Telephone : MACaulay 2159

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 volt) Microphone
Amplifiers, as used in 'plane intercom..
In self-contained metal case ; can be used
to make up a deaf aid outfit, intercom-
munication system, or with crystal set,
complete with valves and Fitting Instruc-
tions. 20!-, Post 24. Useful wooden box
with partitions to hold amplifier, Bi- extra.
Ditto, less valves. 101-. Hand Micro-
phones, with switch in handle and lead,
5/8. Tammy 7/-. Similar instruments.
moving coil, 8/6. All post 12-. Mask type
with switch 3,8, post 6d. Mike buttons
(carbon) 21-. Moving coil 31. Both post 4d.
Soldering Irons. -Our new streamlined
iron is fitted with a pencil bit, 200i250 v.
50 wAtts, 11/13. Standard Iron with adjust-
able bit, 200;250 v`. 60 watts, 13/6. Heavy
Duty Iron, 150 _.watts. 16/6, all post 1! --
These Irons are guaranteed, and all parts
are replaceable.
Meters. -20 amp. 2in., rale, 818 ; 15 v.
2lin., 9/6 ; 150 v. 2in.. m/c, 10'- ; 3.5
amp., 2in., T.C., 6i- ; 4 amp.. 2lin., T.C., in
case with switch, 9/8 ; 100 m/A. airs.,
7/6, alt post extra. Meter Movements,
Units with 2-500 microamps, post ale.
Bell Transformers. -These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. mains
giving 3, 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp..
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder, etc., 9/-. Similar
Transformer but output of 4, 8 or 12 volts,
1218. Both post 1/ -' BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries, 6i-, post 6d.
BUZZERS, 3/9, or Heavy Duty, 41, post 5d.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers, with vest-
pocket clip, 3/3, or with gauge, 3/8. post 3d.
S.R.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, fox -use on
mains to show "live" side of switches, etc..
21. post 4d. Neon Indicator, complete
with, condenser, -pencil type, with vest-
pocket clip. 7/8. post, 5d.
Crystal Sets. Our latest model is a real
radio receiver, fitted with a permanent
crystal detector. Have a set in your own
room. 12/8, post 8d. Spare Permanent
Detectors, 2'- each. When ordered separ-
ately, 2;8 ; with clips and screws, 2/10. post
3d. Headphones, brand new, S. G. Brown,
G.E.C., etc.. 23:- and -super -sensitive. 30'- a
pair. Headphones in Good Order, 6:-.
Better Quality,. 7'8 and 10'-. BalancedArmature Type (very sensitive), 13'6.All post 1/6. New Single Ear -pieces, 3/8.
Bal. armature type, 4/6 (two of these will
make an intercom. Set). Ex-R.A.F. ear-
piece, 213. post 4d. (All Headphones listedare suitable for use with our Crystal
Sets.) Money refunded if not completely
satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58, NEW WANSTEAD, LONDON, E.11.
New illustrated List sent on request with
2d. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.
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fou, too, can print copies of your own snap -shots at home. It's
not at all difficult. With the Johnson Print -a -Snap pack you can
make prints of the family's favourite pictures in a single evening.
Any dimly -lit room will do to work in.

he Johnson Print -a -Snap pack costs oily 3s. 61..
and for this you get full instructions, chemicals
and all you need to make sixteen 2 x 3), in. prints
or twenty-four x 2!. in. prints. You can make
prints from your own negatives, new or old.
Printing snap -shots at home is a fascinating
pastime, as well as being the first big step towards
taking up photography as a hobby.

Ask your local photo dealer for the JOHNSON
PRINT -A -SNAP PACK-it's only

316
JOHNSONS OF HENDON LTD.
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BRAKE BLOCKS
FOR SURE STOPPING

AND A LONG LIFE
FIBRAX BRAKE BLOCKS stand up to the toughest test-
the split-second emergency. Yet they brake smoothly
and firmly. Two types : SOFT RED for alloy rims,
BLACK for steel rims.
Ask your dealer for "FIBRAX"

FIBRAX LTD., 2 TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
53.56A

Send Now for New Brochure detailing all points and
interesting features ; answered questions you would ask, showing machines in
use and articles such as toys, patterns and turnery made on these machines. Ask
also for details of fitments co the " Coronet " range and other makes. Is long hole
drilling a problem to you l Send now fo, details of BORING ATTACHMENT
and long drills, to suit any lathes

vg;r1
L.,.TING ,

FITMENTo AND ACCESSORIES FOR
CUP CENTRE No. I Morse Taper Shank.
4 Prong DRIVING CENTRE (Positive Drive for large or small work.)
GRINDING WHEEL ARBOR No. I Morse Taper-suit any machine with

No. I Morse Taper.
REVOLVING CENTRE
5" WOBBLESAW-Ploughs- ' to r. Index for quick setting and fine adjustment.
TURNING TOOLS, set of six 18' overall, beautifully handled.
WOODSCREW CHUCK to suit any machine No. I or 2 Morse.
3 jaw CHUCK and Self Centering 4 jaw Independent Chuck.
COMPOUND SLIDEREST-for wood and metal turning.
ELECTRIC MOTORS, Brook A and .) h.p.

GRINDING WHSELS, SLIPSTONES, etc.
Write : Dept. P.M., enclosing stamp, (or Catalogues showing photographs

and price, etc.
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ALL LATHES :

CORONET TOOL CO. 8, MAN
DERBYROAD,

Also at CITY ROAD MILLS, DERBY.

Published about the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED. Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London. W.C.2, and Printed in England by W. speaight & Sons, Exmoor Street, London. W.10.
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand --Gordon & Gotch (A, sia), Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa-
Central News Agency Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage) : For one year, Inland 18s. 6d.

Overseas I7s., Canada 17s.

" Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until August 31st, 1956, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. 4 slumped, addressed envelope usual also he enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. August, 1956.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt. & Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches)

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural
R/F Concrete ,,
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering
Generators & Motors

Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
A.F.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Sanitary Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE Of ENGINEERING

148, HOLBORN,LONDON,2 E.C.I
cOUTH AFRICA: E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132- PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
* Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-

manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.

* How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

WHY MTERFSTINO COURSES

TO SELECT FROM

A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses jot
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon SEND Off
To : NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TOO COUPON
(Dept. 29), 148-150, Holborn, London, E.C.1. NOW AND 8E

fFPlease Forward your Free Guide to LI.

CESORSNAME SWC5E
ADDRESS '*41041§TOROV'

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING
(25) )

MUNICIP
AERO (3)AL

WORK
RADIO (4) BUILDING

(

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(ad. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


